
                                   
 

 

Written Answers to Questions Not Answered at Mayor's Question Time 
on 20 January 2016 

 

Housebuilding 
Question No: 2016/0163 
Andrew Boff  
How will you be supporting the government's plans to directly commission new homes on 
public land in Old Oak Common? 

Oral response 

Right to Buy replacement homes 
Question No: 2016/0032 
Darren Johnson  
Have you achieved your aim of ensuring a one-for-one replacement of homes lost through 
Right to Buy in London? 

Oral response 

Air quality plan for reducing nitrogen dioxide in London 
Question No: 2016/0095 
Stephen Knight  
How do you respond to the government's latest plan for reducing nitrogen dioxide emissions in 
London? 

Oral response 

Child poverty 
Question No: 2016/0166 
Fiona Twycross  
What forecast has the Greater London Authority made of the likely changes in the child poverty 
rate in London? 

Oral response 



Tackling FGM in London 
Question No: 2016/0140 
Andrew Boff  
According to recent data from the Department of Health, healthcare professionals discovered 
758 newly reported incidents of FGM in London between July and September 2015, 
constituting more than half of all cases reported across the country. What further work is the 
Metropolitan Police Service doing to tackle this crime? 

Oral response 

A&E Crisis 
Question No: 2016/0167 
Onkar Sahota  
Have you now read the Independent Health Commission report by Mr Mansfield QC and what 
steps are you taking to ensure equity to health services in North West London? 

Oral response 

Domestic Abuse 
Question No: 2016/0144 
Kemi Badenoch  
According to a report by Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Constabulary, police forces in England 
and Wales are on the verge of being "overwhelmed" by "staggering" increases in reports of 
domestic abuse. What measures have the Metropolitan Police Service put in place to ensure 
that it is not overwhelmed by a sharp increase in reports of domestic abuse? 

Oral response 

Combating traffic related pollution using electric vehicles 
Question No: 2016/0174 
Valerie Shawcross  
Given the traffic related air pollution crisis facing London do you regret having failed in your 
manifesto pledges to extend the Tram network or to increase the number of electric vehicles in 
the GLA Fleet to 1,000? 

Oral response 

Housing 
Question No: 2016/0168 
Tom Copley  
Are Government reforms making it easier to deliver housing that meets the housing needs of 
Londoners? 

Oral response 



Absconding while on bail for terrorism offences 
Question No: 2016/0137 
Tony Arbour  
Abu Rumaysah absconded while on bail for terrorism offences and is now suspected to have 
featured in a Daesh video making threats against the UK and murdering captives. What steps 
are being taken to ensure that individuals suspected of serious criminal offences in London are 
not able to abscond and commit crimes in other jurisdictions? 

Oral response 

Privatisation of Police Services 
Question No: 2016/0173 
Joanne McCartney  
Will the Mayor confirm that private companies such as Serco and G4S have not been used by 
the Met to perform any core policing functions? 

Oral response 

Threats to London's green spaces 
Question No: 2016/0033 
Jenny Jones  
Do you share my concern that the combined pressures of Government spending cuts, housing 
and school place pressures are becoming a significant threat to London's green spaces? 

Oral response 

Congestion in London 
Question No: 2016/0001 
Caroline Pidgeon  
What plans do you have to make the congestion charge more effective at reducing congestion? 

Oral response 

Incident Response Units 
Question No: 2016/0171 
Fiona Twycross  
Do you think that five London Fire Brigade Incident Response Units are sufficient to provide 
London with adequate cover in the event of a chemical, biological, radiological or nuclear 
attack? 

Oral response 



London Rental Standard (1) 
Question No: 2016/0169 
Tom Copley  
Will 100,000 private landlords be signed up to the London Rental Standard by May 2016 as 
you pledged during the last mayoral election? 

Oral response 

Crossrail 2 (1) 
Question No: 2016/0147 
Richard Tracey  
When does TfL expect to have finalised the Crossrail 2 route? 

Oral response 

Creative and innovative housing 
Question No: 2016/0170 
Nicky Gavron  
Do you agree that tall buildings are a "creative and innovative" way to get the housing 
Londoners need? 

Oral response 

Financing Infrastructure (2) 
Question No: 2016/0156 
Steve O'Connell  
Given the increase in London's population to 9 million in 2018 and 10 million by 2030, what 
will be the impact on Londoners if infrastructure investment is significantly scaled back? 

Oral response 



Hoax calls to emergency services 
Question No: 2016/0129 
Tony Arbour  
What more can be done to cut the number of hoax calls received by London's emergency 
services? 

The Mayor  

The number of hoax calls to emergency services has been reduced over recent years.  For 
example, the LFB has now reduced numbers from 10,182 hoax calls in 2003/04 to an 
estimated 1,400 by the end of 2015/16. The LFB have reduced attendances to these hoax calls 
by 86 per cent since the introduction of a Call Challenge System in 2004.  
 
The London Ambulance Service also receives a relatively small number of hoax calls each year, 
which has been reducing over the past few years. 811 hoax calls were attended in 2014 
compared 1840 in 2012.    
 
Action taken to reducing hoax calls includes:  
 

 The MPS are involved in a recently launched working group looking at reducing these 
types of calls nationally. They also have a dedicated officer, who leads on the reduction 
of repeat and misuse calls.  

 This officer works in partnership with the LAS and LFB to assist in the reduction of their 
misuse and hoax calls. The officer works to highlight repeat and misuse callers to 
Borough Command Units and works with local officers to reduce and eliminate these 
calls. 

 This LFB Call Challenge will continue, as well as other work such as: LFB Control 
Officers contacting mobile phone service providers to request disconnection for repeat 
offenders; the LFB education team using a bespoke workshop that is delivered to 
schools on a reactive basis once hoax calling is identified as an issue; and all youth 
training courses run by the LFB (LIFE and Cadets) using a session related to the subject 
of hoax calling and its consequences 

 
However, it is worth noting that many hoax calls are from people who are suffering from mental 
health issues who often believe their call is a genuine emergency. The MPS will normally 
engage with healthcare services, but will arrest and prosecute where appropriate. Each caller is 
unique and requires a slightly different approach on a case by case basis. 
 
The Emergency services also regularly run awareness campaigns about when to call 999 and 
101.  
 



LFEPA settlement 
Question No: 2016/0172 
Andrew Dismore  
As the LFEPA settlement has not clawed back pension contributions, this means the savings 
target has reduced by 2.8 million pounds. Do you agree that proposed front line cuts can 
therefore be reduced accordingly? 

Oral response 

 

Unfulfilled Mayoral pledges 
Question No: 2016/0002 
Caroline Pidgeon  
What transport pledges that you made in your 2012 manifesto 'Investing in Transport' will not 
be met before you leave City Hall? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Tube passenger figures by line 
Question No: 2016/0003 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please provide a table showing the number of tube passengers per line, broken down by period, 
for the last five years. 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Bus safety systems 
Question No: 2016/0004 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Buses are equipped with a switch that raises or lowers the bus, depending on what the situation 
requires. The coroner investigating the death of David Wood in a bus accident stated "the 
driver panicked [...] meant to raise the bus but lowered it and when he lowered it, it seems to 
me these fatal injuries were sustained." 

What plans does TfL have to review the design of these switches so that this mistake can never 
be repeated? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Uber 
Question No: 2016/0005 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Uber's Terms and Conditions, as updated 9/10/2015, state that "Uber does not guarantee the 
quality, suitability, safety or ability of third party providers. You agree that the entire risk 
arising out of your use of the services, and any service or good requested in connection 
therewith, remains solely with you". 

Do you think this is acceptable for passengers? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Uber Pool and insurance 
Question No: 2016/0006 
Caroline Pidgeon  
What steps has TfL taken to check that Uber drivers running the Uber Pool service have 
appropriate insurance for multiple occupancy trips? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

PHV cap 
Question No: 2016/0007 
Caroline Pidgeon  
What steps have you taken to introduce a cap on the number of private hire licenses in 
London? If it requires primary legislation, why not use your power as Mayor to introduce a Bill 
to Parliament? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



London Overground rail replacement bus services 
Question No: 2016/0008 
Caroline Pidgeon  
The concession agreement with MTR for operating TfL Rail services specifies that they must 
provide customer assistance personnel at all rail replacement bus stops when these road 
services are running. 

Will the second concession contract for operating London Overground, to be awarded in 2016, 
include a similar provision? If not, why not? 

The Mayor  

Yes, the operator for the next London Overground concession will be expected to place 
customer service staff at rail replacement bus stops in order to provide a reassuring presence to 
customers. This is particularly important where stops are not in the immediate vicinity of a 
station. 

CLoS and the consultation on Quietways in Wandsworth 
Question No: 2016/0009 
Caroline Pidgeon  
It has come to light that neither Wandsworth Council officers nor TfL have seen details from 
the Cycling Level of Service evaluation tool for the Quietways proposals going out to 
consultation in that borough.  

Do you agree that if toolkits developed as part of the new LCDS (London Cycling Design 
Standards) are to have any value, it is important that at least on TfL funded schemes they are 
used?  

The Mayor  

As I stated in my response to question 2015/3794, TfL promotes the use of Cycling Level of 
Service (CLoS) and the Junction Assessment Tool on all highway schemes. The focus to date 
has been on training borough officers in use of the tools and strongly encouraging them to 
undertake CLoS assessments on emerging options. 

TfL assesses all Quietway proposals according to the factors listed in CLoS to ensure the 
scheme will deliver good quality facilities. While it does not require boroughs to submit a formal 
CLoS assessment for every Quietway scheme, TfL will request one if it has concerns about the 
proposal. 



Underground station lifts out of service 
Question No: 2016/0010 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please list the dates, length of time of closure, and the name of the Underground Station for 
which each lift was out of service for reasons other than refurbishment or replacement during 
2015. 

The Mayor  

Please see Appendix A for the list of stations which have had lifts out of service for all reasons 
other than planned refurbishment/replacement during 2015. 

Lift reliability across the Underground is very good, with lifts available for 99 per cent of 
scheduled hours, excluding planned works. TfL has also reduced lift repair time considerably 
from an average of 9.27 hours in 2010 to 4.39 hours in 2014. 

Rotherhithe bus services (1) 
Question No: 2016/0011 
Caroline Pidgeon  
The population in Rotherhithe is increasing rapidly, with Surrey Docks ward projected to 
increase by 40% in the next four years alone. What plans do you have to improve bus services 
for the residents of Rotherhithe to meet the growing transport needs of the area? 

The Mayor  

LB Southwark and TfL officers have held discussions on how best to meet the needs of this 
expanding area. TfL has agreed to develop a bus network plan for the area for the next few 
years by summer 2016.  This will include necessary infrastructure provision, routeing of services 
to better serve the retail area and adequate service provision to serve Canada Water Station.  As 
part of the plan, TfL will also consider other large scale developments in the area, including 
Convoys Wharf and Surrey Canal Road to ensure there is sufficient transport provision within 
the Rotherhithe area. 

TfL is aware of the need to monitor existing provision in the area to ensure capacity and 
reliability for the existing bus services is adequate in the short term. 

Rotherhithe bus services (2) 
Question No: 2016/0012 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Would you support a shuttle bus service running round the Rotherhithe peninsula? Will you ask 
Transport for London to investigate this possibility? 

The Mayor  

Please see my answer to MQ 2016/ 0011 with regard to bus service provision in Rotherhithe 
peninsula. 



Tube delays due to overcrowding 
Question No: 2016/0013 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Please publish a table showing for each tube line the number of incidents of tube delays due to 
overcrowding for 2013, 2014 and 2015. 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

TfL cycle guides 
Question No: 2016/0014 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Transport for London's local cycling guides includes routes that have 'been ridden and 
recommended by experienced cyclists'. In the case of Local Cycling Guide 14 this includes a 
route across Tooting Bec Common that is unlawful, which means TfL could be accused of 
inciting cyclists to commit an unlawful act. 

Do you agree that Transport for London should check the routes in these cycling guides before 
publication to ensure that they do not include unlawful routes? What steps will you be taking 
to ensure these checks are made? 

The Mayor  

The Transport for London cycling guides show routes which are signed and unsigned, including 
routes that have been ridden and recommended by members of the London Cycling Campaign 
as well as experienced local cyclists. 

I am aware that TfL is carrying out a London-wide audit of the routes in the cycle guides in 
order to update future cycle mapping, wayfinding and journey planning.  I can confirm that 
when any updated mapping is published, the route you have highlighted will be amended. 



School catchment areas 
Question No: 2016/0015 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Following research showing that there are 300 schools in London where pupils have to live 
within 750m of the site in order to get a place, what are you doing to ensure that there are 
enough places for children to be able to go to their local school? 

The Mayor  

London's population is growing and this is increasing demand for schools. I continue to make 
the funding case to government for the 165,000 additional state school places that will be 
needed by 2025. I set this out at my third Education Conference on 27 November when sharing 
the platform with the Rt Hon Nicky Morgan MP, Secretary of State for Education. This was 
based on the GLA report, 'Projected Demand for School Places '. All areas of London need 
additional schools over the next decade. I also want London's schools to be providing excellent 
education, so that London parents can be confident of a good education for their child where 
ever they live. 

Although I have no statutory responsibility for providing school places, I have made 20 sites 
available for schools on GLA group land which will provide well over 10,000 places. 

Free School sites 
Question No: 2016/0016 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Out of the 14 sites you have made available for free schools how many of the schools have now 
moved on to these sites on a permanent basis? 

The Mayor  

Sites have now been made available for 17 free schools and 2 other schools. 

Five of these free schools opened in temporary premises in 2013, six in 2014 and two in 2015. 
Two will not be opening until their permanent sites are ready and two sites have not yet been 
allocated to schools. Five have been inspected by OFSTED, two have been graded Outstanding 
and three graded Good. 

None of the schools involved have yet moved into their permanent premises. Four are due to 
occupy their permanent premises in 2016/17, seven in 2017/18, three in 2018/19 and one in 
2019/20. 

Of the other two schools, an academy and an UTC, the first is scheduled to occupy its 
permanent home in September 2016 and the other in September 2017. 



Nursery provision on free school sites 
Question No: 2016/0017 
Caroline Pidgeon  
How many of the schools on these sites offer nursery school provision for children under four 
and if they do not, are there plans for them to do so in the future? 

The Mayor  

Eight of the free schools on sites provided by the GLA are primaries or All-Throughs. All are on 
temporary sites and none currently have nurseries. 

One intends to open a nursery and two intend to consider opening one, once they are on their 
permanent sites. 

Five do not intend to open nurseries: two because their sites will be too small; one because it is 
a special needs school; one because it is in a chain which does not do nurseries; and one 
because of the decision of its Governors. 

MPS custodial healthcare provision 
Question No: 2016/0018 
Caroline Pidgeon  
What is the current timeframe for transferring custodial healthcare provision to the NHS? 

The Mayor  

The Home Secretary has recently announced (December 2015) that the legal transfer of police 
custody healthcare to NHSE is no longer being progressed by the Government. 

Children in MPS custody 
Question No: 2016/0019 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Over the last four years, how many children under the age of 18 have been held in police 
custody (a) overnight and (b) over a weekend in police cells? Please breakdown figures by 
month, borough and age of the children and provide yearly totals. 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Women/girls stopped and searched by MPS 
Question No: 2016/0020 
Caroline Pidgeon  
How many women/girls have been stopped and searched by the MPS in the last four years?  
Please breakdown by month and by borough and provide yearly totals. 

The Mayor  

Between 01 January 2012 and 31 December 2015 there were 63,223 stop 
and search records related to women or girls. The yearly breakdown is 
as follows: 

       2012 = 21,166 

       2013 = 18,876 

       2014 = 13,902 

       2015 = 9,279 

This is in line with the fall in the use of stop and search in general seen across London. The 
MOPAC intrusive tactics dashboard shows that since March 2012 stop and search has fallen 
dramatically. 

The attached spreadsheet in Appendix B includes borough breakdowns by month for the four 
year period. 

Offensive weapon offences 
Question No: 2016/0021 
Caroline Pidgeon  
What percentages of those charged by the MPS for carrying offensive weapons in the last four 
years have been female? Please breakdown by borough and by month and provide yearly 
percentage averages. 

The Mayor  

Please find Appendix C which contains the information requested. 

This shows a count, by borough, of individuals who been charged or summoned to court for 
offensive weapon offences in the last four years, of those who are recorded as female. 

http://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/mayors-office-policing-and-crime-mopac/data-and-research/policing/intrusive-tactics


MPS greener fleet 
Question No: 2016/0022 
Caroline Pidgeon  
How much is the estimated cost of upgrading the MPS fleet of response vehicles to the BMW 
i3 Ranger Extender that is currently being piloted by the force? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Channel Programme 
Question No: 2016/0023 
Caroline Pidgeon  
How is the success of the Channel Programme being measured? 

The Mayor  

The newly established CONTEST Board is working with the Home office, other Agencies, and 
with Boroughs across London to improve the co-ordination of, and the implementation of a 
range of activities under the Government's Counter Terrorism Strategy.  Prevent is a key theme 
in this work and MOPAC is keen to see whether a Pan London approach to the work could 
improve outcomes.  The Channel Programme is part of these discussions. Specific questions as 
to how its success is measured nationally should however be addressed to the Home Office. 

MPS Hate Crime Liaison officers 
Question No: 2016/0024 
Caroline Pidgeon  
How many trained Hate Crime Liaison officers are there in the MPS?  What is the cost of the 
specific training for these officers? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

MOPAC Project Cull (1) 
Question No: 2016/0025 
Caroline Pidgeon  
MOPAC's "Project Cull" has led the MPS to stop 20 of the 146 live technology projects and 
take corrective action with 17 others.  Please outline what these 37 projects are and how much 
they have cost to date. 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



MPS technology projects 
Question No: 2016/0026 
Caroline Pidgeon  
The MPS currently have 146 live technology projects.  Please provide a list of these projects, 
detailing their purpose and costs to date. 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

MPS technology strategy 
Question No: 2016/0027 
Caroline Pidgeon  
When will the MPS revised technology strategy be published? 

The Mayor  

The Technology Strategy is currently being maintained while the MPS 
develops its blueprint and roadmap for the One Met Model 2020.  Once 
this is completed in spring 2016, the Technology Strategy will be 
updated and published. 

MPS technology budget 
Question No: 2016/0028 
Caroline Pidgeon  
The MPS have signed a £60 million seven year contract of new ICT without the force having 
actually identified their current ICT requirements and whilst reducing the digital policing staff 
from 800 to 100.  The London Assembly's pre-budget report expresses concern that the Met's 
lack of capacity and lack of commercial skills will hamper its ability to manage these projects. 
Given that 20 of the current projects have been scrapped and 17 are having to be corrected 
how will you make sure that these projects, going forward are managed effectively? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Community policing 
Question No: 2016/0029 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Given that the tragic attacks in Paris emphasised the importance of our community policing in 
keeping London safe will you be reviewing the arrangements for dedicated PCs and PCSOs in 
each ward? 

The Mayor  

Neighbourhood Policing is vital to our safety and I have welcomed the Spending Review 
settlement which will enable us to maintain MPS strength at 32,000 police officers and 
continue to provide a dedicated PC and PCSO in each ward in 2016/17. 

The Commissioner has also stated that he is going to increase the number of armed response 
officers in the capital and doubling those on patrol, as important steps to keep us all safe 
following the Paris attacks. 

Unanswered Mayoral Questions 
Question No: 2016/0030 
Caroline Pidgeon  
At present there are 156 written Mayoral Questions which you have refused to answer, with 
one dating back to December 2011. Will you make a commitment to ensure that before your 
term of office ends that you have answered every Mayoral Question that has been submitted to 
you. 

The Mayor  

I will try to answer all outstanding written Mayoral Questions. 

93 bus crash 
Question No: 2016/0031 
Caroline Pidgeon  
Following the serious collision involving the 93 bus in Cheam on the 9th December 2015 was 
the bus driven back to its garage? 

The Mayor  

The route 93 bus in North Cheam was moved out of danger from the immediate area at the 
request of the Metropolitan Police following engineering checks that it was safe to do it. 

Then the normal practice of sealing the vehicle to stop unauthorised access and front lifting the 
bus with a tow truck back to the garage took place. 

An assessment of the bus by the independent Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (part of the 
DfT) and manufacturer Volvo has since shown the brakes were working correctly at the time 
and did not contribute to the collision. The accident investigation continues. 



Domestic extremism database 
Question No: 2016/0034 
Jenny Jones  
Will you review the Met Police use of data by the National Domestic Extremism and Disorder 
Intelligence Unit (NDEDIU)? 

The Mayor  

Please refer to MQ 2016 / 41. 

Stricter domestic extremism definition 
Question No: 2016/0035 
Jenny Jones  
Of those people whose records on police systems were deleted after the Met adopted the 
stricter HMIC definition of domestic extremism, how many have subsequently had new records 
added? 

The Mayor  

Please refer to MQ 2016 / 41. 

Domestic extremism database and crimes 
Question No: 2016/0036 
Jenny Jones  
How many people on the domestic extremism database (if any) have actually been a) convicted 
or b) arrested of a crime relating to domestic extremism? Please specify if no further action was 
taken. 

The Mayor  

Please refer to MQ 2016 / 41. 

NDEDIU database information removal 
Question No: 2016/0037 
Jenny Jones  
When the Metropolitan Police Service deletes entries or a nominal from its own NDEDIU 
databases, does it automatically send a request for the equivalent files to be deleted from the 
databases of other organisations, or sections within the Met Police, with whom it has shared 
the information? Is there a process for acknowledging that this deletion has been done, or that 
the request for deletion has been refused? 

The Mayor  

Please refer to MQ 2016 / 41. 



Police intelligence gathering and journalists 
Question No: 2016/0038 
Jenny Jones  
Thank you for my answer to question 2014/5068 relating to the Metropolitan Police gathering 
intelligence on journalists who are not under suspicion of breaking the law. Are you satisfied 
that the Met Police are sticking to the 'strict legislative criteria' and they 'only conduct 
operations & investigations against individuals who are suspect to be involved in crime'? 

The Mayor  

The records retained within the MPS National Domestic Extremism and Disorder Intelligence 
Unit is independently audited. The Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime regularly meets with 
ACSO and other senior officers to oversee this important area of policing and is satisfied that 
this level of oversight and scrutiny is appropriate. 

Retrieval of deleted files 
Question No: 2016/0039 
Jenny Jones  
Thank you for your answer to my question 2013/4680 relating to the deletion of nominal 
records from backups, copies and other related databases. Would you ask for an urgent review 
to be carried out by MOPAC if it emerged that it was possible to retrieve deleted files, even if 
that couldn't be done in an immediately 'searchable way'? 

The Mayor  

Please refer to MQ 2016 / 41. 

Whistleblower satisfaction 
Question No: 2016/0040 
Jenny Jones  
Can the Met Police provide a single example of any whistleblower who is, or has been, happy 
with the process and outcome of their complaint? 

The Mayor  

The MPS policy for reporting wrongdoing offers confidentiality to staff using the procedure, 
therefore it would be inappropriate to comment on any individual case. 

The MPS have reported that within the last year, there have been five officers that have been 
classed as reporters of wrongdoing. They advise that one of these officers has reported 
dissatisfaction with the process and outcome, and that none of the other officers have made 
such a report. 



Domestic Extremism Criteria 
Question No: 2016/0041 
Jenny Jones  
According to your response to my question 2014/5068 "Strict legislative criteria must be met 
before authorisations to gather intelligence is granted." My 2015 subject access request 
includes a note that I was a known protestor outside the Daily Mail building between 17:30 - 
18:30 on 23/09/2013. What criteria did the Metropolitan Police use to record that data on the 
National Domestic Extremism and Disorder Intelligence Unit's database for domestic 
extremists? 

The Mayor  

The Metropolitan Police through the National Domestic Extremism and Disorder Intelligence 
Unit hold 2,638 nominal records. 

The definition used for domestic extremism is a working definition.  It is not defined in law.  

It is - Domestic Extremism as it relates to "the activity of groups or individuals who commit or 
plan serious criminal activity motivated by a political or ideological viewpoint." 

I, and the Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime, have regular meetings with the Assistant 
Commissioner for Specialist Operations and other senior officers.  During these discussions this 
area of business has been discussed.  I am aware that the HMIC inspected the database in 2012 
and reviewed it in 2013.  The MPS clearly operate their own systems of inspections and review. 
There exists a legislative framework for them to operate in and the Information Commissioners 
Office has a role in ensuring that the MPS complies with the legislation. 

When records are deleted, they are deleted, and no details of those are maintained. Hence it is 
not possible to ascertain whether a person whose record is deleted is at some later point re-
entered on to the database.  The content of records, relevant to this database, is unlikely to 
feature on other databases in the MPS.   The NDEDIU do not notify other organisations or 
other parts of the MPS when they delete records.  The 'owners' of those other systems will 
comply with the obligations under data protection. 

I do not have access to the content of these records and so I am unable to deal with the 
specific points you raise regarding the entries mentioned in your questions, nor would it be 
appropriate to do so in an answer of this sort. 



Domestic Extremism suspects 
Question No: 2016/0042 
Jenny Jones  
Thank you for your response to my question 2014/5068 that states the MPS "only conduct 
operations and investigations against individuals who are suspected to be involved in a crime." 
My subject access request notes that I was a known protestor outside the Daily Mail building 
between 17:30 - 18:30 on 23/09/2013. Please specify what crime was linked to this event 
which justified the Metropolitan Police recording and retaining this information? 

The Mayor  

Please see my response to MQ 2016/ 41. 

Assessment and audit of Domestic extremist database 
Question No: 2016/0043 
Jenny Jones  
Thank you for answering my question 2014/1867. How many times has the performance of the 
National Domestic Extremism and Disorder Intelligence database been assessed and audited 
since 2013? 

The Mayor  

Please see my response to MQ 2016/ 41. 

Assessment and audit of Domestic extremist database 
Question No: 2016/0044 
Jenny Jones  
Thank you for answering my question 2014/1867. How many times have you and the Deputy 
Mayor for Policing and Crime been briefed by the Assistant Commissioner of Specialist 
Operations in the past three years? 

The Mayor  

My Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime, Stephen Greenhalgh, met with the previous Assistant 
Commissioner Specialist Operations 19 times, and has met with the current Assistant 
Commissioner Specialist Operations 17 times in the past three years, equalling approximately 
once per month. 

I meet with the Assistant Commissioner Specialist Operations on a similar frequency. My 
engagements are listed in the Mayor's Report to the Assembly. 



Domestic Extremist Definition 
Question No: 2016/0045 
Jenny Jones  
What definition of 'domestic extremism' are the Metropolitan Police Service currently using? 

The Mayor  

Please see my response to MQ 2016/ 41. 

Nominal on the Domestic Extremist database 
Question No: 2016/0046 
Jenny Jones  
How many nominal records are on the National Domestic Extremism and Disorder Intelligence 
Unit's database? 

The Mayor  

Please see my response to MQ 2016/ 41. 

Domestic Extremist records 
Question No: 2016/0047 
Jenny Jones  
How many people have requested a subject access data request for details in the National 
domestic Extremism and Disorder Intelligence Unit's database in 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Tfl's Road Safety funding (1) 
Question No: 2016/0048 
Jenny Jones  
What was TfL's level of funding allocated for Road Safety prior to the establishment of the 
Metropolitan Police's Road, Traffic and Policing Command (RTPC) in 2013/14? What is the 
current level of funding for Road Safety in the RTPC? 

The Mayor  

In 2013/14, TfL contributed approximately £89m towards the cost of the Metropolitan Police 
Safer Transport Command (STC) and approximately £5m towards the Traffic Operational 
Command Unit and the Traffic Criminal Justice Unit.  In 2014/15, TfL contributed 
approximately £91m towards the cost of the Metropolitan Police Roads and Transport Policing 
Command (RTPC) and a further £3m towards the Traffic Criminal Justice Unit. It is not possible 
to disaggregate road safety policing funding specifically as this activity formed part of the 
overall contracted policing services from the STC and the RTPC. 



TfL's Road Safety funding (2) 
Question No: 2016/0049 
Jenny Jones  
How much did TfL fund the activities of the Criminal Justice Unit and the Traffic Operational 
Command in 2013/14? Was all this in addition to the £111.3m funding for the Safer Transport 
Command? 

The Mayor  

In 2013/14, TfL funded 80 per cent of the costs of the MPS Safer Transport Command. This 
included approximately £5m towards the costs of the MPS Traffic Operational Command Unit 
and the Traffic Criminal Justice Unit, and £89m towards the costs of the MPS Safer Transport 
Command. The MPS funded the remaining 20 per cent. 

Funding of Road Traffic Policing Command 
Question No: 2016/0050 
Jenny Jones  
How much did TfL contribute towards the Road Traffic Policing Command in 2015/16? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



TfL and Met's Road Traffic Policing Command 
Question No: 2016/0051 
Jenny Jones  
Can you please publish the targets, performance monitoring figures and the service level 
agreement (contract) between TfL and the Met Road Traffic Policing Command which is linked 
to their funding arrangement? 

The Mayor  

The Special Services Agreement between TfL and MOPAC for the MPS Roads and Transport 
Policing Command is available on the Met's Publication Scheme. This includes a suite of Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs) for the Command's six objectives - the 6 Cs. The primary 
indicators for each objective are shown in the table below. In normal circumstances the target 
for the KPI would be an improvement on the previous year's outturn. 

Key Performance Indicators and targets 

Crime: Reduce bus-related crime rate per million passenger journeys 

Confidence: Reduce % of Londoners who can recall episode of worry whilst travelling on 
public transport in the last three months (EOS Survey Q3) 

Congestion: Reduce serious and severe disruption from collisions (measure of how many 
hours of disruption caused by collisions deemed to be seriously / severely affecting traffic 
flow) 

Cab-related sexual offences:  Reduce volume 

Collisions (Road Safety): Reduce KSI casualties overall (Calendar year comparison 2014 v 
2013, as 2015 figures are still provisional and subject to change) 

Cycle Safety: Reduce cyclist KSI casualties (Calendar year comparison 2014 v 2013, as 2015 
figures are still provisional and subject to change 

Cycle theft: Reduce volume 
 



Enderby Wharf emissions 
Question No: 2016/0052 
Jenny Jones  
In answer to previous questions about your assessment of air quality impacts of the proposed 
cruise terminal at Enderby Wharf you have not addressed the shortcomings of the local 
planning authority's air quality assessment, which were overlooked by the review you 
commissioned from Amec Foster Wheeler. Those shortcomings were (a) the LPA's assessment 
and AMEC's review modelled the impact of relatively clean cruise ships with Tier II engines and 
with a power load of 3.5MW, when less clean ships with a hoteling power load of 8MW may be 
common; (b) neither considered the dispersed pollution as the ships arrive and depart from the 
cruise terminal; (c) neither considered the total emissions from the cruise ships, the escorting 
tugs, and other Thames Clippers boats which will use the jetty. To satisfy yourself and 
Londoners that the application fully complies with London Plan Policy 7.14, requiring air 
quality neutrality in development proposals, will you commission an independent air quality 
assessment that accounts for these shortcomings? 

The Mayor  

There has been planning permission for a cruise liner terminal at Enderby Wharf since 2012. 

The recently approved application was for the onshore development, which will deliver 477 new 
homes, approximately 500 direct and indirect jobs and provide a new skills academy, in addition 
to the huge tourist benefits to London as a world city. 

As part of the planning process there was an extensive evaluation of the potential air quality 
impacts of the onshore development beyond what is formally required by legislation. This was 
then verified by independent experts on behalf of the GLA. 

At the time, RB Greenwich also required an additional assessment of the potential air quality 
impacts of the cruise terminal and the associated ship movements. The independent 
assessment of this work, on behalf of the GLA, recognised that ships could potentially have 
'moderate adverse' impacts in a worst case scenario. 

This is why over £400,000 has been secured towards local mitigation in addition to a low 
emissions transport scheme to minimise construction and operational traffic. GLA officers are in 
discussion with Greenwich Council to ensure the expenditure of the secured funds is applied to 
practical projects. 



Permitted development conversions (1) 
Question No: 2016/0053 
Jenny Jones  
What proportion of the office to residential conversions through permitted development, 
tracked in the London Development Database in the past year, involved offices that were partly 
or fully occupied, for London as a whole and broken down by borough? 

The Mayor  

The most recent set of data is for the financial year 2014/15. Please see Appendix D. In some 
cases occupancy data is not available. 

As you will be aware, I actively lobbied the Government to reconsider its proposals to liberalise 
change of use from offices to housing prior to the announcement in October and this informed 
Government in extending the exemptions from the rights currently in place until May 2019. 
This intervention has given the time needed to ensure a co-ordinated approach to the 
introduction of Article 4 Directions by the relevant boroughs, so that space can continue to be 
protected in London's nationally and internationally important business districts. 

Permitted development conversions (2) 
Question No: 2016/0054 
Jenny Jones  
How many office to residential conversions through permitted development have you logged in 
the London Development Database in the past year, for London as a whole and broken down 
by borough? 

The Mayor  

The most recent data available relates to financial year 2014/15. Please see Appendix E. 

As you will be aware, I actively lobbied the Government to reconsider its proposals to liberalise 
change of use from offices to housing prior to the announcement in October and this informed 
Government in extending the exemptions from the rights currently in place until May 2019. 
This intervention has given the time needed to ensure a co-ordinated approach to the 
introduction of Article 4 Directions by the relevant boroughs, so that space can continue to be 
protected in London's nationally and internationally important business districts. 



Permitted development conversions (3) 
Question No: 2016/0055 
Jenny Jones  
What is the lost commercial floorspace of office to residential conversions through permitted 
development that have you logged in the London Development Database in the past year, for 
London as a whole and broken down by borough? 

The Mayor  

The most recent data available is for financial year 2014/15. Please see Appendix F. 

As you will be aware, I actively lobbied the Government to reconsider its proposals to liberalise 
change of use from offices to housing prior to the announcement in October and this informed 
Government in extending the exemptions from the rights currently in place until May 2019. 
This intervention has given the time needed to ensure a co-ordinated approach to the 
introduction of Article 4 Directions by the relevant boroughs, so that space can continue to be 
protected in London's nationally and internationally important business districts. 



Economic research for new London Plan 
Question No: 2016/0056 
Jenny Jones  
Can you list all the pieces of research currently being undertaken by the GLA, or commissioned 
by the GLA, on London's economy to provide the evidence base for the new London Plan? 

The Mayor  

Economic research for the new London Plan currently being undertaken 
includes: 

       Economic evidence base 

       London industrial land baseline (supply) study 

       Demand for and supply of visitor accommodation in London 

       London Town Centre Health Check 

       London Bio-Incubator Demand Study 

       London High Streets/Town Centres BIDs research 

       The value of open workspace 

Economic research currently in process of being commissioned: 

       London Employment Sites Database 

       Transport Accessibility and Capacity Employment Projections for London 

       London Consumer Expenditure and Comparison Goods Retail Floorspace Needs Study 

       London's Wholesale Markets Review 

       London Industrial BIDs and Estates research 

       Understanding London's Markets 

Economic research to be commissioned later in 2016/2017: 

       Triangulated employment projections (GLA Economics) 

       London office policy review 

       Industrial land demand study 

       Other research to be confirmed post Mayoral election. 



Air quality action plan 
Question No: 2016/0057 
Jenny Jones  
Are you disappointed that the Government's air quality plan will still leave London suffering 
from illegal levels of nitrogen dioxide pollution up to 2025? 

The Mayor  

The Government's plan is a welcome step in the right direction. 

I'm pleased to see it includes much of what we are already delivering, including the Ultra Low 
Emission Zone, which will ensure more than 80% of central London meets Nitrogen Dioxide 
limits by 2020. 

There is clearly potential to bring forward compliance but I cannot do this alone and I am 
seeking additional support from Government and Europe. 

Viridor Environment Credits - Landfill Communities Fund 
Question No: 2016/0058 
Jenny Jones  
With reference to the Viridor incinerator which you approved last summer, substantial 
donations from its charitable arm 'Viridor Environment Credits' made in the form of the 
'Landfill Communities Fund' (LCF) have gone to schemes such as the Twickenham Rowing Club 
which received £100k and £1m to a church in Kingston. Given the public perception of the LCF 
as a fund designed to mitigate and benefit local communities that are affected with funding for 
community and environmental schemes, do you agree that funding a rowing club 13km away 
from the Beddington Farmlands Landfill and the proposed Viridor incinerator in Beddington 
represents a "betrayal" of local residents? 

The Mayor  

It is up to Viridor and government, rather than me, to decide how the Landfill Communities 
Funds are spent.  It is neither my place to set the eligibly criteria for this Fund nor question the 
Funds governance arrangements. My focus will be on continuing to work closely with Viridor 
and LB Sutton to explore opportunities to develop a heat network in the nearby Hackbridge 
development. My officers are working with LB Sutton to develop an Energy Master Plan.  I 
have ensured via a Section 106 agreement that Virdor set aside £50k to determine feasibility 
for a heat network that will improve the efficiency of the facility that would provide low carbon 
affordable energy to businesses and homes in the Hackbridge area. 



Entrust - Landfill Communities Fund eligibility criteria 
Question No: 2016/0059 
Jenny Jones  
Do you agree that the eligibility criteria which allows the 'Landfill Communities Fund' to benefit 
environmental and community projects within ten miles of a proposal needs to be tightened up 
in dense urban areas such as London, to ensure that this fund is exclusively for the benefit of 
communities in the immediate vicinity of proposals such as the Viridor incinerator and 
Beddington Farmlands Landfill? 

The Mayor  

Please see my answer to MQ 2015 /058. 

Viridor Environment Credits 
Question No: 2016/0060 
Jenny Jones  
Given the long term environmental implications of the Viridor incinerator in Beddington, which 
you approved last summer, are you concerned that there appears to be a conflict of interest 
amongst some of trustees of the 'Viridor Environment Credits' which distribute 'Landfill 
Community Funds'? Two of the four trustees have a direct connection with Viridor, one trustee 
is the HR and Regulatory Directory of Viridor, another a retired Finance Director. 

The Mayor  

Please see my answer to MQ 2015 /058. 

Viridor incinerator Beddington - district heat network 
Question No: 2016/0061 
Jenny Jones  
I understand the GLA is represented on the Combined Heat Power (CHP) working group which 
is in place to help deliver hot water and heating from the Beddington energy from waste 
incinerator via a heat network to new homes on the Felnex site in Hackbridge. What progress 
has been made with the developer Barratt Homes which is due to build 700 homes on this site? 

The Mayor  

The Beddington Energy Recovery Facility CHP working group will have its inaugural meeting at 
the beginning of February 2016. The GLA is a member of the group. There is a high level 
commitment from Barratt to connect to the district heating network and the London Borough 
of Sutton have commenced detailed discussions, which to date have been very positive.   



Winter floods - London's flood risk assumptions 
Question No: 2016/0062 
Jenny Jones  
Cumbria has now experienced three so called 'once in a lifetime flooding events' in the past ten 
years. In light of this and the unprecedented flood events across other parts of north England 
and Scotland this winter, as part of your climate change adaptation responsibilities are you re-
appraising London's flood risk assumptions? 

The Mayor  

It will be important to determine whether the events that have happened, not just over the past 
month, but over the past few years are in fact a change in the baseline level of risk. 

On that basis my officers will work with the Environment Agency to determine if we need to re-
appraise flood risk in London. 

Winter floods - flood risk warnings 
Question No: 2016/0063 
Jenny Jones  
Cumbria has now experienced three so called 'once in a lifetime flooding events' in the past ten 
years. In light of this and the unprecedented flood events across other parts of north England 
and Scotland this winter has the Mayor received any warnings or new flood risk information 
from the Environment Agency that is applicable to London? 

The Mayor  

No. 



Re-foresting London upper river catchments 
Question No: 2016/0064 
Jenny Jones  
In light of this winter's floods and the growing consensus for re-forestation and 're-wilding' of 
upper river catchments to reduce downstream flood risk, will the Mayor as part of his climate 
adaptation responsibilities, consider applying a similar strategic approach for each of London's 
thirteen river catchments, identifying suitable upper river catchment locations for mass tree 
planting and other measures to hold back and slow rainfall discharge? 

The Mayor  

Making the upper areas of river catchments more able to store, infiltrate and absorb rainwater 
is a sensible flood risk management strategy.  This is as applicable in London as it is to the rest 
of the country. 

Re-forestation is one, but not the only potential intervention.  We have seen the creation of 
"leaky dams", increased flood plains, wetland scrapes and marshland all of which are able to 
assist with flood risk management and which have other benefits. 

The London Rivers Action Plan already contains a range of completed and potential river 
restoration projects and of course my London Plan actively promotes sustainable river 
management and de-culverting of watercourses. 

This works needs more activity, especially in light of increasing storms and we must also 
remember that the upper areas of several of London's tributaries are in the adjoining counties 
and we must work with them to support similar action. 

FCA inquiry into bank culture 
Question No: 2016/0065 
Jenny Jones  
Given the significance of the banking sector in London's economy, will you lobby the Financial 
Conduct Authority Chairman to reopen its inquiry into bank culture? 

The Mayor  

The Financial Conduct Authority is an independent regulator and has explained its decision 
fully. It has published a detailed explanation for how it reached this decision on its website. It 
explains that it decided 'the best way to support and drive on-going efforts to improve culture 
is to continue to engage individually with firms to encourage their delivery of cultural change 
as well as supporting other initiatives outside the FCA.' 

The FCA's full statement is published at: 

http://www.fca.org.uk/static/documents/foi/foi4350-information-provided.pdf) 

http://www.fca.org.uk/static/documents/foi/foi4350-information-provided.pdf


Cycling Level of Service (CLoS) Assessment (1) 
Question No: 2016/0066 
Darren Johnson  
If a cycling scheme is judged by TfL to have at least one critical CLoS failure, should the 
scheme be put on hold until the design can be altered and the issue eliminated? 

The Mayor  

As I have previously said in my responses to questions 2015/3095, 3096 and 3097, TfL and the 
boroughs will carefully consider any critical factors that are identified in cycling schemes, when 
a Cycling Level of Service (CLoS) assessment is done. As I explained in my response to question 
2015/3794, the use of CLoS should not been seen as a substitute for other important aspects 
of the design process (e.g. road safety assessments) and it would be unwise to take a decisions 
on progressing a scheme or not, solely on the basis of a CLoS assessment. There are clearly 
other factors that need to be considered in the decision making process such as the needs of 
road users as well as location-specific issues and constraints. 

Cycling Level of Service (CLoS)  Assessment (2) 

Cycling Level of Service (CLoS)  Assessment (2) 
Question No: 2016/0067 
Darren Johnson  
What is the purpose of the new CLoS technical note? 

The Mayor  

Transport for London will be issuing a technical note to explain how to use the Cycling Level of 
Service (CLoS) assessment (this will supplement the information provided in the London 
Cycling Design Standards). The note will set out guidance on how data for the assessment can 
be sourced e.g. noise, traffic levels and collision data. The note also contains further guidance 
(using case studies) to enable users to conduct their own assessments and make informed 
judgements to score the cyclability of an individual route. The note is being prepared in 
response to user feedback and issues raised in training sessions. 



Cycling Level of Service (CLoS) Assessment (3) 
Question No: 2016/0068 
Darren Johnson  
How many TfL schemes have been assessed using this tool so far, are all TfL design teams 
trained to use it and have they been instructed to judge every cycling scheme using it? 

The Mayor  

As I set out in my response to questions 2015/3794 and 2015/3795, TfL promotes the use of 
the Cycling Level of Service (CLoS) and Junction Assessment Tool on highway schemes, but 
does not mandate their use.  All TfL highway schemes have key outcomes identified at their 
inception and these outcomes must consider all road users. CLoS is only one of the many tools 
that planners and designers are encouraged to use to assess potential schemes and their 
relative benefits. 

I understand that CLoS is now being applied increasingly as part of the design process in TfL, 
while recognising that some schemes were already in the design phase while CLoS was being 
developed. The intention, moving forward, is to further increase its use. 

Since April 2015, 185 training days have been delivered to TfL staff on cycle infrastructure 
design courses that include use of CLoS. 

A20 between New Cross and Lewisham - proposed changes (1) 
Question No: 2016/0069 
Darren Johnson  
When TfL assessed the plans for this scheme using the Cycling Level of Service (CLoS) tool, 
were any critical issues identified? If so, please describe them and explain what changes will be 
made to the design to eliminate them. 

The Mayor  

A CLoS assessment is one of a number of tools available during the development of a scheme 
and must be considered on a site specific basis. 

The existing cycle lane is encroached by large vehicles. The proposal to replace this with a 4m 
wide general traffic lane at this location is considered safer for cyclists. It is expected to make 
drivers more cautious as they overtake cyclists, and would make cyclists more visible to general 
traffic and any large vehicles. 



A20 between New Cross and Lewisham - proposed changes (2) 
Question No: 2016/0070 
Darren Johnson  
TfL plan to remove the cycle lane on Loampit Hill because it is under the recommended 
minimum width and INSTEAD create a wider westbound lane which 'would encourage cyclists 
to take an appropriate position in the main traffic lane'.  Exactly how wide is the existing cycle 
lane and is it TfL policy to remove cycle lanes under the minimum width across the entire TfL 
road network? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

A20 between New Cross and Lewisham - proposed changes (3) 
Question No: 2016/0071 
Darren Johnson  
A constituent considers that the removal of the cycle lane on Loampit Hill would create two 
critical CLoS failures in terms of volume of traffic and interaction with HGVs. Please comment. 

The Mayor  

Please refer to MQ 2016 /0069. 

Camberwell Green Junction - proposed changes (1) 
Question No: 2016/0072 
Darren Johnson  
Thank you for your response to 2015/2654 in which you stated 'TfL and Southwark Council are 
currently discussing improvements to the proposed junction which will be published shortly.' 
Have these improvements now been finalised? If so, where can these be viewed online? If not, 
by when will the changes have been finalised? 

The Mayor  

Camberwell is a busy town centre which has heavy bus, traffic and cycle flows.  Consequently, 
the London Borough of Southwark has not yet developed a workable and safe option for the 
Camberwell Green junction.  

TfL is working closely with the borough and is committed to delivering a scheme which 
improves the safety of cyclists and pedestrians and the public realm. The London Borough of 
Southwark and TfL aim to make the final junction design publicly available in spring 2016. 



Camberwell Green Junction - proposed changes (2) 
Question No: 2016/0073 
Darren Johnson  
What Cycling Level of Service (CLoS) score did TfL award the original plans for this junction? 
Did the original plans meet the minimum CLoS score required by TfL before plans can go to 
public consultation? 

The Mayor  

As I set out in my response to question MQ 2015/3794, TfL promotes the use of the Cycling 
Level of Service (CLoS) on highway schemes, but does not mandate its use. So although the 
CLoS is a tool to improve quality, it is not currently used as a performance benchmark, and as 
such there would be no minimum CLoS score. 

Furthermore, the London Borough of Southwark's original plans for this junction were 
developed prior to the release of the CLoS assessment tool, although the design team did 
reference the London Cycle Design Standards (LCDS) in the plans. 

The CLoS scores the quality of a scheme for cyclists from 0 to 100 per cent and also identifies 
critical design issues that need to be addressed to reduce the collision risk.  TfL has assessed 
the original proposals for the junction, scoring it at 40 per cent in the CLoS. However the 
scheme also had six critical elements that should be addressed to ensure its meets my 
aspirations for safe cycling in London.  

TfL is currently working with the borough address these six critical issues to improve the overall 
CLoS at the Camberwell junction.  

Camberwell Green Junction - proposed changes (3) 
Question No: 2016/0074 
Darren Johnson  
What Cycling Level of Service (CLoS) score has TfL given the amended plans for this junction? 

The Mayor  

TfL is working closely with the London Borough of Southwark to develop a scheme for 
Camberwell to improve cyclist and pedestrian safety, improve the public realm, maintain bus 
reliability and regenerate the town centre. A Cycling Level of Service (CLoS) assessment will be 
carried out as part of developing a safe and workable scheme for this junction. 

TfL will ensure that the scheme design will be consistent with the London Cycle Design 
Standards and will aim for as high a CLoS score as practical, within the constraints of the 
location. 



Cycle superhighway 11 (1) 
Question No: 2016/0075 
Darren Johnson  
The December 2015 TfL board papers state 'It has proved impossible to produce a design for 
the northern end of the CS11 route that meets the required standards.' Please explain the 
reasons why this is the case. 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Cycle superhighway 11 (2) 
Question No: 2016/0076 
Darren Johnson  
The December 2015 TfL board papers provide consultation, design and construction dates for 
the southern section of CS11 but no details for the northern part. Please provide an assurance 
to Barnet and Brent residents that the entire route into central London will be completed and 
provide an estimated completion date for the entire route. 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Cancellation of area filtered permeability trial on Quietway 2 (Middleton 
Road) 
Question No: 2016/0077 
Darren Johnson  
Constituents have informed me that the area filtered permeability trial you mentioned in your 
response to 2015/3695 is not going ahead because LB Hackney have chosen to proceed 
directly to consultation. Do you share my concern that the process of building support for pro-
cycling changes to local roads could be undermined by the borough's decision to abandon this 
trial?   

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Cycling expenditure 2015/16 
Question No: 2016/0078 
Darren Johnson  
How much of the 2015/16 cycling budget do you expect will be spent and how much will be 
carried over? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Cycling vision expenditure 
Question No: 2016/0079 
Darren Johnson  
How much of the £913 million will you have spent on your Cycling Vision by the end of this 
financial year? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Cycling budget for 2016/17 
Question No: 2016/0080 
Darren Johnson  
What is TfL's current planned budget allocation for cycling in 2016/17? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Cycling budget after 2016/17 
Question No: 2016/0081 
Darren Johnson  
What is TfL's current assumed budget allocation for cycling in each of the years from 2017/18 
to 2021/22? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Croydon Fiveways 
Question No: 2016/0082 
Darren Johnson  
Now that Croydon Council has opposed elements of this big road expansion scheme, will you 
develop a new approach that prioritises traffic reduction and sustainable transport? 

The Mayor  

Croydon Council considered a report on two options for Fiveways at a Cabinet meeting in 
December. The council decided to support the option to widen the existing A23, as opposed to 
construction of an over bridge reconnecting the A232. The objective of both options is to 
improve traffic conditions, provide improved facilities for pedestrians and cyclists, and where 
possible improve bus journey times. The Council will contribute £20m to the delivery of the 
project and TfL will be working closely with the Council to bring forward detailed design. 

Silvertown tunnel 
Question No: 2016/0083 
Darren Johnson  
Now that four London councils and a Greenwich MP have formally objected to it, isn't the 
Silvertown Tunnel project dead in the water? 

The Mayor  

Absolutely not. The Silvertown Tunnel is a Nationally Significant Infrastructure project with 
strong support. It is vital to relieving pressure at the Blackwall Tunnel, which is currently east 
London's only major road crossing. It regularly sees 20 minute tailbacks and serious disruption 
that leads to unreliable journeys, high levels of air pollution, lost trade and £10 million wasted 
each year in time spent queuing. As well as reducing congestion, Silvertown will enable TfL to 
provide new bus routes which will see up to 37 buses per hour in each direction connecting 
communities such as Stratford and Canary Wharf north of the river with Eltham and Lewisham 
south of the river. 

A Statutory consultation on the Silvertown Tunnel scheme took place between 5 October - 29 
November 2015.  This was the fourth public consultation on the scheme and over 4,100 
responses were received.      
 
TfL is actively considering all the comments made by respondents and will be producing a 
Consultation Report listing all of these issues and explaining what account TfL has taken of 
these.  In addition, meetings are being arranged with key stakeholders to work through their 
comments with the intention of producing statements of common ground on the main topics.  
Subject to approval from the TfL Board, a Development Consent Order application for the 
scheme will then be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate in spring 2016.  

The Silvertown Tunnel is one of a number new tunnels and bridges proposed as part of a bold 
vision to transform cross-river connectivity right across London.  This will support the needs of 
a rapidly growing population by unlocking areas for development, creating thousands of jobs 
and homes. 



Transporting construction materials on the Thames 
Question No: 2016/0084 
Darren Johnson  
What are you doing to increase use of the river freight loading facilities near Southwark Bridge 
and Shad Thames? 

The Mayor  

TfL is working with the Port of London Authority (PLA) to ensure that maximising the amount 
of freight carried on the River Thames is at the core of both the PLA's and TfL's future plans. 
One of the six key objectives of the PLA's Thames Vision is to get "more goods off roads and 
onto the river". While there are no specific plans for Southwark Bridge or Shad Thames at 
present, a process to identify opportunities for better use of the river for freight is part of our 
collective vision. 

In the meantime, TfL and the GLA are taking every opportunity to ensure as much construction 
traffic moves on the Thames as possible. For example, I announced in November 2015 that the 
600,000 tonnes of waste to be excavated from the construction of the Northern Line Extension 
will be shipped by the barge-load to Goshems Farm in Tilbury, Essex. 

LEZ and Commercial River Traffic 
Question No: 2016/0085 
Darren Johnson  
Why does the Mayor not have any LEZ for commercial vessels on the River Thames and does 
the Mayor agree that a strategy to bring commercial river vessels into line with restrictions 
placed on road and Non-Road Mobile Machinery (NRMM) is urgently required? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

TfL investment in taxi trade 
Question No: 2016/0086 
Darren Johnson  
For all the Mayor's stated good intentions towards the taxi trade, and promises of new vehicles 
in the future after he has left office, how much has TfL actually invested in the licensed 
London Taxi trade during his time in office? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Changing investor demand for London housing 
Question No: 2016/0087 
Darren Johnson  
Research by agent Cluttons suggests that a welcome reduction in demand from non-domiciled 
investors might lead to an upsurge in new homes on the second hand market in London. Will 
you analyse the likely impact of this on housing costs and supply in London? 

The Mayor  

Any increase in supply is likely to lead to a drop in prices all else being equal; but given the 
number of unpredictable factors at work I do not consider it practical to investigate the impacts 
of this one hypothesised change. However, I note that Cluttons state in their latest report that 
"the supply-demand imbalance in the secondary market is unlikely to reverse in the near term". 

Providing land for smaller builders 
Question No: 2016/0088 
Darren Johnson  
The Government has announced it will parcel large publicly owned sites into smaller plots, to 
'directly commission small and up-and-coming companies to build thousands of new homes', 
including at Old Oak Common. Following this, will you review your approach through the 
London Land Commission to provide similar opportunities for smaller builders on other publicly 
owned land across London? 

The Mayor  

The London Land Commission is assessing the scale of smaller sites (less than 0.25ha) and how 
these sites will be developed, including the role of the SME market. 

We are still working with the Government on the proposals for direct commissioning at Old Oak 
Common. 

Housing zones - new and existing uses 
Question No: 2016/0089 
Darren Johnson  
In October you promised, in answer to questions 2015/3220 and 2015/3221, to 'shortly' put 
information online on the number of homes to be built and demolished in each housing zone, 
broken down by tenure. It hasn't yet appeared. When will you publish this information? 

The Mayor  

In regards to MQ 2015 /3220, details of the current housing estates proposed for regeneration 
as part of the Housing Zone programme, as far as it is held by the GLA, are available on our 
website. 

In regards to question 2015 /3221, details of the numbers of homes to be built within each of 
the 20 Zones, broken down by tenure, are available on our website. 



Preventing homelessness 
Question No: 2016/0090 
Darren Johnson  
In the face of rising numbers of people becoming homeless, what are your priorities for 
preventing homelessness in London? 

The Mayor  

The legal obligation to prevent people from becoming homeless - and to assist those who do - 
sits with local authorities. But my work to increase the supply of homes of all types, including 
the delivery of 100,000 affordable homes over my two terms, will address some of the root 
causes of homelessness. 

On rough sleeping, in addition to investing around £9m a year in rough-sleeping services and 
providing capital funding for hostel accommodation I have funded an innovative 'No First Night 
Out' pilot. This will support local authorities to identify those at risk of rough sleeping and to 
intervene to stop them ending up on the streets. Participating local authorities will be sharing 
their learning with others 

Risk of subsidence and landslip on housing sites 
Question No: 2016/0091 
Darren Johnson  
Will you ensure that TfL and the London Land Commission study the risk of subsidence and 
landslip on any potential housing sites near transport infrastructure, and avoid building on land 
such as that near the New Cross Gate Cutting which has a history of damaging and disruptive 
landslips? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Economic case for night tube 
Question No: 2016/0092 
Darren Johnson  
The TfL-commissioned report 'Impact of the Night Tube on London's Night-Time Economy' 
draws conclusions based on data from a Bus Survey Analytical Report completed eight years 
ago, and relies on data on taxi and private hire use that pre-dates recent significant changes in 
that sector. Given that introducing the night tube has proven harder than you expected, 
shouldn't you commission new research using current data so that any assertions made about 
the importance of all night running is supported by evidence? 

The Mayor  

The primary evidence supporting Night Tube is the growth in late night and overnight travel.  
This data is continually collected by TfL, mainly by taps by Oyster and contactless payment 
cards.  The Bus User Survey provided some background on why people travel overnight (itself a 
tiny fraction of data within the Survey), and the Survey was updated in 2014.  

It is not possible to collect the same data on taxi and private hire trips that TfL collects for 
buses and the Tube as taxi and private hire drivers are not employed by TfL, and while TfL 
regulates the services, licensees do not provide details of the trips they carry out each day. 
However, new research has been carried out to estimate the size of the taxi and private hire 
market in the capital. The field work was undertaken at the end of 2015 and the results are 
now being analysed. 



Withdrawal of bursaries for student nurses and midwives 
Question No: 2016/0093 
Darren Johnson  
Given the importance of the health sector to London's economy, will you make representations 
to the government on behalf of Londoners affected by the recent decision to not only 
withdraw the bursaries for student midwives and nurses, but also to charge them £9,000 each 
year for training? 

The Mayor  

I understand from the Department of Health that the new system will move health students' 
grants and bursaries onto the standard student support system. This will reduce centrally 
imposed number controls and financial limitations and will enable universities to invest 
sustainably for the longer term.  As a result, I understand the government expects to see up to 
10,000 additional nursing, midwifery and allied health training places nationally over this 
parliament. 

As part of its consultation the government has committed to consider how best it can support 
students from disadvantaged backgrounds to continue to access healthcare courses in their 
specialism. 

We currently have a wholly unsatisfactory situation whereby two thirds of those who apply to 
study nursing are rejected due to the controls on numbers. This change means that from now 
on, all those who want to study for nursing or the allied health professions will have the 
opportunity to do so. 

I am reassured by the Department of Heath that they have adequate plans for recruiting the 
student midwives and bursaries London needs. 

Royal family and confidential documents 
Question No: 2016/0094 
Darren Johnson  
Can you confirm whether any senior members of the Royal Family receive copies of confidential 
papers from the GLA or any part of the GLA Group that are not already in the public domain or 
are made readily available to elected members? 

The Mayor  

I can confirm that senior members of the Royal Family have not received any copies of 
confidential papers from the GLA or any part of the GLA Group that are not already in the 
public domain. 



Low Emission Zone (LEZ) - warning letters 
Question No: 2016/0096 
Stephen Knight  
How many warning letters were issued to owners of vehicles seen driving within the Low 
Emission Zone (LEZ) which did not meet the relevant emissions standards in 2015? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Low Emission Zone (LEZ) - daily charges 
Question No: 2016/0097 
Stephen Knight  
How many 'daily charges' were purchased in 2015 for vehicles which did not meet the Phase 3 
emissions standard for vans and mini-buses or the Phase 4 emissions standard for lorries, buses 
and coaches? Please also state the percentage of vehicles which already complied with these 
LEZ emissions standards. 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Low Emission Zone (LEZ) - penalty charge notices 
Question No: 2016/0098 
Stephen Knight  
How many Penalty Charge Notices (PCNs) were issued to vehicles seen within the LEZ which 
did not meet the relevant emissions standards in 2015? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Engine idling near Tower Bridge 
Question No: 2016/0099 
Stephen Knight  
Further to the award of £100,000 from your Air Quality Fund to the London Borough of 
Southwark in June 2013, can you provide an update on progress being made to tackle the 
engine idling that occurs during the lifting of Tower Bridge? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



TfL Road and Transport Enforcement Officers - Engine Idling 
Question No: 2016/0100 
Stephen Knight  
Further to your announcement of a new 40-strong team of Road and Transport Enforcement 
Officers at TfL, can you confirm that these officers will have the power to issue fixed penalty 
notices for vehicle idling, for example to drivers who fail to turn off their engine after being 
asked to do so? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Flats Recycling Programme 
Question No: 2016/0101 
Stephen Knight  
Given your recognition of the challenges facing London's waste authorities -  high density 
housing stock, varied collection services, and transient populations - and your disappointment 
at the city's falling recycling rate (MQ2015/4395), will you look again at re-establishing the 
Flats Recycling Programme to help tackle these issues?  

The Mayor  

Resource London is a jointly funded support programme for waste 
authorities and is being delivered by the London Waste and Recycling 
Board. 

The programme aims to assist waste authorities in London to achieve 
improvements of their re-use and recycling services and to divert more 
materials from disposal. 

A programme of work has already been designed to maximise re-use and recycling with a focus 
on improving the yield of dry recycling collected from flats. 

A study is being carried out in two London boroughs (Southwark and Hackney) to look at what 
interventions will work to increase recycling rates in a dense urban environment. The report is 
due summer 2016. The findings from the report will be used by Resource London to work out 
the next steps in tackling recycling rate in flats.  



Urban Heat Island Effect 
Question No: 2016/0102 
Stephen Knight  
Further to your recent analysis of tree canopy cover in London - and your finding that extreme 
weather can impact the canopy cover of individual trees and woodland greatly from one year to 
the next - will you look at what other measures could be used to mitigate the Urban Heat 
Island effect in London, for example by creating wind paths or improving pavement surfaces? 

The Mayor  

My officers have developed an 8 point action plan for managing heat risk to buildings, places 
and people in London. One of the actions includes working with University College London 
(UCL) to map London's Urban Heat Island (UHI) at city, sub regional and local scales to 
identify hotspots of heat risk. As part of this exercise, my officers will work with UCL to assess 
what other measures, in addition to green infrastructure, could help manage London's the 
Urban Heat Island. 

Tree canopy cover in London 
Question No: 2016/0103 
Stephen Knight  
How realistic is your target to increase tree cover across London by 5 per cent (from 20 to 25 
per cent) by 2025, given your recent analysis of aerial imagery showed little change over the 
last decade? 

The Mayor  

The Measuring Tree Canopy Cover in London report published last year established a baseline 
of tree cover at around 19.5 percent. The study was undertaken in order to establish a baseline 
from which repeatable analysis and evaluation can be undertaken. The report noted that 
recently planted trees will take several years to mature before they are detectable on aerial 
imagery. 

The amount of tree planting in London suggests that we are heading in the right direction. It is 
estimated that approximately 400,000 trees have been planted in London by the GLA and the 
RE:LEAF partnership since 2011, including 20,000 street trees. In addition to this trees are 
being planted by other landowners and managers including London boroughs and developers. 

The GLA will repeat the aerial imagery analysis in order to detect changes over time. 



Housing Moves 
Question No: 2016/0104 
Stephen Knight  
How many households are currently registered with the Housing Moves scheme, and how many 
properties have been advertised on the Housing Moves website to date? 

The Mayor  

Since the launch of Housing Moves in May 2012, there have been 14,717 registrations, of 
which 2,218 are currently 'live'. Over the same period, 2,068 properties have been advertised. 

Seaside and Country Homes Scheme 
Question No: 2016/0105 
Stephen Knight  
Further to your answer to MQ2015/0532, what progress have you made on the commitment 
set out in your London Housing Strategy to expand the Seaside & Country Homes scheme? 

The Mayor  

We are currently working with two organisations, which are providing additional properties for 
both enquirers and applicants to the scheme. 

London Rental Standard 
Question No: 2016/0106 
Stephen Knight  
Please provide a table showing the number of i) private landlords; and ii) letting agents that 
were accredited to your London Rental Standard as at 01 December 2014; and separately 01 
December 2015? 

The Mayor  

As we collect LRS data two months in arrears, we do not yet have the data for December 2015. 
The most recent comparative year-on-year data we have is therefore October 2014 to October 
2015. 

Month Landlords accredited to the LRS Agents accredited to the LRS 

As at October 2014 13,767 274 

As at October 2015 14,795 359 
 



London Housing Bank 
Question No: 2016/0107 
Stephen Knight  
How many bids for funding from your London Housing Bank have been received through 
continuous market engagement? 

The Mayor  

We remain in discussion with a number of new and existing partners who have expressed an 
interest in accessing the London Housing Bank funding, as of 12 January 2016. 

Homelessness in London (1) 
Question No: 2016/0108 
Stephen Knight  
With reference to your responsibilities in relation to homelessness in London, do you support 
calls for a new law so that no one can be turned away by councils to sleep rough on the 
streets? 

The Mayor  

The 2002 Homelessness Act already requires local authorities to prevent homelessness and to 
report to Government their successes in preventing homelessness. However, Government is 
right to initiate discussion about the scope for strengthening the requirement on local 
authorities to assist all those facing homelessness. As part of this, consideration must be given 
to what additional resources could be made available to local authorities to help them fulfil any 
additional duties. 

Homelessness in London (2) 
Question No: 2016/0109 
Stephen Knight  
What plans do you have in your remaining months in office to mitigate the negative impact of 
welfare reform on people in London who are homeless or at risk of homelessness? 

The Mayor  

I will continue to lead a range of work including: 

                    delivering 100,000 affordable homes over my two terms 

                    investing around £9m a year in rough-sleeping services and providing capital 
funding for hostel accommodation 

                    maintaining my Housing Moves scheme, which is a valuable resource for social 
housing tenants who may need to downsize 



MPS Water Cannon 
Question No: 2016/0110 
Stephen Knight  
Further to your answer to MQ2015/4316, can you provide a table listing the number of 
occasions that the water cannon purchased by the Met have been used for training or exercise 
purposes. 

The Mayor  

The Water Cannon has been used for training exercises on six separate occasions to date. 

Met police - technology savings 
Question No: 2016/0111 
Stephen Knight  
Please explain why MOPAC/MPS quarterly monitoring reports no longer provide details of any 
savings in technology running costs? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

GLA Group Investment Syndicate 
Question No: 2016/0112 
Stephen Knight  
Will you agree to publish a quarterly breakdown of GLA group investments, by country, made 
through the Group Investment Syndicate (GIS), perhaps via the London Data store? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Responsibility for failed Bombardier contract 
Question No: 2016/0113 
Stephen Knight  
Who should we hold responsible for the £1 billion cost over-run and the five year delay to the 
Tube's Sub-Surface Upgrade programme as a result of the failed Bombardier contract? 

The Mayor  

The price differences of the previous and current contracts are not comparable, as the price 
Bombardier offered did not reflect the substantial development work that would have been 
required to adapt their technology for use on London Underground. Cost overruns would likely 
have run into the hundreds of millions of pounds with no guarantee of successful delivery. 
Once it became clear that Bombardier would not be able to deliver within the timeframe, nor to 
the agreed price, the decision was taken to seek a new supplier. 

The decision to re-tender was the right one for London and showed the leadership that is 
sometimes lacking in major public sector projects. 

Digital Talent Task Force 
Question No: 2016/0114 
Stephen Knight  
What is the intended role and make-up of the 'Digital Talent Task Force' which you are setting 
up? (Referred to in your response to MQ 2015/4337) 

The Mayor  

We have convened the Digital Talent Taskforce to inform and support commissioning for the 
Digital Talent programme. We have invited key stakeholders from a range of sectors to help us 
develop ideas on how we could engage employers of all sizes and sectors in the Mayor's 
programme. The aim is to identify what digital skills London needs as a city and how we can 
work with employers to grow a diverse talent pipeline that provides business with highly skilled 
workers. 

Pay Disparity 
Question No: 2016/0115 
Stephen Knight  
Aside from championing the London Living Wage what have you done to urge businesses to 
adopt pay scales that accurately reflect skill level and aptitude and avoid the disparity in pay 
which has been particularly prevalent in FTSE100 companies? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Science and Technology workspace study (1) 
Question No: 2016/0116 
Stephen Knight  
Can you please provide a breakdown of what the £52,000 of funding provided to MedCity to 
conduct a demand study of Science and Technology Workspace will be spent on? 

The Mayor  

The funding will be spent on analysing the current state of demand for life sciences 
bioincubator/co-location space; and assessing the projected domestic and overseas demand - 
segmented by different types of space requirement (wet lab, dry lab, office incubator, shared 
innovation space and larger scale "grow on" space) - set against supply. The data will provide 
an understanding of the affordability and growth constraints of life science businesses in 
London, and assess different economically sustainable models for meeting this. 

Science and Technology workspace study (2) 
Question No: 2016/0117 
Stephen Knight  
Do you think that the market demand study being conducted by MedCity into science and 
technology workspace constitutes value for money given that the only expected output is a 
report? 

The Mayor  

The study constitutes good value for money. Private sector match funding was secured, and 
the commission was placed under competitive tender. The value from the project will come 
from how the findings are subsequently used to help London meet the space requirements 
needs of a fast growing sector.   



Apprenticeship wage return 
Question No: 2016/0118 
Stephen Knight  
What work are you undertaking with businesses in London to ensure that apprenticeships in all 
sectors are a worthwhile undertaking following the SMF's findings regarding those in most 
sectors failing to see a higher wage return following apprenticeship training? 

The Mayor  

Whilst individuals completing lower level apprenticeships may not necessarily benefit 
immediately in terms of a significantly increased wage, it is important to note that lower 
apprenticeships often serve as a platform for individuals to progress on to advanced and higher 
apprenticeships which typically attract higher remuneration. 

The work that my office has undertaken as part of my Apprenticeship Campaign,  e.g. the joint 
Skills Funding Agency (SFA) /GLA marketing and letter writing campaigns has focused on 
promoting the benefits of employing advanced and higher level apprenticeships to meet 
London's higher skills requirements. 

You will be aware that I also strongly advocate that all employers pay their apprentices at least 
London Living Wage which is considerably more than both the compulsory minimum wage and 
the apprenticeship minimum wage, as I believe that all hard working Londoners should be fairly 
reward through their pay. 

I have also ensured that an Apprentice Oyster photocard holder receives 30 per cent off the 
price of adult-rate Travelcards and Bus & Tram Pass season tickets. 

Funding raised by the Apprenticeship Levy 
Question No: 2016/0119 
Stephen Knight  
What discussions have you had with Government ministers regarding the need for funding 
raised as a result of the apprenticeship levy to be targeted towards apprenticeships that deliver 
the greatest value, namely those of a higher level and in London growth sectors? 

The Mayor  

My Deputy Mayor's and officers are having ongoing discussions about the apprenticeship levy. 

Given London's higher skills requirement, my response to the Government's consultation on 
the introduction of the apprenticeship levy flagged the need for the Government to be mindful 
of the higher costs associated with Higher Level Apprenticeships (Higher and Degree 
Apprenticeships).  In my response, I also argued for the funding raised by the levy to be made 
available to employers for a period of up to 4-5 years, in recognition that higher level 
apprenticeships typically take longer to complete. 



Business Rate revaluation preparations (1) 
Question No: 2016/0120 
Stephen Knight  
What preparations is the GLA making in advance of the planned business rate revaluation which 
is forecast to result in large rate increases across London which would threaten independent 
shops? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Business Rate revaluation preparations (2) 
Question No: 2016/0121 
Stephen Knight  
Has the GLA investigated possible measures to mitigate the impact of higher business rates on 
retailers given that it could counteract current efforts to revive London high streets and 
damage the capital's retail sector? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Business Rate revaluation preparations (3) 
Question No: 2016/0122 
Stephen Knight  
Has the GLA done any work to forecast the impact the planned business rate revaluation will 
have on businesses, their ability to become established and the likely increase in failure rates? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

SMEs and the National Living Wage (1) 
Question No: 2016/0123 
Stephen Knight  
Have you taken any action to inform smaller businesses in London about the introduction of 
the national living wage and what changes they will have to make? 

The Mayor  

This is a matter for national government. 



SMEs and the National Living Wage (2) 
Question No: 2016/0124 
Stephen Knight  
What support have you offered to smaller businesses in London to help them prepare for the 
introduction of the national living wage and ongoing changes to pensions? 

The Mayor  

This is a matter for national government. 

Access to pedestrian crossings for blind and partially sighted people 
Question No: 2016/0125 
Caroline Pidgeon  
You stated in answer to question 2014/0488 that you would ensure that every Transport for 
London controlled pedestrian crossing finally met the 1995 Department for Transport safety 
standard and has either an audible sound and/or rotating cone by March 2016. 

Can you confirm that this objective will still be met and can you set out which remaining 
crossings will finally meet the standard over the next two months. 

The Mayor  

Of the 6453 traffic signal sites for which Transport for London is responsible, 5093 have 
pedestrian facilities suitable for inclusion of an audible sound and/or rotating cone. The 
remaining 1390 traffic signal sites do not have pedestrian facilities. 

At end of December 2015, 5049 of these have been made fully compliant, and of the 44 sites 
that remain, 33 are programmed for upgrading by March 2016. 

The final 11 sites will not be completed by March 2016 as at all these locations there are major 
schemes planned in the ensuing months which will either incorporate audible/tactile facilities 
or removal of the signals altogether. 



Health Devolution 
Question No: 2016/0126 
Andrew Boff  
Following the chancellor's signing of a health devolution deal for London, the official 
document states that you, through the London Health Board, "will provide political leadership, 
oversight and support for the London strategy." Could you please elaborate on what this will 
mean for you remit with regards to reducing health inequalities? 

The Mayor  

The health devolution agreement sets in motion the ability for London to shape health and care 
to suit London's needs. This will begin with five devolution pilots that will test innovative new 
approaches to delivering fully integrated health and social care services. 

Chaired by me and comprising elected local leaders and key London professional health leads, it 
is right that the London Health Board provides political oversight of devolution. The devolution 
agreement lists tackling health inequalities as one of the shared objectives. With my remit for 
health inequalities and as chair of the London Health Board, we will work to ensure that this 
opportunity to reduce health inequalities in London is fully realised. 

Food Producers Calorie Count 
Question No: 2016/0127 
Andrew Boff  
Given your responsibilities in relation to tackling health inequalities in London, do you agree 
with the Local Government Association's call for producers to display the calorie count on 
bottles and cans as a means to reduce the health inequalities associated with alcohol 
consumption? 

The Mayor  

I welcome the proposal from the Local Government Association that bottles and cans of alcohol 
should carry information on their calorie content to help customers better understand the 
potential risks, including obesity, associated with excessive consumption. Consumers should be 
informed so they can make their own decisions. 



Advertising Standards Agency 
Question No: 2016/0128 
Andrew Boff  
Considering your Healthy Schools London programme’s aim to encourage better food choices, 
and following the recent news that the Advertising Standards Agency instructed Nestle to 
remove the “great start to the day” claim from its Nesquik range of drinks, do you think that 
more needs to be done to provide balance to manufacturers claims which may be encouraging 
poor nutritional habits in children to help reduce health inequalities? 

The Mayor  

Yes I do think that more needs to be done to provide balance to manufacturers' claims to help 
reduce health inequalities. 

My health team is aware that there is a clear and demonstrable link between marketing, 
promotions and labelling claims and people's food choices. The health team's colleagues in 
Public Health England have recently submitted evidence to Government on this and related 
issues. We expect that that evidence will be taken into account in preparing a national obesity 
strategy to be launched later this year. 

Use of "Hoverboards" in public 
Question No: 2016/0130 
Tony Arbour  
In October, the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) publicised guidance from the Crown 
Prosecution Service which stated that use of self-balancing scooters (commonly known as 
Hoverboards) in public was illegal. Since this guidance was publicised how many complaints 
relating to the use of Hoverboards has the MPS dealt with and what sanctions have been 
issued? 

The Mayor  

The MPS data systems do not list Hoverboards (Segways) or other personal electric transporters 
as a separate category. As the offences are not unique to these machines it is, therefore, not 
possible to separate them from similar offences by users of other vehicles.   The specific 
offences in question will be riding a motor vehicle on the footway, not having insurance, a 
licence, brakes, lights, registration etc.  

The MPS will act on all complaints and treat all offences of this type equally irrespective of 
what machine is being used.  



Buying alcohol for drunk people 
Question No: 2016/0131 
Tony Arbour  
Professor Jonathan Shepherd, a former member of the Government's alcohol strategy group, 
has said he is concerned by the low level of enforcement tackling the offence of buying alcohol 
for a drunk person. What steps have MOPAC and the Metropolitan Police Service taken to 
enforce this legislation, and how many people have been arrested in London for purchasing 
alcohol for a drunk person in the last five years? 

The Mayor  

The MPS works closely with businesses to educate staff and customers to this and other 
offences linked to the sale and supply of alcohol. The MPS has also supported a number of 
advertising campaigns together with TfL and the London Ambulance Service to encourage safe 
drinking. 

I recognise the importance of tackling alcohol misuse and alcohol related offences and this is 
why I piloted the AAMR approach to alcohol related offenders, which has had a 91% success 
rate so far in keeping problem drinkers sober. 

The MPS does not hold the data on the number of prosecutions. 

Criminal's use of hire vehicles 
Question No: 2016/0132 
Tony Arbour  
It has been reported that hire vehicles are increasingly being used by criminals to ferry 
contraband around the UK and commit armed robberies because they lower the risk of police 
detection before a crime is committed. What steps is the Metropolitan Police Service taking to 
reduce the number of hired vehicles used in criminal activity? 

The Mayor  

The MPS Organised Crime Command works in partnership with the British Rental Leasing 
Association (BVRLA) and its members to address industry concerns and share information. 

In November 2015 the MPS initiated a pilot study in relation to the criminal use of hire 
vehicles. Its objective is to evidence intelligence opportunities and establish the benefits of 
intelligence sharing in combating criminality in relation to hire vehicles. 



Public list of crimes and misconduct by police officers 
Question No: 2016/0133 
Tony Arbour  
In a bid to be "transparent and open", Gloucestershire Police has begun routinely publishing a 
list online of crimes and misconduct committed by officers alongside the punishment they 
received. Do you, MOPAC or the Metropolitan Police Service have plans to replicate this 
scheme? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Metropolitan Police Service Awareness Training Costs 
Question No: 2016/0134 
Tony Arbour  
Avon and Somerset police force have increased the cost of driver awareness training from £80 
to £95 per person which could generate a further £855,000 in annual income. The money will 
be ring-fenced to support the funding of the roads policing unit. Does the Metropolitan Police 
Service have similar plans to increase the cost of any awareness training it offers? 

The Mayor  

I wholeheartedly support the use of driver awareness training as a means of educating drivers 
of the consequences of driving over the speed limit or inappropriately. Such courses are 
however only offered, where appropriate and as a means to improve driver standards, not 
generate income. The MPS does however benefit from income generated from courses which is 
utilised to support the funding of the Traffic Criminal Justice unit. 

The MPS utilises the services of AA DriveTech to deliver these courses and the cost of 
attending the National Speed Awareness Course - "What's Driving Us and Driving for Change" 
is currently set at £97. 

It is important that the MPS sets its course fees in line with those offered by neighbourhood 
forces, as not to disadvantage London's drivers. Whilst marginal increases may be considered in 
the coming months, I can confirm that there are no immediate plans for any significant increase 
in course fees. 



Caseless Telescoping Less-lethal System 
Question No: 2016/0135 
Roger Evans  
What assessments have you, MOPAC and the Metropolitan Police Service made of the Caseless 
Telescoping Less-lethal System which is a new non-lethal form baton round-style ammunition 
being developed in the USA which can stop an individual from a hundred meters away without 
harming them. 

The Mayor  

The Centre for Applied Science and Technology (CAST) monitor new technologies on behalf of 
the Home Office and keep abreast of any developing technology that might complement 
existing police equipment. 

Tracking of stolen cars 
Question No: 2016/0136 
Roger Evans  
It has been reported that car thieves have begun parking stolen cars in secure locations for 
several days in order to assess if it is being tracked via on-board security devices. What steps is 
the Metropolitan Police Service taking to combat this development in motor vehicle theft? 

The Mayor  

MPS has a range of tactics for combating motor vehicle crime and the means criminals employ 
to avoid detection. Some of these tactics are covert and sensitive and it would not be 
appropriate to discuss them in a public forum.  

Prevent Programme 
Question No: 2016/0138 
Roger Evans  
What work is the metropolitan police service doing to engage with communities to encourage 
more referrals via the prevent programme? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Cyber Crime 
Question No: 2016/0139 
Roger Evans  
According to the former Commissioner of the City of London Police, Adrian Leppard, security 
accreditation schemes should be championed to reassure customers and allow companies to 
turn cyber security into a commercial advantage. What assessment has the Metropolitan Police 
Service Cybercrime unit made of these proposals as a means of increasing companies reporting 
online crime? 

The Mayor  

Whilst a formal assessment hasn't been carried out, anything that encourages more cyber 
security is positive. Mr Leppard's opinion, published in the FT late last year, is of interest. The 
MPS works closely with the City of London police in tackling fraud, including cyber-enabled 
crime. Encouraging businesses to protect themselves and to share information about threats 
are worthwhile objectives; that is why we set up the London Digital Security Centre to help 
SMEs. 

Muslim Youth Partnership Department 
Question No: 2016/0141 
Kemi Badenoch  
What discussions did you or MOPAC have with the Metropolitan Police Service ahead of the 
setting up of the Muslim Youth Partnership Department programme, and do you consider the 
programme to have been a success? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Offences committed by celebrities working with the Metropolitan Police 
Service 
Question No: 2016/0142 
Kemi Badenoch  
Following the allegations related to the Metropolitan Police Service's (MPS) partnership with 
Adam Saleh, what screening does the MPS undertake before it uses celebrities to endorse and 
assist with campaigns? 

The Mayor  

As you would expect proportionate and appropriate due diligence checks are carried out by the 
MPS on a case by case basis. 



Social media and neighbourhood policing 
Question No: 2016/0143 
Kemi Badenoch  
Many police officers are now regularly using social media to engage with the communities they 
serve. What plans do MOPAC or the Metropolitan Police Service have to increase the number 
of police officers who use social media as part of their role? 

The Mayor  

The MPS Total Technology Strategy set out the vision for digital policing and social media is an 
important element of how the MPS is seeking to use digital channels to facilitate greater 
contact with Londoners.  The MPS currently has more than 350 social media accounts - with 
more than 750,000 followers - and is working to further extend the network of neighbourhood 
officers using social media to engage communities with hyper-local news and information. The 
MPS is also adding social media accounts for individuals or units working in roles other than 
neighbourhood policing in order to engage with different audiences. 

Deaths in Police Custody 
Question No: 2016/0145 
Kemi Badenoch  
What steps does the Metropolitan Police Service take to prevent deaths in police custody? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Prevent Duty 
Question No: 2016/0146 
Roger Evans  
Following the recent allegations that some colleges have failed to comply with the Prevent duty 
after extremist organisations allegedly used meetings to encourage the "sabotage" of the 
government's official anti-extremism programme, what arrangements does the Metropolitan 
Police Service have in place with London's universities to ensure that the Prevent duty is not 
being undermined? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Crossrail 2 (2) 
Question No: 2016/0148 
Richard Tracey  
Do you accept that the current Crossrail 2 plans for Wimbledon Station are unacceptable? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Crossrail 2 (3) 
Question No: 2016/0149 
Richard Tracey  
What is the latest estimate for the cost of tunnelling under Wimbledon? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Crossrail 2 (4) 
Question No: 2016/0150 
Richard Tracey  
When will a final decision be made on whether Crossrail 2 would stop at Balham or Tooting? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Crossrail 2 (5) 
Question No: 2016/0151 
Richard Tracey  
How many new homes will be supported by the building of Crossrail 2? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Airport Expansion 
Question No: 2016/0152 
Richard Tracey  
Given the Government has delayed a final decision on airport expansion due to environmental 
concerns, is there any possible way that Heathrow could satisfactorily answer those concerns? 

The Mayor  

The Government's decision to delay a verdict on new airport capacity reflects a dawning 
realisation that the obstacles to a third runway at Heathrow are insurmountable. 

The analysis undertaken by the Airports Commission was unable to demonstrate that EU air 
quality limits could be met - nor even that they could be brought back to pre-expansion levels. 
Nor could its analysis show how an expanded Heathrow could avoid exposing hundreds of 
thousands of people to significant aircraft noise, more than its five main European rivals 
combined. 

If the Government was minded to take forward Heathrow expansion, it would need to 
satisfactorily answer those concerns. The Government has now committed to doing further 
work on this and I have offered our technical expertise in that regard. 

But there is no reason to expect that the outcome of this piece of work will be any different to 
what has gone before. A three-runway Heathrow would have severe consequences for the 
environment and public health - and with minimal benefit in terms of the new connectivity it 
would offer. There is only so long the inevitable can be delayed: it is time for Government to 
end decades of debate and rule out a third runway at Heathrow once and for all. 

Tube Upgrades 
Question No: 2016/0153 
Richard Tracey  
What is the cost of upgrading the Circle, District, Metropolitan and Hammersmith & City Lines 
respectively? 

The Mayor  

The total budget allocation for the upgrade of the Circle, District, Metropolitan and 
Hammersmith & City lines is £5.41bn. This includes introducing brand new accessible trains, 
installing a new computerised control and signalling system, upgrading infrastructure and 
replacing aging equipment. 

It is not possible to split the cost of each line as the four sub-surface lines are all closely 
interlinked, both technically and operationally. As such, the four lines are being upgraded as 
one programme of work, known as the Four Lines Modernisation (4LM). 



TfL Reserves 
Question No: 2016/0154 
Gareth Bacon  
If TfL were to draw down the half a billion pounds of its reserves, by how much would this 
increase the cost of TfL's borrowing? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Financing Infrastructure (1) 
Question No: 2016/0155 
Steve O'Connell  
If TfL were to lose £2 billion over the next 4 years from reduced fares income, what upgrade or 
infrastructure work would be most likely to be sacrificed to make up this shortfall? 

The Mayor  

Where TfL is required to make significant savings it undertakes a business planning process, 
with a view to seeing how and whether it can meet its strategic priorities within a reduced 
funding envelope. Investment in infrastructure is especially important in the light of population 
projections for the capital. 

Animal Cruelty in Croydon 
Question No: 2016/0157 
Steve O'Connell  
According to Dr Adam Lynes, a criminology lecturer at Birmingham City University, the 
individual who has killed 32 cats in Croydon could move on to targeting people next. Do you 
think that the introduction of an animal cruelty register would help equip the authorities with 
the tools necessary to monitor the culprit, once identified, to help ensure the public's safety? 

The Mayor  

Please see my response to MQ 4357 /2015. 



Planning Permission in Principle 
Question No: 2016/0158 
Steve O'Connell  
How will the proposal in the Housing and Planning Bill, to introduce a system of Planning 
Permission in Principle, impact on the planning system in London, including the London Plan 
and borough's local development plans? 

The Mayor  

I support the principle of streamlining the planning system that permission in principle (PIP) is 
seeking to achieve, but the potential implications of this approach for London are unclear until 
the details of the development order and related regulations are known; the impact will be 
highly dependent on the size and type of development covered by the order and the definition 
of a qualifying document.  

Sites identified as suitable for PIP in development plan documents would be scrutinised by my 
officers through the existing conformity process and any allocations for PIP on the Brownfield 
Land register are to be subject to consultation. In addition, I will be consulted on the technical 
detail consent of referable sized schemes and will be consulted on applications for PIP where 
they are of strategic significance.  

However, my preference for London would be to see the development order power devolved to 
the Mayor to ensure PIP is introduced in the most suitable and effective way to achieve the 
Government's objectives in London and maintain my strategic planning role 

Housing Bill 
Question No: 2016/0159 
Steve O'Connell  
Do you welcome the amendment in the Housing Bill to ensure that at least two new affordable 
homes will be built for every high value council home sold? How will you be working with local 
authorities to help deliver this in London? 

The Mayor  

I welcome this amendment very strongly, and I am currently in discussions with boroughs and 
central government about how to best deliver two-for-one replacement of all high value homes 
sold. 



Volunteering 
Question No: 2016/0160 
James Cleverly  
What have been the main benefits to London, especially its environment, of the significant 
expansion in volunteering that has taken place under your Mayoralty? 

The Mayor  

Since Team London launched in 2013, over 120,000 volunteers have given their time to 
improve their local community. Through funding opportunities and in-kind support, Team 
London has supported a number of environmental charities in the city, including: Trees for 
Cities, Deen City Farm, The Conservation Volunteers and the Waterways Canal River Trust.  

Further benefits for London from Team London's projects include: 

       Almost 1,500 London schools have been inspired and supported to start their own 
volunteering projects, improving the community and developing young people's skills. 

       Nearly 500 Londoners have secured employment through the skills they developed in 
Team London projects and the guaranteed interview schemes for young volunteers. 

       Over 100 businesses have pledged their support to young people and the community. 

       95% visitor satisfaction with Team London Ambassadors who welcome the world to 
London every summer. 

Living Wage 
Question No: 2016/0161 
Tony Arbour  
Have you made a calculation on the cost of making the Living Wage mandatory in London or 
raising it above the recommended £9.40? 

The Mayor  

There is no calculation of the cost of making the Living Wage mandatory, and it remains the 
Mayor's policy that payment of the Living Wage is voluntary.  



Anti-Semitic Attacks 
Question No: 2016/0162 
Andrew Boff  
Given the 38 per cent rise in anti-Semitic attacks, can you let me know how much funding the 
Metropolitan Police Service will be allocating towards combating anti-Semitic attacks in 
2016/17? 

The Mayor  

The MPS takes all allegations of hate crime very seriously and is acutely aware that all areas of 
hate crime are still under reported.  We are encouraged that more people feel confident to 
report racial and religious hate crimes, regardless if this is direct to police, via a third party, or 
online. 

We have led a number of initiatives to improve the support to victims and make it more likely 
that offenders are caught.  This has included launching the Hate Crime Reduction Strategy for 
London, and the new hate crime app to help give people the confidence to report such 
instances.  

In addition to the full complement of neighbourhood police officers, across the 32 London 
boroughs, there are now over 900 specialist members of staff working in the dedicated CSUs 
that investigate all hate crime. Their remit includes the investigation of Hate Crime (including 
anti-Semitism) Domestic Abuse, Honour Based Violence, Forced Marriage, and crime against 
Vulnerable Adults.  The CSU budget for 2014/15 was £54.2 million 

Wards Corner 
Question No: 2016/0164 
Andrew Boff  
Will you encourage TfL to support the plans for Wards Corner presented by the West Green 
Road and Seven Sisters Development Trust and the Wards Corner Community Coalition? 

The Mayor  

Grainger is working with Haringey Council on its proposed redevelopment of the Wards Corner.  
While TfL is a landowner in the area, it does not have jurisdiction over which proposed scheme 
the Council takes forward. 

TfL supports regeneration in the area and continues to work with the borough, Grainger and 
other key stakeholders including the West Green Road and Seven Sisters Development Trust, 
the Wards Corner Community Coalition, El Pueblito Paisa, and the traders operating within the 
market premises. 



Night Tube Noise 
Question No: 2016/0175 
Jennette Arnold  
Will you assure all residents who have complained about noise from the tube that these issues 
will be resolved before the Night Tube commences? 

The Mayor  

The railway is a dynamic environment and is prone to wear and tear which can periodically bring 
about an increase in noise from passing trains. TfL successfully manages this through a regular 
process of maintenance, but there are times when noise does temporarily increase between 
maintenance cycles.  

In addition to London Underground's regular track maintenance programme, and prior to the 
introduction of Night Tube, London Underground undertook a series of track renewal and rail 
grinding works to ensure that the tracks are in optimum condition. Where concerns have been 
raised, engineers have investigated and undertaken improvements, some of which are still 
underway. 

TfL is currently undertaking an internal senior level review of current and historic noise issues, 
with a view to identifying particular locations where there is potential for interference from 
noise, and how these can be mitigated/managed once Night Tube begins to operate. TfL has 
and will always endeavour to be a good neighbour and protect the well being and quality of life 
of the communities it serves. 

Older People 
Question No: 2016/0176 
Jennette Arnold  
What policies and actions are you putting in place to tackle loneliness and isolation of older 
people in London? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Street Sexual Harassment 
Question No: 2016/0177 
Jennette Arnold  
What is the Metropolitan Police doing to tackle sexual harassment on London's streets? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Prostitution 
Question No: 2016/0178 
Jennette Arnold  
How many offences were there in the years 2010-2015 London-wide and by borough for; 

a)    Soliciting 

b)    Trafficking of sex workers 

c)     Kerb crawling 

Of the above offences how many resulted in 

a)    A sanction detection 

b)    A caution 

c)     Were taken into consideration with other offences 

d)    A charge 

Please can you provide this answer in Excel format. 

The Mayor  

Please find the requested information attached in Appendix G. 

Please note that in August 2015 Modern Day Slavery offence classifications replaced those that 
were expressly Trafficking for Purposes of Sexual Exploitation. Modern Day Slavery offences do 
not specifically differentiate sexually based offences. 

Assaults on Sex Workers 
Question No: 2016/0179 
Jennette Arnold  
How many assaults on women who work as sex workers were reported to the Police in the year 
2010-2015? How many of these resulted in a charge? 

The Mayor  

Between 2010 and 2015, records show a total of 466 victims of assault (violence against the 
person, sexual and robbery offences), where their recorded occupation was listed either as 
"Escort" or "Sex Worker". 

Of these, 100 cases resulted in either a charge or summons to court. 



Hackney 100 Campaign 
Question No: 2016/0180 
Jennette Arnold  
Following the Chancellor's Comprehensive Spending Review, will you now lend your support to 
Hackney Council's campaign for 100 more police officers? 

The Mayor  

Whilst the Chancellor's announcement is a better scenario than anticipated, the settlement will 
require the MPS to continue with the ambitious programme of reform and modernisation 
already embarked on. 

In accordance with my Police and Crime Plan, the MPS continues to maintain around 32,000 
officers overall. In addition, over the last couple of years 2,600 officers have been redeployed 
into safer neighbourhoods. 

For Hackney, this has seen Hackney's Safer Neighbourhood teams increase from 54 officers in 
2011 to 154 in 2015 - an increase of 100 officers. 

London Air Quality Management 
Question No: 2016/0181 
John Biggs  
How will the proposed LAQM Framework impact on your ability, as Mayor, to tackle air 
pollution from marine craft and associated infrastructure? 

The Mayor  

The new LLAQM framework does not amend Planning policy so it will not have a specific 
impact on this area. 

However, the LLAQM will place an increased emphasis on the importance of local authority 
work on Planning and development control in reducing pollution. This role will be highlighted 
via the LLAQM revised annual reporting regime, and through provision of annual LLAQM 
reports to the Transport and Environment Committee. 

In addition, boroughs will continue to be able to access free support and advice on issues such 
as this via the LAQM Helpdesk, and the Mayor is providing Planning support for boroughs via 
the Mayor's Air Quality Fund. 



Electric Trains for Barking - Gospel Oak Service 
Question No: 2016/0182 
John Biggs  
It is likely that Network Rail will complete the electrification of the Barking-Gospel Oak Service 
in early 2017 and yet TfL will not be able to put new electric trains on this route until at least 
April 2018. Will you support the wishes of my constituents, who will be passengers on this 
route, and ensure that TfL make plans to lease some electric trains they can deploy on this 
route so that passengers can benefit from the electrification without a long delay? 

The Mayor  

Network Rail has committed to complete the works in June 2017. 

Thanks to further TfL investment on both this route and West Anglia there is now a significant 
train order for the new Class710 electric trains in place, which was placed as early as possible 
and before the electrification was authorised. These brand new trains are being delivered as 
quickly as possible and are due to start appearing on the London Overground from early 2018.  

It is not financially viable for TfL to lease other electric trains to cover any gap from the 
completion of electrification and delivery of the new trains. 

Cycling on Pavements 
Question No: 2016/0183 
John Biggs  
Please elaborate on how the Safer Transport Team objective of improving cyclists' safety (cited 
in MQ answer 2015/4016) helps to tackle cycling on the pavement and protect vulnerable 
pedestrians? Please explain what the remaining five objectives are for the Safer Transport Team 
are? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Fixed Penalty Notices - Cycling on Pavements 
Question No: 2016/0184 
John Biggs  
How do you explain the dramatic fall in most boroughs of the numbers of fixed penalty notices 
issued for cycling offences, set out in MQ answer 2015/4017? 

The Mayor  

The number of Fixed Penalty Notices (FPNs) has fallen for all offences since the launch of 
Traffic Offence Reports (TORs) in April 2015. TORs are a new way of reporting traffic offences 
which allows for greater use of diversion and awareness programmes, with a view to reducing 
re-offending and improving road safety. 

The Road Transport Policing Command (RTPC) Cycle Safety Team has worked with cycle safety 
groups, other forces and AA DriveTech to produce an online course for cyclists which is now 
offered to all eligible offenders.  Only those who decline or fail to complete the course are 
issued a fixed penalty. 

Freedom Pass & Thames Clippers 
Question No: 2016/0185 
John Biggs  
When will it be possible to purchase tickets from ticket machines on piers operated by Thames 
Clippers and get the Freedom Pass Discount? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Cycling on Pavements 
Question No: 2016/0186 
John Biggs  
While I appreciate that most cyclists behave well and do not need 'strong-arm' policing, are you 
confident that the MPS are giving sufficient priority to enforcing against bad and dangerous 
cyclist behaviour? Some of this work is best carried out in partnership with others, such as TfL. 
To what extent is this happening? 

The Mayor  

I completely agree that most cyclists behave well, and that there are a small minority who 
exhibit bad or dangerous behaviour.  To counter this, my Cycling Vision Strategy makes a 
priority of providing safer places for people to cycle.  Coupled to this is a commitment from 
local police to increase enforcement action against illegal and intimidating behaviour by 
cyclists.  

As an example of partnership work, there are now MPS Safer Transport Teams (STT) in all 
London boroughs to provide high visibility policing on the road and surface transport network.  
Transport for London are supporting this through their Cycle Safety Tips campaign. 



Night Tube 
Question No: 2016/0187 
John Biggs  
While not opposed to 24 hour tube operation, a constituent has given me cause to question its 
Benefit-Cost appraisal. Has this been published? Has it been independently scrutinised? Given 
that most of the benefits are apparently thought to accrue to the Central London economy, 
can you clarify precisely what these will be and how many additional passengers are expected 
to use the 24 hour services. 

The Mayor  

The demand forecasting and appraisal has been carried out using standard Transport for 
London methodology, ensuring the business case and financial viability are robust. About 
217,000 people are expected to use Night Tube each weekend, totalling about 11 million per 
annum.  Demand is slightly skewed towards Saturday nights (53% of total). The details of the 
benefit cost appraisal have not been published but can be made available on request. 

Experience shows that travel demand (and hence revenue) builds up over time following service 
improvements, and is usually maximised in the fourth year and thereafter. For Night Tube, 
revenue for the first full year of service is expected to be around £19 million, and to rise 
thereafter, covering operating costs by the fourth year, if not before. 

The Night Tube will cut night-time journeys by an average of 20 minutes, with some cut by 
more than an hour. It will also play a vital role in opening up London's night-time economy, 
supporting almost 2,000 permanent jobs and boosting the economy by £360m. 

A13 Riverside Tunnel 
Question No: 2016/0188 
John Biggs  
What priority, and recommendation for your successor, are you giving to this project? How 
many TfL staff are currently working on it and in particular on its business case and predicted 
benefits? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Electronics Watch 
Question No: 2016/0189 
John Biggs  
Can you explain the thinking that lay behind the decision of TfL to sign up to support 
"Electronics Watch"? 

Given the decision of TfL to sign up to support "Electronics Watch" what other ethical 
procurement initiatives are TfL actively seeking to support/already supporting? 

Given that TfL has now signed up to "Electronics Watch", will you be ensuring the wider GLA 
family will also sign up to support this and other similar initiatives? 

The Mayor  

TfL is committed to supporting ethical procurement and follows the GLA's Responsible 
Procurement Policy. 

TfL has been in the public buyers' advisory group of Electronics Watch since 2014 and 
affiliating was the next logical step for TfL, so it could continue to lead on ethical sourcing 
within its supply chain. 

TfL supports a number of other initiatives, including: 

-         the ethical sourcing of timber 

-         ethical sourcing arrangements for the procurement of its 
uniforms, including Fair Trade cotton requirements and adherence to 
the Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI) base code 

-         a subscription to the Supplier Ethical Data Exchange (SEDEX) so 
it can work with suppliers to map, monitor and report on labour 
conditions in supply chains. 

As with all its other responsible procurement initiatives, TfL is happy to 
share its work with the wider GLA family. 



Fixed Penalty Notices 
Question No: 2016/0190 
John Biggs  
Further to my question 2015/4016 - what crimes constituted the use of a Fixed Penalty Notice 
in the years i) 2012 ii) 2013 iii) 2014 and iv) 2015? If there has been any change in the list of 
these crimes please can you provide an explanation as to why? 

The Mayor  

The list of offences for which a Fixed Penalty Notice can be issued is shown in Appendix H. 

Changes to this list occurred on 16 August 2013, led by the Department of Transport. 

This included adding the offences of Driving Without Due Care and Driving Without 
Reasonable Consideration 

Homicide Rate in Redbridge 
Question No: 2016/0191 
Tom Copley  
In Redbridge there was an increase in homicides from two in 2013/14 to nine in 2014/15. Is 
there a specific reason for this increase? 

The Mayor  

There has been an increase in recorded homicides in Redbridge Borough. For financial year 
2013/14 there were three recorded victims and seven recorded in this financial year to date 
(April - December). Any homicide is clearly a tragedy. 

These homicide figures relate to victims rather than incidents. In this financial year to date, 
there appear to have been four separate incidents related to multiple victims. 

One victim of homicide in the year to date was the borough's only murder linked to youth 
violence. 

The remaining six were victims of domestic abuse homicide rather than acts of violence in the 
street. All of these cases have on-going domestic homicide reviews taking place. 



Ticket barriers at South Woodford 
Question No: 2016/0192 
Tom Copley  
Can you provide data for the percentage of time that ticket gates have been left open at South 
Woodford Station from period 5 of 2015 to present? Please provide the data for every period. 

The Mayor  

In common with all Tube stations, South Woodford is staffed and managed whenever train 
services are operating. 

There are two entrances and two separate gatelines (east ticket hall and west ticket hall) at 
South Woodford station. The main (east ticket hall) gateline is staffed for most of the day, 
while the secondary (west ticket hall) gateline is staffed Monday to Friday during peak hours. 

The percentage of time that gatelines at South Woodford were open (from Period 5 onwards) 
in 2015/16 was as follows: 

2015/16 East ticket hall West ticket hall 

   

Period 5 17.63% 85.56% 

Period 6 21.04% 85.15% 

Period 7 15.04% 86.02% 

Period 8 15.88% 87.38% 

Period 9 13.90% 84.97% 

Period 10 21.98% 90.19% 

Although the west ticket hall gateline is generally unstaffed outside of the morning peak, LU is 
able to prevent instances of potential fare evasion as the Oyster system can recognise a journey 
without a clear start or end point and charge the appropriate fare. 

Even if a gate is open at either the departure or destination station, customers are still required 
to touch in or out at the start and end of their journey. If a customer fails to validate their 
ticket regardless of the gates being open, they will be charged a maximum fare. 



Ticket office at South Woodford 
Question No: 2016/0193 
Tom Copley  
Can you confirm when the ticket office at South Woodford was closed, whether any additional 
ticket machines have been installed and, if so, when they were installed? 

The Mayor  

The ticket office at South Woodford Tube station closed on 15 March 2015. In advance of this 
TfL updated the ticket machines to make them easier and faster to use. These upgraded ticket 
machines are able to carry out transactions that previously customers had to queue at a ticket 
office for, including refunds and resolving journey discrepancies. No additional ticket machines 
were installed as part of this work as there is sufficient ticketing capacity at this station to meet 
customer demand. 

Redbridge Landlord Licencing Scheme 
Question No: 2016/0194 
Tom Copley  
London Borough of Redbridge was recently over ruled by DCLG in its bid to introduce a 
Landlord Licencing Scheme despite a local consultation finding overwhelming support from 
tenants and residents. Do you think DCLG should have over ruled LB of Redbridge, and do you 
think this represents localism in action? 

The Mayor  

Applications for licensing go direct to DCLG. We do not hold sufficient information to 
comment. 

London Rental Standard (2) 
Question No: 2016/0195 
Tom Copley  
How much has been spent by the Greater London Authority on the administration and 
advertising of the London Rental Standard in each financial year from 2012/13? 

The Mayor  

In terms of advertising and administration spend, nothing has changed since my responses to 
MQ 2252/ 2015  and MQ 2253/2015, except that the GLA has also contributed £2,400 to part 
fund the salary of a part-time GLA officer to assist with the administration and monitoring of 
the scheme. 

Additional administration of the LRS has been undertaken by one of the Senior Policy Officers 
in the Housing Policy Unit since 2013. 

No additional spend is forecast. 



London Rental Standard (3) 
Question No: 2016/0196 
Tom Copley  
How much is the Greater London Authority forecast to spend on the administration and 
advertising of the London Rental Standard in each financial year from 2012/13? 

The Mayor  

See my response to MQ 2015 /0195. 

Affordable housing targets 
Question No: 2016/0197 
Tom Copley  
Does the Greater London Authority still have confidence that it can successfully deliver the 
42,000 affordable homes that were agreed with Government through the 2015/18 affordable 
homes programme? 

The Mayor  

The GLA continues to develop plans to deliver 42k affordable homes, and negotiate a 
settlement with government following the spending review. 



Children under 18 in police cells [1] 
Question No: 2016/0198 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to Question No: 2015/3509; 

Over the last 6 months, how many children under 18 have been held a) overnight and b) over a 
weekend in police cells? 

Your response being: 

'The MPS Commissioner is committed to ensuring that all detainees, including young people 
are protected and treated appropriately while in police custody.  It is vital that appropriate 
safeguards are in place for all under-18s who come into contact with the police and that they 
are not held overnight in a police cell unless it is impractical to transfer them to local authority 
accommodation. 

'Overnight' detention is defined as holding an individual within custody for four or more 
consecutive hours between midnight and 8:00am.  'Weekend' detention is defined as holding 
within custody an individual, who has been detained at some time on a Saturday or Sunday, for 
at least four hours before being released the following Monday. 

The most recent data available (01/11/14 - 30/04/15) indicates that 3,005 and 483 under 18 
detentions within custody 'overnight' and at the 'weekend' respectively. 

NB - The number of detentions do not equate to the number of individuals detained.  E.g. an 
individual detainee may have been arrested twice within the time period stated.' 

Please provide a borough by borough breakdown of the 3,005 and 483 under 18 detentions 
within custody 'overnight' and at the 'weekend'. 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Children under 18 in police cells [2] 
Question No: 2016/0199 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to Question No: 2015/3509; 

'Over the last 6 months, how many children under 18 have been held a) overnight and b) over a 
weekend in police cells?' 

Your response being: 

'The MPS Commissioner is committed to ensuring that all detainees, including young people 
are protected and treated appropriately while in police custody.  It is vital that appropriate 
safeguards are in place for all under-18s who come into contact with the police and that they 
are not held overnight in a police cell unless it is impractical to transfer them to local authority 
accommodation. 

'Overnight' detention is defined as holding an individual within custody for four or more 
consecutive hours between midnight and 8:00am.  'Weekend' detention is defined as holding 
within custody an individual, who has been detained at some time on a Saturday or Sunday, for 
at least four hours before being released the following Monday. 

The most recent data available (01/11/14 - 30/04/15) indicates that 3,005 and 483 under 18 
detentions within custody 'overnight' and at the 'weekend' respectively. 

NB - The number of detentions do not equate to the number of individuals detained.  E.g. an 
individual detainee may have been arrested twice within the time period stated'. 

As The Police and Criminal Evidence Act of 1984 created a statutory duty that any arrested 
juvenile (those under the age of 18) be moved to "local authority accommodation … unless it 
is impractical to do so"; and as this is in conjunction with the "absolute duty to provide 
accommodation for children to be transferred out of custody under the Children's Act 1989 
(s.21 (2) (b)", why such juveniles were not moved into local authority accommodation as 
required by law; and if it was impractical to do so, please explain why? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Children under 18 in police cells [3] 
Question No: 2016/0200 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to Question No: 2015/3509; 

'Over the last 6 months, how many children under 18 have been held a) overnight and b) over a 
weekend in police cells?' 

Your response being: 

'The MPS Commissioner is committed to ensuring that all detainees, including young people 
are protected and treated appropriately while in police custody.  It is vital that appropriate 
safeguards are in place for all under-18s who come into contact with the police and that they 
are not held overnight in a police cell unless it is impractical to transfer them to local authority 
accommodation. 

'Overnight' detention is defined as holding an individual within custody for four or more 
consecutive hours between midnight and 8:00am.  'Weekend' detention is defined as holding 
within custody an individual, who has been detained at some time on a Saturday or Sunday, for 
at least four hours before being released the following Monday. 

The most recent data available (01/11/14 - 30/04/15) indicates that 3,005 and 483 under 18 
detentions within custody 'overnight' and at the 'weekend' respectively. 

NB - The number of detentions do not equate to the number of individuals detained.  E.g. an 
individual detainee may have been arrested twice within the time period stated' 

What are you doing to reduce and/or eliminate the need to detain children in police custody? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Children under 18 in police cells [4] 
Question No: 2016/0201 
Andrew Dismore  
Since 30th April 2015, how many children under 18 have been held a) overnight and b) over a 
weekend in police cells? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Children under 18 in police cells [5] 
Question No: 2016/0202 
Andrew Dismore  
Since 30th April 2015, how many children under 18 have been held a) overnight and b) over a 
weekend in police cells, broken down by borough? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Children under 18 in police cells [6] 
Question No: 2016/0203 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to Question No: 2015/3509; 

'Over the last 6 months, how many children under 18 have been held a) overnight and b) over a 
weekend in police cells?' 

Your response including: 

'The most recent data available (01/11/14 - 30/04/15) indicates that 3,005 and 483 under 18 
detentions within custody 'overnight' and at the 'weekend' respectively.' 

Over the same period, how many under 18s were transferred to local authority to safe beds, to 
prevent them from being held in police custody overnight? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Children under 18 in police cells [7] 
Question No: 2016/0204 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to Question No: 2015/3509; 

'Over the last 6 months, how many children under 18 have been held a) overnight and b) over a 
weekend in police cells?' 

Your response including: 

'The most recent data available (01/11/14 - 30/04/15) indicates that 3,005 and 483 under 18 
detentions within custody 'overnight' and at the 'weekend' respectively.' 

How many secure safe beds are there in total and how many are there by borough? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Children under 18 in police cells [8] 
Question No: 2016/0205 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to Question No: 2015/3509; 

'Over the last 6 months, how many children under 18 have been held a) overnight and b) over a 
weekend in police cells?' 

Your response being: 

'The MPS Commissioner is committed to ensuring that all detainees, including young people 
are protected and treated appropriately while in police custody.  It is vital that appropriate 
safeguards are in place for all under-18s who come into contact with the police and that they 
are not held overnight in a police cell unless it is impractical to transfer them to local authority 
accommodation. 

'Overnight' detention is defined as holding an individual within custody for four or more 
consecutive hours between midnight and 8:00am.  'Weekend' detention is defined as holding 
within custody an individual, who has been detained at some time on a Saturday or Sunday, for 
at least four hours before being released the following Monday. 

The most recent data available (01/11/14 - 30/04/15) indicates that 3,005 and 483 under 18 
detentions within custody 'overnight' and at the 'weekend' respectively. 

NB - The number of detentions do not equate to the number of individuals detained.  E.g. an 
individual detainee may have been arrested twice within the time period stated.' 

What was the longest period for which an under 18 was detained in police custody? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Children under 18 in police cells [9] 
Question No: 2016/0206 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to Question No: 2015/3509; 

'Over the last 6 months, how many children under 18 have been held a) overnight and b) over a 
weekend in police cells?' 

Your response being: 

'The MPS Commissioner is committed to ensuring that all detainees, including young people 
are protected and treated appropriately while in police custody.  It is vital that appropriate 
safeguards are in place for all under-18s who come into contact with the police and that they 
are not held overnight in a police cell unless it is impractical to transfer them to local authority 
accommodation. 

'Overnight' detention is defined as holding an individual within custody for four or more 
consecutive hours between midnight and 8:00am.  'Weekend' detention is defined as holding 
within custody an individual, who has been detained at some time on a Saturday or Sunday, for 
at least four hours before being released the following Monday. 

The most recent data available (01/11/14 - 30/04/15) indicates that 3,005 and 483 under 18 
detentions within custody 'overnight' and at the 'weekend' respectively. 

NB - The number of detentions do not equate to the number of individuals detained.  E.g. an 
individual detainee may have been arrested twice within the time period stated.' 

What was the age of the youngest under 18 a) detained  overnight; and b) detained over a 
weekend? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Vulnerable people in police custody 
Question No: 2016/0207 
Andrew Dismore  
What progress has been made in implementing the recommendations of the report of HMIC 
'The welfare of vulnerable people in police custody' March 2015? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Abstractions from Barnet BCU 
Question No: 2016/0208 
Andrew Dismore  
For the last 6 months, how many officer shifts were abstracted from Barnet BCU for duties 
elsewhere? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Abstractions from Camden BCU 
Question No: 2016/0209 
Andrew Dismore  
For the last 6 months, how many officer shifts were abstracted from Camden BCU for duties 
elsewhere? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

SNT bases 
Question No: 2016/0210 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to Question No: 2015/4059; 

What is going on with the Kentish Town SNT base at 99 Kentish Town Road, and  the Gospel 
Oak one at 104a Queens Crescent? 

Your response being: 

'Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly.' 

Will you now give a substantive reply? 

The Mayor  

Please see my response to MQ 2015/4059. 



Prevention of Harassment warning letter - Form 9993 [1] 
Question No: 2016/0211 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to Question No 2015/4063; 

What investigation  is  made before the issue of a Prevention of Harassment warning letter - 
Form 9993; and in particular, is the potential recipient of the letter given an opportunity to 
make his or her case or explanation in response to any allegations   before  a decision is made 
to  serve it  on them? And if not, why not? 

Your response being: 

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Will you now give a substantive reply? 

The Mayor 

Prevention of Harassment warning letter - Form 9993 [2] 
Question No: 2016/0212 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to Question No 2015/4064; 

If somebody disputes  the circumstances leading to the issue  to that person of a Prevention of 
Harassment warning letter - Form 9993, are they able to challenge it, and if so how? 

Your response being: 

'Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly.' 

Will you now give a substantive reply? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Prevention of Harassment warning letter - Form 9993 [3] 
Question No: 2016/0213 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to Question No 2015/4065; 

If someone is issued with a MPS Prevention of Harassment warning letter - Form 9993,   the 
equivalent  of  Police Information Notices , will the existence of this letter appear on any 
legitimate criminal record checks made at the request of an outside party, for example an 
employer or potential employer? 

Your response being: 

'Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly.' 

Will you now give a substantive reply? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Police officer experience: Barnet 
Question No: 2016/0214 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to Question No 2015/4066; 

a) how many police constables are there presently stationed at Barnet; and b) how many of 
those have i) less than 2 years' service; and ii) less than 1 year's service? 

Your response being: 

'Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly.' 

Will you now give a substantive reply? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Police officer experience: Camden 
Question No: 2016/0215 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to Question No: 2015/4067; 

a)    how many police constables are there presently stationed at Camden; and b) how many of 
those have i) less than 2 years' service; and ii) less than 1 year's service? 

Your response being: 

'Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly.' 

Will you now give a substantive reply? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



The night tube and lack of toilet facilities 
Question No: 2016/0216 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to Question No: 2015/4051; 

Once the Night Tube opens, what policing arrangements will you put in place to ensure that 
passengers leaving their destination station after a night out  do not 'abuse' neighbouring 
streets due to inadequate public toilet facilities? 

Your response being: 

'TfL's night bus services currently operate to all areas and Tube services already run late into 
the night. Night Tube services on Friday and Saturday night are therefore not anticipated to 
significantly increase demand for toilet facilities. On average customers using Night Tube 
services will benefit from reduced journey times of 20 minutes over comparable journeys by 
bus, and those travelling to terminus stations will reach their destinations even quicker. 

Furthermore, an additional 100 police officers will be deployed across the Night Tube network. 
' 

As there is already a problem of passengers leaving the tube late at night abusing local streets, 
for example in Edgware and Colindale due to the lack of toilet facilities, will you now consider 
providing additional temporary toilet facilities  at or near stations served by the night tube 
when it is in operation? 

The Mayor  

London Underground (LU) has reviewed current toilet opening times and identified 
opportunities to continue to keep these available to customers overnight.  As Night Tube is not 
anticipated to create any increased issues at stations without toilet facilities, LU has no plans to 
provide additional toilet facilities. 

I expect staff and the additional transport police officers to continue to deter anti-social 
behaviour in all its forms. 

Stirling Corner [1] 
Question No: 2016/0217 
Andrew Dismore  
What progress is being made with the plan to improve pedestrian facilities at this roundabout, 
and when will public consultation begin? 

The Mayor  

A design for a fully signalised pedestrian facility across the A1 on the southern side of Stirling 
Corner roundabout is currently being assessed through traffic modelling. Subject to further 
design, modelling and approvals, a public consultation is expected to take place in late 2016. 



Stirling Corner [2] 
Question No: 2016/0218 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to Question No: 2015/4053: 

'Further to Question No: 2015/3798 

'Further to Question No: 2015/3530 

'As it is now well over 3 years since you promised to cycle round Stirling Corner, and despite 
regular reminders of your promise you have failed to do so, do you intend to honour your 
promise before you leave office as Mayor next May?' 

Your response being: 

'It is now well over 3 years since you first asked a question about cycling round Stirling Corner. 
The answer I gave at the time was 'I cycle the whole of London. When I next do Stirling Corner I 
will give you a report.' 

Have you cycled round Stirling Corner yet?  If not have you a visit to the area in mind before 
the end of your term of office? 

Your response being: 

'I cycle the whole of London. When I next do Stirling Corner I will give you a report.' 

This response clearly infers that you have cycled round Stirling Corner in the past. When was 
this? If you have not done so, do you not consider your answer to be misleading? And when 
are you going to do so 'next', so as to honour your promise to do so? Will you do so before 
your term of office expires? 

Your response being: 

'The answer I gave over 3 years ago was 'I cycle the whole of London. When I next do Stirling 
Corner I will give you a report.' 

As it is  now over 3 years since you made the promise to cycle round the junction and as your 
term of office is coming to an end, is this to be yet another of your  unfulfilled promises?  

The Mayor  

Please see my response to MQ 2012 /4161. 



Mill Hill Circus 
Question No: 2016/0219 
Andrew Dismore  
What progress is being made with the plan to improve traffic flows at this roundabout, and 
when will public consultation begin? 

The Mayor  

TfL is developing proposals at Mill Hill Circus to reduce congestion at the junction. 

A transfer of land between the London Borough of Barnet and TfL is required as part of the 
proposed road capacity increase. A meeting is being arranged between TfL, LB Barnet and the 
Mill Hill Residents Association to discuss this issue. Subject to the land availability being 
confirmed, public consultation is planned to take place in late 2016. 



Mayors' Statement Against Antisemitism 
Question No: 2016/0220 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to Question No: 2015/4057; 

'Further to Question No: 2015/3809 

'Have you signed the Mayors' Statement Against Antisemitism 

http://www.ajc.org/site/c.7oJILSPwFfJSG/b.9294845/k.C234/Statement_on_AntiSemitism_
by_Mayors_and_Municipal_Leaders.htm 

and if not will you now do so? 

Your response being: 

'Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly.' 

I am surprised that you could not answer this question when it was asked: surely you know 
whether or not you have signed this important statement? And if you don't know what you 
have or have not signed, what does that say about your professed commitment to dealing with 
this important issue?  And what does that say about the extent to which you are on top of this 
one of your several jobs?' 

Your response being: 

'Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly' 

As you still don't seem to know whether or not you have signed this important statement, 
should the community read into your inability to answer that you are not as concerned about 
anti Semitism as you have professed in the past to be? 

The Mayor  

Please see my response to MQ 2015/3809. 



Human Rights Act 
Question No: 2016/0221 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to Question No 2015/4035; 

Further to your answer to Question No: 2015/2759: 

'Do you consider the Human Rights Act and the European Convention on Human Rights 
provide important safeguards to Londoners in their dealings with state bodies including the 
GLA family?' 

Your response being: 

'There are some important safeguards in both of these documents, which, if we were to replace 
them with a new British Bill of Rights, would need to be maintained.' 

Which of those safeguards do you regard as important; and which do you regard as 
unimportant? 

Your response being: 

'Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly.' 

Will you now give a substantive reply? 

The Mayor  

Please see my response to MQ 2015/4035. 



Taxi Drivers 
Question No: 2016/0222 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to Question No 2015/4044; 

Further to your answer to Question No: 2015/3543 

'Do you regret calling taxi drivers 'luddites'?' 

Your response being: 

'This was not aimed specifically at taxi drivers'. 

As the audience was almost exclusive taxi drivers, at whom were your comments aimed? 

Your response being: 

'Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly.' 

Will you now give a substantive reply? 

The Mayor  

Please see my response to MQ 2015/4044. 

Royal Free Hospital bus shelter 
Question No: 2016/0223 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to Question No 2015/4047; 

The bus shelter at the closest stop to the Royal Free Hospital is privately owned by JC Decaux, 
and I understand is in the process of being replaced.  With the advent of bad weather, will you 
prevail upon them to do this work straight away? 

Your response being: 

'Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly.' 

Will you now give a substantive reply? 

The Mayor  

Please see my response to MQ 2015/4047. 



Water Cannon 
Question No: 2016/0224 
Andrew Dismore  
Further to Question No: 2015/2842; 

'As the Home Secretary has now refused you permission to use them in London, what do you 
now intend to do with them? 

Your response being: 

'Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly.' 

Will you now give a substantive reply? 

The Mayor  

Please see my response to MQ 2015/2842. 

Borough officer abstractions 
Question No: 2016/0225 
Andrew Dismore  
How many Officer Shifts were abstracted from each London borough in the last 3 months? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

New Year's fireworks display 
Question No: 2016/0226 
Andrew Dismore  
What was the cost of the 2016 new year's fireworks display; was any of the cost offset by 
sponsorship or other external sources, and if so, how much? 

The Mayor  

London's New Year's Eve with Unicef (2015) cost £3.1 million pounds. The costs were offset by 
ticket revenue and commercial revenue from catering concessions, filming fees and partnership 
contributions. We are unable to provide a breakdown of the commercial income as this is 
commercially confidential. 



Hertfordshire bus routes 
Question No: 2016/0227 
Andrew Dismore  
Hertfordshire County Council have cut £390,000 of funding to Transport for London which 
helps run the 107, 142, 292 and 298 bus routes. What do you plan to do to maintain these 
services? 

The Mayor  

TfL is aware that Hertfordshire County Council is considering its budget with regard to bus 
subsidy and understand this is still under review.  Subject to the outcome of these discussions, 
TfL will review all the possible options taking account of cross boundary travel and TfL's overall 
funding outlook.  Any proposed changes will be subject to consultation. 

Bus services in Arkley 
Question No: 2016/0228 
Andrew Dismore  
The 107 bus is the only regular service for Arkley in High Barnet. If funding from Hertfordshire 
County Council for the service is cut, how will you ensure that residents there are not cut off 
from public transport? 

The Mayor  

Please see my answer to MQ 2016 /0227.  I can assure you that residents in Arkley will not be 
cut off from public transport. 

Bus services in Stirling Corner 
Question No: 2016/0229 
Andrew Dismore  
Stirling Corner is currently served by the 292 and the 107 bus routes. Both are under threat 
from reductions in funding to Transport for London from Hertfordshire County Council. When 
you finally get round to cycling around the corner, will you also talk to residents about how 
they will be able to use public transport if the bus routes are lost? 

The Mayor  

Please see answer to MQ 2016 /0227. 



50th anniversary of England's World Cup victory in 1966 
Question No: 2016/0230 
Andrew Dismore  
As you no doubt will realise, this summer will be the 50th anniversary of England's only World 
Cup victory in 1966 at Wembley, the squad including 7 players from London clubs. Are there 
any plans to mark this historic event in London's sporting history? 

The Mayor  

The FA will be coordinating a series of events throughout 2016 to remember the successes of 
50 years ago. This begun earlier this month with a launch event marking 50 years since the 
1966 World Cup draw took place at the Royal Garden Hotel in Kensington, in the same room 
where the draw for the tournament took place in 1966. Sir Geoff Hurst, Martin Peters, George 
Cohen and Gordon Banks were in attendance at the event. 

Wembley Stadium will stage a major exhibition in the summer to mark the anniversary, funded 
by the Heritage Lottery Fund and the FA. The FA is also working with English Heritage to mark 
Bobby Moore's childhood home in east London with the placement of a commemorative 
plaque. 

Further events will follow throughout the year, including activity ahead of England's 
EURO2016 warm-up match against Germany in Berlin and a celebration to mark the 50th 
anniversary of the World Cup final on 30 July 2016. 

Euston Station Strategic Redevelopment board 
Question No: 2016/0231 
Andrew Dismore  
In your report you state that the Euston Station Strategic Redevelopment board will be 
established early in the New Year. What community representation will there be on the board? 

The Mayor  

The Government has agreed to set up a new body (the Euston Station Strategic 
Redevelopment Board or ESSRB) to coordinate and facilitate the coordinated the development 
of emerging schemes around Euston including HS2, NR station rebuild, Crossrail 2 and Oversite 
development. TfL and the GLA will be represented, along with LB Camden, Network Rail, HS2 
and the DfT.  Terms of Reference for the new ESSRB are being developed with a view to the 
first meeting in the spring.  

It is essential that the community as well as local businesses are fully represented in the 
development of Euston.  The LB of Camden is working closely with HS2 Ltd to ensure that the 
views of the local community are heard. 



Impact of leaving the EU 
Question No: 2016/0232 
Len Duvall  
What work are you undertaking within the GLA and its wider family to see what the impact on 
London would be in the event of a referendum outcome that saw the UK leave the European 
Union? 

The Mayor  

My Chief Economic Adviser, Gerard Lyons, produced the report, 'The Europe Report - a win-
win situation' in August 2014, which analysed the impact of leaving the EU.  It may be 
necessary to review the analysis in this report depending on the outcome of the EU 
membership renegotiation process in which the Prime Minister is currently engaged. 

Impact of leaving the EU on financial services 
Question No: 2016/0233 
Len Duvall  
Given the importance of the Financial Services industry to the economy of the UK and its 
communities, what work are you undertaking to identify what the impact on London would be 
should the UK leave the European Union? 

The Mayor  

My Chief Economic Adviser, Gerard Lyons, produced the report, 'The Europe Report - a win-
win situation' in August 2014, which analysed the impact of leaving the EU.  It may be 
necessary to review the analysis in this report depending on the outcome of the EU 
membership renegotiation process in which the Prime Minister is currently engaged. 

Rushey Green/Brownhill Road 
Question No: 2016/0234 
Len Duvall  
Further to your response to my colleague's question number 2015/4136 I am concerned to see 
that the junction of Rushey Green and Brownhill Road - both part of the TLRN - tops the list of 
junctions with high casualty rates in my constituency. What action is planned to improve this? 

The Mayor  

A feasibility study is underway for Brownhill Road between Catford Gyratory and Verdant 
Lane/Hither Green Lane to investigate collision patterns and suggest improvements. The study 
is expected to be complete by summer 2016 and will include timescales for the delivery of any 
improvements. 



Greenwich Peninsular traffic problems 
Question No: 2016/0235 
Len Duvall  
I have been approached by a constituent with regard to the ongoing traffic problems in the 
Greenwich Peninsula and you may be aware that there was a recent fatality. Given that this was 
former GLA land and we still have a close interest in this area, what actions have TfL and 
Greenwich Council taken to resolve the long standing problems facing residents and others 
especially with regard to the crossing arrangements along John Harrison Way and other 
adjoining roads. 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

178 Bus 
Question No: 2016/0236 
Len Duvall  
Cold you in your role as Mayor of London/ Chair of TfL look again at seeking to right the 
wrongs of the 178 bus route as the reduction in service to a number of communities in the 
Kidbrooke area. This has been part of a long running campaign that was brought about by a 
new housing development that was supported by the GLA. 

The Mayor  

Completion of a new road layout led to the B16 service being restored to Tudway Road in 
September 2014.  However, road links in the Kidbrooke area continue to be changed and with 
Moorhead Way and Tudway Road still dead-end roads, it is not possible, at present, to operate 
direct services through the area. 

Nevertheless, TfL is to consult with the local community in Spring this year to discuss possible 
new routeings within the Kidbrooke area. 

Bakerloo extension 
Question No: 2016/0237 
Len Duvall  
Will you look again at TfL's decision to restrict the Bakerloo Line to Lewisham town centre? 
The evidence suggests that extending the Bakerloo Line project to Catford would further 
generate housing opportunities. 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Mayoral land 1 
Question No: 2016/0238 
Nicky Gavron  
In response to written question 2015/4073 you noted that of the 5,729 residential units have 
been built on land that was inherited by the Mayor in 2012, 2,340 are affordable and 3,389 are 
private. 

Can you please provide a tenure breakdown of the numbers of each type of affordable home 
built (eg for social rent, for affordable rent, or for intermediary rent)? 

Of the private homes built, were any for the private rented sector? 

The Mayor  

The latest position in reference to the previous query MQ 2015/4073 is 6,032 residential units 
have been built on land that was inherited by the Mayor in 2012. Of that total, 2,653 are 
affordable and 3,379 are private. 

Of the total affordable units 1,069 are social rent, 1,013 affordable rents, 102 intermediary rent 
and 469 affordable home ownership. 

Of the total private units, 3,379 are for private sale. 

Mayoral land 2 
Question No: 2016/0239 
Nicky Gavron  
In response to written question 2015/4074 you noted that of the 26,296 residential units have 
received full planning on land that was inherited by the Mayor in 2012, 7,457 are affordable 
and 18,839 are private. 

Can you please provide a tenure breakdown of the numbers of each type of affordable home 
approved (eg for social rent, for affordable rent, or for intermediary rent)? 

Of the private homes approved, are any for the private rented sector? 

The Mayor  

The latest position in reference to the previous query MQ 2015/4074 is 27,314 residential 
units have received planning consent on land that was inherited by the Mayor in 2012, 7,590 
are affordable, 18,879 are private and, 845 where the tenure has yet to be determined. 2,661 
units have been given resolution to grant, of which 820 are affordable, 1,841 are private. 

Of the total affordable units 4,010 are social rent, 1,586 affordable rent, 1,210 intermediary 
rent, 1,397 affordable home ownership and 207 is yet to be confirmed. 

Of the total private units, 20,522 are for private sale and 198 are for the private rental sector. 



Unimplemented planning permissions 
Question No: 2016/0240 
Nicky Gavron  
How many potential homes in London have been given planning permission but have not yet 
been built? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Definition of affordable housing 1 
Question No: 2016/0241 
Nicky Gavron  
Do you believe that the policy definition of affordable housing should be broadened to 
encompass a fuller range of products? 

The Mayor  

Yes. 

Definition of affordable housing 2 
Question No: 2016/0242 
Nicky Gavron  
Do you believe that the policy definition of affordable housing should be broadened to 
encompass starter homes? 

The Mayor  

Please see my answer to MQ 241 / 2015. 

Privatisation of planning system 
Question No: 2016/0243 
Nicky Gavron  
Do you support the proposal to allow 'alternative providers' to process planning applications? 

The Mayor  

I will need to see the details of this proposal in regulations before coming to a view on it. 
However, I note that the principle of 'alternative providers' of planning services is already 
established in some authorities. 



TfL Property Partnerships Framework 1 
Question No: 2016/0244 
Nicky Gavron  
In response to written question 2015/4070 you wrote that the TfL Property Partnerships 
Framework has been set up in such a way as to allow the GLA to use the framework if it so 
chooses. 

Why was the framework set up to allow the GLA to use it? 

The Mayor  

It is common practice to procure frameworks for the benefit of multiple agencies. This is a 
principle adopted by the Crown Commercial Service in respect of the central government 
departments it serves.   TfL and the GLA group have recognised the efficiencies that can be 
gained using this principle and do so on a regular basis. 

TfL Property Partnerships Framework 2 
Question No: 2016/0245 
Nicky Gavron  
In response to written question 2015/4070 you wrote that the TfL Property Partnerships 
Framework has been set up in such a way as to allow the GLA to use the framework if it so 
chooses. 

If this is the case, why was it decided to have TfL lead on the framework, and not the GLA? 

The Mayor  

The majority of the requirements and sites fulfilled under the framework will be from TfL's 
asset base and therefore the framework was produced by a TfL team. 

TfL Property Partnerships Framework 3 
Question No: 2016/0246 
Nicky Gavron  
In response to written question 2015/4070 you wrote that the TfL Property Partnerships 
Framework has been set up in such a way as to allow the GLA to use the framework if it so 
chooses. 

What power allows TfL to include the GLA in the contracting authority? 

The Mayor  

There is an option to allow any part of the GLA Group to use the framework and a power is not 
required to facilitate this outcome. 



Directly commissioning homes in Old Oak 1 
Question No: 2016/0247 
Nicky Gavron  
You reported that you were pleased with the Government announcement on 4 January that it 
will directly commission housing in Old Oak. Which sites have been identified for this 
programme? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Directly commissioning homes in Old Oak 2 
Question No: 2016/0248 
Nicky Gavron  
You reported that you were pleased with the Government announcement on 4 January that it 
will directly commission housing in Old Oak. How many units will be commissioned under this 
programme, and what will be the tenure split? 

The Mayor  

Please see my response to MQ 2016/ 247. 

Re-zoning of Seven Sisters station 
Question No: 2016/0249 
Joanne McCartney  
Following the re-zoning of eight stations in Stratford from zone 3 to 2/3 in January 2016, 
many commuters in Tottenham would like to see stations such as Seven Sisters also rezoned to 
2/3. Tottenham is currently undergoing significant regeneration and a rezoning would see 
many benefits for the community. Would you consider moving Seven Sisters station into zone 
2/3? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Re-zoning of Tottenham Hale station 
Question No: 2016/0250 
Joanne McCartney  
Following the re-zoning of eight stations in Stratford from zone 3 to 2/3 in January 2016, 
many commuters in Tottenham would like to see stations such as Tottenham Hale also rezoned 
to 2/3. Tottenham is currently undergoing significant regeneration and a rezoning would see 
many benefits for the community. Would you consider moving Tottenham Hale station into 
zone 2/3? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

A10 bus lane 
Question No: 2016/0251 
Joanne McCartney  
I have received numerous complaints from concerned local residents and cyclists regarding cars 
illegally driving in the bus lane on the A10 - between Lister Gardens and the A10/A406 
roundabout. This causes dangers for cyclists who are particularly vulnerable. It is also causing 
issues as cars abiding by the rules are illegally undertaken and have difficulty manoeuvring into 
the inside lane once the bus lane has ended as it is either blocked or cars are undertaking. This 
therefore encourages more to enter the bus lane so as not to be disadvantaged, causing further 
traffic jams. Since reporting this to TfL in July 2015, they have informed me that there are no 
immediate plans to install a camera at this location and have informed a local resident that TfL 
no longer use static cameras for traffic enforcement and have not done so for many years. 
However, they acknowledge that there are issues with illegal use of the bus lane and have 
started a feasibility study but have not provided an end date. This is one of a number of issues 
regarding illegal driving on the A10 that I have raised in the past year and no action is being 
taken. Can you look again at what can be done to resolve this issue as a matter of urgency and 
set an end date for any feasibility study to be carried out by? 

The Mayor  

I am sorry to hear of ongoing concerns and issues regarding illegal driving in the bus lane on 
the A10.  

I have raised your concerns with TfL and they have agreed to undertake an urgent review of 
the location. The findings will be shared with you by the end of March 2016. 



South Tottenham station 
Question No: 2016/0252 
Joanne McCartney  
A local resident has asked me to put the below question to you: 

"Access for All funding to make South Tottenham step free was announced in 2013. Work 
finally started after TfL found some additional funding for a new station entrance and the 
scheme is expected to be completed in spring 2016. The revised scheme requires an extension 
of the western end of Platform 2 to link up with a new lift tower.  Will this platform extension 
be completed to full passenger standard to allow a train to use it for when 4-car trains arrive in 
2017 or 2018? Or will a different group of contractors descend on the station again, a matter 
of months after the existing contractors have finished and start rebuilding the just completed 
platform extension all over again?" 

The Mayor  

The original scheme at South Tottenham was to provide a link from the existing platform to the 
new lift. Once the later decision had been made to  electrify the Gospel Oak to Barking route 
the link was redesigned to include the construction of foundations to provide additional 
platform lengths that would facilitate a 4-car service; this work is currently underway. TfL will 
undertake the additional works to provide the platform extensions as part of a separate 
package of works. This will be undertaken whilst the line electrification works are underway 
during 2016. 

W3 bus 
Question No: 2016/0253 
Joanne McCartney  
I have received complaints from residents along Ferme Park Road regarding the lack of capacity 
over the past three months on the W3 bus route to Finsbury Park station. The local residents 
report that typically between 07.15 and 08.30, it takes about 30-45 minutes to catch a bus due 
to full capacity. The situation has got so bad now that people are walking the base of Ferme 
Park Road to beat the queues which is only making the problem greater for those nearer 
Finsbury Park. This has happened steadily over the past three months and there is no notice as 
to why this is happening (i.e. road works, cuts in service/change in operator). Can you look into 
this issue and look at how this can be resolved, with a timeline please? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Inward aid per borough 
Question No: 2016/0254 
Joanne McCartney  
Please can you provide me with the amount of inward officer support or aid per borough in the 
years i) 2011 ii) 2012 iii) 2013 iv) 2014 v) 2015 to date? 

The Mayor  

Please Appendix I. 

Note that the figures are the sum total of Police Constables (PCs), Sergeants and Inspectors 
brought in from other boroughs to assist with events. 

Inner London boroughs tend to have a higher proportion of 'inward' aid due to the increased 
frequency and size of events that are hosted. 

Abstractions from Borough Command Units 
Question No: 2016/0255 
Joanne McCartney  
Further to questions Question 2015/3344 and Question 2015/4449 please can you provide me 
with the number of abstraction per London borough per neighbourhood team in the years 
2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and latest available data to 2015. Please provide this in an excel 
format. 

The Mayor  

Appendix J shows the number of neighbourhood officers abstracted per borough. It has not 
been possible to interrogate the data to individual neighbourhood teams within boroughs. 

Due to changes to the neighbourhood model data from earlier years is not available. 

Note also that the dedicated ward officers remain with their borough and are only abstracted in 
exceptional circumstances. 

Vacant SNT Ward Buildings 
Question No: 2016/0256 
Joanne McCartney  
Further to my question 2015/4447 please can you provide me with the i) length of time all 
SNT Ward buildings have been vacant in each borough ii) the cost of maintenance of these 
buildings in the years 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015. Please can you provide this 
information in excel format. 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Sexual offences flagged as gang related 
Question No: 2016/0257 
Joanne McCartney  
Please can you provide me with the number of i) sexual offences and ii) rape offences that 
were flagged as gang related in the last 4 years per borough. Please can you provide this 
information in excel format. 

The Mayor  

Please see Appendix K for the borough and yearly breakdown. 

In the last four years, the total number of sexual offences flagged as gang related was 126 
(1.8% of the total gang flags recorded) - 83 of which were classified as rape offences. 

Please be aware that gang related offences are recorded as only those that are linked to the 
activities of a gang. 

Domestic Violence flagged as gang related 
Question No: 2016/0258 
Joanne McCartney  
Please can you provide me with the number of i) domestic violence offences and ii) domestic 
violence with injury offences flagged as gang related in the last 4 years per borough. Please can 
you provide this information in excel format. 

The Mayor  

The measurement of gang related offences is conducted via the use of a 'gang related' flag 
applied to a responding crime report. This is only added to those crimes that are deemed by 
police to be related to the activities of a gang. Therefore, offences committed by a known gang 
member yet not deemed to be related to the activities of a gang will not be flagged as such. 

In the last four years, the total number of domestic abuse offences flagged as gang related was 
97 (1.4% of the total gang flagged crime recorded) - 38 of which were classified as violence 
with injury. 

Please see Appendix L for the borough and yearly breakdown. 



Domestic Violence - Age of Victim 
Question No: 2016/0259 
Joanne McCartney  
Please can you provide me with: 

a) the number of i) domestic violence offences and ii) domestic violence with injury offences 
where the perpetrator was under the age of 25 in each London Borough for the last 4 years? 
And 

b) the number of those victims that were i) male ii) female iii) defined as transsexual 

Please can you provide this information in excel format. 

The Mayor  

In March 2013 the definition of domestic abuse was expanded to 
includes victims aged sixteen and above. Previously, this was over 
eighteen only. 

Please see Appendix M for the breakdown of the number of victims of domestic abuse and 
domestic abuse violence with injury aged between 16 and 24 years. 

This has increased since 2012 and this sits within a national context of increases in reporting. In 
London, I have invested heavily in support services for victims for of domestic violence and the 
Commissioner has also increased staffing by 30% for this area. 

Unfortunately, it is not possible to give the number of victims defined as transgender as the 
MPS crime recording system only records gender as either male or female. 



Domestic Violence - Age of Perpetrator 
Question No: 2016/0260 
Joanne McCartney  
Please can you provide me with: 

a) the number of i) domestic violence offences and ii) domestic violence with injury offences 
where the perpetrator was under the age of 25 in each London Borough for the last 4 years? 
And 

b) the number of perpetrators that were defined as i) male ii) female iii) transsexual 

Please can you provide this information in excel format. 

The Mayor  

Please see Appendix N for the breakdown of the number of accused for domestic abuse and 
domestic abuse violence with injury aged less than 25 years of age. 

It is not possible to give the number of those individuals accused of domestic abuse offending 
defined as transgender as the MPS crime recording system only records gender as either male 
or female. 

Domestic Violence Prosecution 
Question No: 2016/0261 
Joanne McCartney  
Please can you provide me with the number of: 

a)              domestic violence offences which led to i) an arrest, ii) a T.I.C, iv) a caution and v) a 
charge in the last 4 years? 

b)              domestic violence with injury offences which led to i) an arrest, ii) a T.I.C, iv) a 
caution and v) a charge in the last 4 years? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Coercive Control Legislation 
Question No: 2016/0262 
Joanne McCartney  
At the end of 2015 new legislation to prosecute those who inflict psychological and emotional 
torment on their partners or family members, with prison sentences of up to five years. What 
discussions have you had with the Commissioner about the policing of this issue? How has the 
MPS prepared for the introduction of this legislation? What training will be in place for 
officers? 

The Mayor  

I regularly speak to the Commissioner about the important issue of tackling domestic abuse and 
it has been discussed at MOPAC Challenge meetings focused on MPS performance and victims. 
The MPS take domestic abuse very seriously and preparation for this new legislation has been 
undertaken alongside various ongoing activities aimed at improving the service to victims who 
come forward to report the crime and ensuring perpetrators are brought to justice. 

Specifically the MPS has provided mandatory domestic abuse training, which included the issue 
of coercive control, to over 18,500 officers between October and December 2015. The training 
shows how offenders do not immediately become physically abusive at the start of a 
relationship, but instead they break victims down over time, controlling their movements and 
isolating them from their friends and family, so they have nowhere to turn for help. 

Alongside this, to respond to the increased number of reports of domestic abuse, due to this 
change and other factors, the MPS has also reviewed staffing levels and increased the number 
of officers who investigate domestic abuse by 30%. 

Hate Crime Officers 
Question No: 2016/0263 
Joanne McCartney  
How many officers in London are dedicated to tackling and responding to reports of hate 
crime? Please provide this per borough if possible. 

The Mayor  

All uniformed response team and neighbourhood policing team officers have a responsibility for 
tackling and responding to reports of hate crime. 

In addition, specialist resources from the Public Order Taskforce are used to conduct high 
visibility reassurance patrols around religious sites and communities at increased risk of attack. 

The Community Safety Units (CSUs), amongst other duties, deal with all hate crime 
investigations. Staff within these units receive additional training and are considered specialists 
in hate crime and domestic violence. 

A recent review of CSU staffing has seen their number increased by c.30%. There are now over 
900 officers working within CSUs across London. Their breakdown per borough is outlined in 
the table below. 



Hate Crime Offences (1) 
Question No: 2016/0264 
Joanne McCartney  
Please can you provide me with the number of hate crime offences categorised as i) anti-
Muslim ii) anti-Semitic that were registered as online harassment in the last three years? Please 
provide this information in excel format. 

The Mayor  

Both I and the Commissioner are clear that online hate crimes are still crimes, and these are 
investigated to the same degree as any other crimes. 

However, it is not currently possible to easily extract the necessary data from the crime 
recording system that would indicate whether there is an online element to recorded crimes of 
this type; this would require a manual search and would take a disproportionate amount of time 
to conduct. 

Hate crime is a priority for me and the delivery of my Hate Crime Reduction Strategy for 
London is progressing well.  My Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime hosted an online hate 
crime roundtable discussion in October 2015, attended by Criminal Justice partners, Social 
Media providers and community stakeholder groups.  I have now secured a commitment from 
Social Media providers to provide free training in using online tools to combat online hate to 
police officers, victims support services and community groups, and proposals are being 
developed to establish a hub to address online hate crime and provide a counter-narrative to 
online hate messages. 

Hate Crime Offences (2) 
Question No: 2016/0265 
Joanne McCartney  
Please can you provide me with the number of hate crime offences by category of hate crime 
and organised per borough in the last three years? Please provide this information in excel 
format. 

The Mayor  

Information related to hate crime is published quarterly via the MOPAC Hate Crime Dashboard. 

This is publicly available and shows the different strands of hate crime over time and by 
borough with further information related to victims and suspects. 

Please see the Appendix O for the number of hate crime offences by category of hate crime 
and organised per borough in the last three years. 

Please note that hate crimes are any offences which are flagged as having a hate crime element 
when recorded by police.  A record can have more than one hate flag attached to it.  Adding up 
all the hate crime categories may result in multiple counting of a single offence. 

https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/mayors-office-policing-and-crime-mopac/data-and-research/crime/hate-crime-dashboard


Hate Crime Procedures 
Question No: 2016/0266 
Joanne McCartney  
What procedures do the MPS follow to review any allegation that has been categorised as a 
'no-crime' where a hate crime offence has been reported? 

The Mayor  

All reported hate incidents are recorded on the MPS electronic crime recording system - CRIS - 
including incidents when there is no evidence of an offence.  The central Crime Assessment 
Unit (CAU) then reviews these against the Home Office guidelines to confirm allegations that 
meet the criminal threshold.  Where the threshold has been met the hate crime CRIS reports are 
then passed to the relevant borough Community Safety Unit (CSU) for investigation. 

A CSU may subsequently request that a recorded crime is cancelled ("no crimed") and this will 
be reviewed by a specialist team within the CAU before this is confirmed.  Both the CAU and 
the CSUs are subject to regular audit by the Force Crime Registrar, with excellent rates of 
compliance.  

The Force Control Room has direct access to the Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime. 

Hate Crime Training 
Question No: 2016/0267 
Joanne McCartney  
What training is provided for officers in the MPS to tackle, report and investigate hate crime in 
London? 

The Mayor  

MPS officer skills in tackling, reporting and investigating hate crime are developed through a 
number of activities.  All new recruits receive hate crime training within the Recruit Training 
Programme and investigators within the Community Safety Units receive specialist training 
through a one-week, dedicated course covering hate crime and domestic abuse. 

As you would expect, officer skills are periodically refreshed, including for example in response 
to new legislation or emerging crime trends, and a programme of disability hate crime 
awareness training is currently underway for front line staff and secondary investigators.  In 
addition, broader awareness training is delivered to officers where relevant, such as for the 
borough Hate Crime Liaison Officers. 

Officer training is complemented by the use of practical checklists that guide officers through 
the mandatory requirements for responding to hate crime to ensure an effective response. 
Supporting Q and A documents also provide officers with further guidance on a range of 
relevant matters including; how to flag hate crimes on the MPS system and how to access the 
Language Line support. 



Solar PV 
Question No: 2016/0268 
Murad Qureshi  
How much solar PV capacity was secured through planning in applications in London outside of 
those developments referred to the GLA? 

The Mayor  

The GLA does not keep detailed records of planning applications decided by boroughs which 
are not referred to the GLA. Details of planning applications considered at a borough level 
would need to be sought from each individual borough as the responsible local planning 
authority. 

For those applications which were referred to the GLA, the latest GLA energy planning 
monitoring report revealed that commitments to provide approximately 82,000m² of solar 
photovoltaic panels were secured - equivalent to the electricity demand of around 16,000 
homes. 

Air Source Heat Pumps 
Question No: 2016/0269 
Murad Qureshi  
How many Air Source Heat Pump (ASHP) installations are projected to be required to achieve 
your 2025 25 per cent decentralised energy target? How ASHP many are presently operating in 
London? 

The Mayor  

The GLA has no ability to record installations of ASHPs. However, some regional data is 
available through the Renewable Heat Incentive: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/rhi-deployment-data-november-2015 

As part of the London Energy Plan we are estimating the contribution of ASHPs and other 
heating technologies, under a range of scenarios, to meeting energy demand in 2025 and 
2050. The initial findings will be published in early spring.  

Smart Meters 
Question No: 2016/0270 
Murad Qureshi  
What progress is being made in London to roll out smart meters? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/rhi-deployment-data-november-2015


Climate Change Adaptation Strategy 
Question No: 2016/0271 
Murad Qureshi  
In response to MQ 2015/0681 in February 2015 you stated that an update to your 2011 
Climate Change Adaptation Strategy would be published later that year. Can you provide an 
update when this will now be published? 

The Mayor  

A document reviewing the implementation of actions in my current Adaptation Strategy and 
identifying gaps and opportunities for a full review of the Environment Strategy will be 
published before I leave office. 

EPC Ratings 
Question No: 2016/0272 
Murad Qureshi  
Your 2014 Housing Strategy states that "Through the London Rental Standard, the Mayor will 
also look at ways to support private landlords to improve their stock and meet new legislative 
requirements that will restrict the selling and renting of properties with low EPC ratings." Can 
you provide an update on how you are taking forward this action? 

The Mayor  

Through my RE:NEW programme I am providing support for energy saving improvement works 
for properties belonging to landlords accredited to the London Rental Standard (LRS). I will 
also be running a new pan-London boiler scrappage scheme this winter, which will be marketed 
to LRS-accredited landlords. Other landlords applying to the scheme will also be strongly 
encouraged to join the LRS. 

Carbon Emissions 
Question No: 2016/0273 
Murad Qureshi  
In relation to carbon emissions, the London Plan states that "Further guidance on the criteria 
for off-site provision, the types of acceptable projects and programmes and a London wide 
funding scheme will be set out for boroughs." What will be the basis of this guidance and when 
will this guidance be published? 

The Mayor  

I will need to see the details of this proposal in regulations before coming to a view on it. 
However, I note that the principle of 'alternative providers' of planning services is already 
established in some authorities. 

https://secure.london.gov.uk/owa/,DanaInfo=mail.london.gov.uk,SSL+redir.aspx?C=47LZGfNwt0WILuPQ4DA-QAD02EOzHdMI5nYxrFVPRBkXngAqfweWCn4ulPWLW-I4d6iKKwIPfGk.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fquestions.london.gov.uk%2fQuestionSearch%2fsearchclient%2fquestions%2fquestion_281121%3ffacet%3dtrue%26q%3d%257B!boost%2520b%3drecip(ms(NOW%2cquestion_meetingdate_dt)%2c3.16e-11%2c1%2c1)%257Dquestion_solrsummary_t%253A(adaptation)%26facet.field%3dquestion_questionby_s%26facet.field%3dquestion_questionbyparty_s%26facet.field%3dquestion_answerby_s%26facet.field%3dquestion_meetingtype_s%26facet.field%3dquestion_year_i%26facet.field%3dquestion_theme_s%26facet.field%3dquestion_answered_s%26facet.limit%3d-1%26facet.mincount%3d1%26facet.date%3dquestion_meetingdate_dt%26facet.date.start%3d2000-05-01T00%253A00%253A00.000Z%252FDAY%26facet.date.end%3d2016-01-29T00%253A00%253A00.000Z%252FDAY%252B1DAY%26facet.date.gap%3d%252B1DAY%26json.nl%3dmap


Crossrail Electricity Costs 
Question No: 2016/0274 
Murad Qureshi  
What is Crossrail's projected annual electricity costs for the years 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 and 
2022? 

The Mayor  

A feasibility study is underway for Brownhill Road between Catford Gyratory and Verdant 
Lane/Hither Green Lane to investigate collision patterns and suggest improvements. The study 
is expected to be complete by summer 2016 and will include timescales for the delivery of any 
improvements. 

Electric Buses (1) 
Question No: 2016/0275 
Murad Qureshi  
What is the projected increase in electricity consumption and cost from the increased use of 
electric buses in London for the years 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 and 2022? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Electric Buses (2) 
Question No: 2016/0276 
Murad Qureshi  
How many electricity infrastructure upgrades will be needed at bus stations to accommodate 
fast charging facilities for new electric buses at London's bus depots? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

New Tube Trains and Electricity Consumption (1) 
Question No: 2016/0277 
Murad Qureshi  
What is the projected increase in electricity consumption and cost of the cooling facility on new 
Tube trains? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



New Tube Trains and Electricity Consumption (2) 
Question No: 2016/0278 
Murad Qureshi  
Can you list all the current Transport for London Tube cooling projects and their costs? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Community Energy 
Question No: 2016/0279 
Murad Qureshi  
Over 130 people attended an event here in City Hall on 12th November to discuss the 
challenges faced by community energy groups developing projects in London and the adverse 
impacts of the Government's recent policy changes. How are you responding to Londoners' 
growing appetite to support community energy projects in their boroughs? 

The Mayor  

Following the Community Energy event held at City Hall last November officers from the 
Environment Team are meeting with representatives from community energy groups to help 
identify how City Hall could potentially further promote local energy generation and/or 
demand reduction.  

Solar FIT Changes (1) 
Question No: 2016/0280 
Murad Qureshi  
Following the announcement that subsidies for small scale solar electricity panels on homes are 
to be cut, what progress have you made in examining the potential for a London FIT? 

The Mayor  

I am of the view that we need a sustainable transition to subsidy-free solar PV. It appears that 
the changes to the FIT, whilst significant, should still ensure a solid return on investment of 
householders.  The Solar Trade Association has calculated that under the new FIT rates, a 
domestic solar installation can deliver a tax-free, inflation-linked return on investment of 
around five percent.  This is still higher than most savings accounts, so I do not believe a 
London FIT is necessary to help the market make the transition to operating without subsidy 
given this rate of return. 



Solar FIT Changes (2) 
Question No: 2016/0281 
Murad Qureshi  
Following the announcement that subsidies will be cut by 64%, what reassurances can you 
provide to the community energy sector that you will continue to support them? 

The Mayor  

My officers are meeting with community energy representatives this month to discuss the 
impacts of the changes and future business models for the sector, as well as what role I could 
potentially play in supporting the transition. 

31 London Street, W2 (1) 
Question No: 2016/0282 
Murad Qureshi  
Has Sellar Property Group or any agent acting on its behalf met with the Mayor or Deputy 
Mayor for Planning to discuss proposals for 31 London Street? If so when was this meeting 
held? 

The Mayor  

The applicant presented their scheme at my planning meeting at City Hall on 3 July 2015.  

My Deputy Mayor met the developer on 16 May 2013 and 16 August 2013 to discuss the site. 

31 London Street, W2 (2) 
Question No: 2016/0283 
Murad Qureshi  
Has Sellar Property Group or any agent acting on its behalf undertaken pre-application advice 
for 31 London Street? If so, when and where? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

31 London Street, W2 (3) 
Question No: 2016/0284 
Murad Qureshi  
Has the GLA produced a Technical Planning Advice Note for any proposals regarding 31 
London Street? If so, when and where? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



31 London Street, W2 (4) 
Question No: 2016/0285 
Murad Qureshi  
Has the Mayor, Deputy Mayor, or any GLA officer discussed 31 London Street with 
Government ministers? If so, when and where? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

31 London Street, W2 (5) 
Question No: 2016/0286 
Murad Qureshi  
Was the Mayor, Deputy Mayor, or any GLA officer involved in any way in the sale of 31 London 
Street to its current owner? If so, when and where? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

31 London Street, W2 (6) 
Question No: 2016/0287 
Murad Qureshi  
Has the Mayor, Deputy Mayor, or any GLA officer discussed 31 London Street with 
Westminster City Council leaders? If so, when and where? 

The Mayor  

No. 



Sectarian Violence in London 
Question No: 2016/0288 
Murad Qureshi  
What are you doing to make sure that the sectarian violence of the Middle East doesn't reach 
the streets of London? 

The Mayor  

The violence we are seeing in the Middle East, and elsewhere in the world, is deeply saddening, 
and our thoughts remain with all those who have been affected by these terrible events.  The 
Government has set out a clear strategy to counter the threat from terrorism, and we all have a 
part to play in this, whether it is individuals remaining vigilant and reporting their suspicions to 
the Police, or the MPS relentlessly pursuing those who seek to commit such atrocious crimes, 
or the newer work of the CONTEST Board established by MOPAC and London Councils to bring 
about a more co-ordinated approach to countering terrorism across agencies working in 
London.  

New Homes on TfL Land in Westminster (1) 
Question No: 2016/0289 
Murad Qureshi  
Figures obtained from TfL by the West End Extra show that TfL has five sites across the City of 
Westminster, which will be sold to build 207 homes. How many of them will be affordable or 
social housing on each of the five sites? 

The Mayor  

TfL's property development plans will see it bring forward around 75 sites for development 
across the capital.  Rather than sell off the land, in the majority of cases TfL will enter joint 
venture partnerships to develop the sites in order to maximise revenues to reinvest in the 
transport network.  As TfL brings forward the sites in Westminster it will work with the borough 
to agree levels of affordable housing in line with local policy. 

The article in the West End Extra brought together information from planning applications, 
including sites where the application is not being taken forward by TfL.  No decisions have yet 
been taken on any of these sites. 



New Homes on TfL Land in Westminster (2) 
Question No: 2016/0290 
Murad Qureshi  
Why is TfL not complying with your housing and planning requirements in their new homes 
bonanza in the City of Westminster? 

The Mayor  

TfL will be developing sites across London to deliver revenues to reinvest in transport, provide 
local transport improvements, homes and workspaces.  On each of those sites TfL will work 
closely with the GLA and the local authority to ensure that its proposals deliver new homes in 
accordance with relevant planning policies. 

New Homes on TfL Land in Westminster (3) 
Question No: 2016/0291 
Murad Qureshi  
Office space above Covent Garden is being converted into residential against your position of 
change of use. Have you been consulted in this matter in your capacity as Chair of TfL? 

The Mayor  

TfL has an obligation to deliver best value on its commercial assets, to deliver revenues to 
reinvest in the transport network.  TfL owns the freehold of this small premises and a decision 
was taken 18 months ago to purchase the leasehold. 

There was a clear financial business case for TfL to purchase the leasehold. It also provided 
flexibility should changes be required to the station in the future.  The process was delegated 
under TfL's Standing Orders and was not therefore required to be referred to me. 

To assist its evaluation of whether to develop the site, TfL sought planning permission for 
office to residential conversion from Westminster Council.  This was received in December 
2015.  TfL is now reviewing options and no decisions have yet been taken. 



New Homes on TfL Land in Westminster (4) 
Question No: 2016/0292 
Murad Qureshi  
The Covent Garden tube proposal by TfL has no affordable housing either on or off-site, do 
you find this acceptable? 

The Mayor  

TfL has worked closely with Westminster City Council, to develop a proposal for a small 
residential scheme, which would provide revenues to reinvest in the transport network. To 
assist its evaluation of whether to develop the site, TfL sought planning permission for office to 
residential conversion from Westminster Council.  This was received in December 2015.  TfL is 
now reviewing options and no decisions have yet been taken. 

In the event that the site is taken forward for residential development then TfL has agreed a 
Section 106 agreement including a payment in lieu of around £1m for the City Council to be 
able to provide off site affordable housing in accordance with their policy. 

Heathrow &pound; 40 million Demand to Crossrail 

Heathrow &pound; 40 million Demand to Crossrail 
Question No: 2016/0293 
Murad Qureshi  
Heathrow is demanding over £40 million pounds per year for the use of its terminus rail 
stations by Crossrail.  Does this not make a mockery of their attempt to improve surface 
transport links and air quality around the airport? 

The Mayor  

TfL is committed to improving public transport links to Heathrow, however, it opposes this level 
of charge to train operators for access to the Heathrow rail infrastructure. TfL's consultation 
response to Heathrow's proposals reflects this. The matter is currently being considered by the 
Office of Rail and Road in accordance with its statutory duties. 



Hayes Place Bus Stop 
Question No: 2016/0294 
Murad Qureshi  
Residents and parents are concerned about pollution from the bus stop in Hayes Place, NW1 
and its impact on the primary school children in the playground of St Edwards Primary School. 
Their concerns are confirmed by recent figures from the Sunday Times about the impact of air 
pollution on children in London. Can the bus stop be moved to limit the impact of pollution 
from buses to local children? 

The Mayor  

The bus stand and associated infrastructure at this location were first installed in March 2007, 
following meetings with officers of Westminster City Council, to support the extension of bus 
route 2 from Baker Street to Marylebone Station. The bus stand here is essential to the 
operation of the route, and is a practical point where drivers can stand a bus for a scheduled 
period of time to enable us to maintain a reliable and consistent service. 

Drivers are instructed to switch off engines while parked on stands and TfL will request that 
Arriva, the routes' operator, remind their drivers of this.   TfL is seeking additional bus stand 
space but has been unable to identify a suitable alternative for this bus stand in the immediate 
vicinity which enables bus route 2 to continue to serve Marylebone Station.  

As part of TfL's ongoing work London wide to minimise the impact of vehicle emissions on our 
neighbours, the buses used on route 2 will be replaced with the latest hybrid vehicles in April 
2017. 

Golf Courses in Greater London 
Question No: 2016/0295 
Murad Qureshi  
As part of your work to monitor amenity space in London, do you know how many golf courses 
we have in London? 

The Mayor  

Based on data from Greenspace Information for Greater London there are 121 golf courses in 
London with a total area of 4,581 ha. 



Recycling in London 
Question No: 2016/0296 
Murad Qureshi  
Recycling rates are dropping across London. Is this the strategic legacy of your mayoralty on 
waste and recycling? 

The Mayor  

Recycling rates have plateaued for the last 3 years - something that is happening across the 
country and not just London. I have said many times before, the challenges in London for 
providing high quality effective services are many .  Constraints include those on recycling 
storage space with increasing high density housing, transient populations, and far less garden 
waste to prop up our weight-based recycling performance than that afforded by our 
neighbouring Counties. 

Of course more must be done to improve London's performance and my strategic legacy will be 
via LWARB continuing to fund new recycling infrastructure, and fund schemes to boost local 
authority rates through LWARB's new Resource London programme.  More information on 
Resource London found here http://resourcelondon.org/ 

Luggage on the Tube 
Question No: 2016/0297 
Murad Qureshi  
How much luggage does TfL estimate travels through the Tube system on a daily basis for both 
weekdays and weekends? 

The Mayor  

TfL does not currently collect information on how much luggage travels through the tube 
network and cannot rely on automated tools, such as ticket gates, for an accurate measure.  

I recognise the competing demand for space on trains. Therefore TfL's newest S stock trains, 
which operate on the Metropolitan, Circle, and Hammersmith & City lines and are currently 
being introduced to the District line, have multi use areas with tip-up seats that can also be 
used for luggage, pushchairs, wheelchairs, or seating.  

It is likely that the Piccadilly line carries the most luggage by virtue of serving Heathrow 
Airport, and therefore TfL has undertaken a series of surveys concerning the scale and location 
of luggage on Piccadilly line trains to help determine the internal layout of the new trains on 
this line. 

http://resourcelondon.org/


Heathrow PLC Advertising Spend 
Question No: 2016/0298 
Murad Qureshi  
How much has Heathrow PLC spent on advertising on the London Underground and TfL buses 
in November and December? Please could you provide the total spend for 2015? 

The Mayor  

In November, advertising spend was £256,854. In December, advertising spend was £282,803. 

Total spend on London Underground and London Buses in 2015 was £2,152,493 

Gatwick PLC Advertising Spend 
Question No: 2016/0299 
Murad Qureshi  
How much has Gatwick PLC spent on advertising on the London Underground and TfL buses in 
November and December? Please could you provide the total spend for 2015? 

The Mayor  

The total spend for 2015 on London Underground and London Buses was £1,236,060.  
Nothing was spent in November/December 2015. 

Interpretation of TAXI/PH Law Y 
Question No: 2016/0300 
Murad Qureshi  
Are you aware that Chief Operating Officer, Surface Transport, TfL, Garrett Emmerson, 
changed the interpretation of TAXI/PH Law to suit Über in 2012? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Islamophobia in the Press 
Question No: 2016/0301 
Murad Qureshi  
Noting the rise in Islamaphobic offences of in the last 12 months, and further to your response 
to written question 2015/4085, do you believe MEND's request via OFCOM for an apology 
from the Sun would, if successful, help reduce community tensions in the capital? 

The Mayor  

I am aware that MEND, amongst many others, has complained to the Independent Press 
Standards Organisation concerning a news article published in the Sun Newspaper on 23rd 
November 2015.  I understand that no conclusion to this investigation has yet been reached 
and for obvious reasons will make no further comment. 

Heathrow Air Quality (1) 
Question No: 2016/0302 
Onkar Sahota  
What measures has the Mayor put in place to improve the dangerous levels of Air Quality 
around Heathrow Airport? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Heathrow Air Quality (2) 
Question No: 2016/0303 
Onkar Sahota  
How many premature deaths are caused by poor air quality around Heathrow? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Heathrow Air Quality (3) 
Question No: 2016/0304 
Onkar Sahota  
What will the effects of a third and/or possibly a fourth runway likely to be on the number of 
people dying prematurely? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Repairs to Harrow and Wealdstone Station (1) 
Question No: 2016/0305 
Navin Shah  
I have been contacted by a number of residents that are concerned about the condition of the 
ticket hall at Harrow and Wealdstone Station. The ceiling collapsed several weeks ago and there 
is still scaffolding. Will you be able to tell me when works will be completed? 

The Mayor  

LU has been responsible for day-to-day management and operation of Harrow and Wealdstone 
station since November 2007. Network Rail still owns the freehold of the station structures and 
infrastructure, including maintenance of the ticket hall. 

To ensure the safety of customers, Network Rail has installed a crash deck to prevent debris 
falling to the floor. Network Rail is investigating the cause of the collapse of the ceiling and is 
drafting a repair plan, which will pay attention to the conservation of the Grade II listed ticket 
hall. LU managers will provide your office with an update as soon as the repair plan is finalised 
and a completion date has been set. 

Repairs to Harrow and Wealdstone Station (2) 
Question No: 2016/0306 
Navin Shah  
How have local residents been updated about the works? 

The Mayor  

Network Rail has displayed information at the station informing customers of the fault with the 
ceiling in the ticket hall and will work closely with LU to roll out further customer 
communications once the work to fix the ceiling is scheduled. 

Repairs to Harrow and Wealdstone Station (3) 
Question No: 2016/0307 
Navin Shah  
The waiting room on Platform 2 has been closed for building works for several weeks, when will 
this be reopened? 

The Mayor  

Network Rail owns the freehold of the station's infrastructure, including the waiting rooms on 
the platforms, and is responsible for implementing structural improvements to the station. 

The waiting room is sometimes closed at the discretion of the Station Supervisor during times 
of greater rainfall as significant amounts of water cause the floors to become unsafe. I have 
asked LU to take this matter up with Network Rail. 



Northolt Airport - Commercial Flights (1) 
Question No: 2016/0308 
Navin Shah  
Residents of Harrow West and local elected members have raised concerns about the defence 
minister's instructions to increase commercial flights from current 7,000 to 12,000 a year (not 
exceeding 17,500 in 2016 according to RAF spokesperson). Can you confirm the correct figures 
of the current commercial flight from this airport and further confirm what the expected 
increase is in the year 2016? Can you also confirm what lobbying you have done to date to 
stop any increase in the commercial flights at this airport?  

The Mayor  

The concerns about the growing use of RAF Northolt for commercial (business jet) flights are 
widely shared. 

RAF Northolt presents a particular challenge because, in spite of the civilian flights, it remains a 
military airfield and, as such, is governed by the Regulatory Articles of the Military Aviation 
Authority (MAA). As a result, it is not required to follow the usual planning process that 
commercial airports such as Heathrow, London City and Biggin Hill have to follow. 

Moreover, as you allude to, irrespective of the cap on commercial flights recently being raised, 
there is no cap on military or government movements. The Ministry of Defence will be best 
placed to confirm the actual total number of movements for 2015 and what it forecasts for 
2016. 

I have previously raised concerns directly with the Secretary of State for Transport and continue 
to seek clarity on the operation of RAF Northolt. The Ministry of Defence owes it to local 
communities to ensure the impacts of the base are kept to a minimum. 



'Noisy Neighbour' Northolt Airport (2) 
Question No: 2016/0309 
Navin Shah  
Residents of Harrow West and local elected members support South Ruislip residents' campaign 
to asking the planes and helicopters to stick to the designated flight paths. Residents claim 
that flight paths seem to have changed without any thought of the impact of local 
communities. What lobbying have you done to date to protect the local residents from noise 
pollution? 

The Mayor  

There are no legal safeguards as to the flightpaths which are followed by aircraft and 
helicopters from any London airport. While I appreciate that flexibility is sometimes required in 
managing air traffic, I know this can cause Londoners much grief - and will persist so long as 
we allow so many aircraft to fly over our city every day. 

I think that more can be done by the base to act responsibly and engage with the community 
about changes they make. I have previously sought clarity on the airport's operations and I 
would urge RAF Northolt to listen to local concerns and set out a solution which makes a 
serious effort to address these. 

Refurbishment of TfL Commercial Units on Alperton Station 
Question No: 2016/0310 
Navin Shah  
How is TfL progressing with the refurbishment of commercial properties The shop units were 
due to be let by March 2015 but why after chucking out the local small businesses - some 
being there well over 20 years -  the shop units are still shut with no visible sign of any 
progress? When would the units be open for business and what prospects the former tenants 
have of re-occupying the refurbished units? 

The Mayor  

TfL took the commercial decision to refurbish and reconfigure the retail units at Alperton 
London Underground station to provide larger shops, to both improve the appearance of the 
shops and to increase revenues to reinvest in transport.  During the last 12 months TfL has 
been working at Alperton station to determine the design and to seek planning permission to 
refurbish the retail units at the station. This includes work that could only be carried out once 
the retail spaces were vacant. 

Planning consent to reconfigure the shops and restore the heritage shop fronts has now be 
received and main works are scheduled to begin shortly.  The shops will be marketed in parallel 
to the works.  The former tenants have been kept fully informed throughout the process and 
they will have the opportunity to bid for the shop leases once they come on to the market. 



Merger of Borough Commands (1) 
Question No: 2016/0311 
Navin Shah  
In 2012 you promoted need for a single figure at the top of every borough who is directly and 
immediately accountable for policing - that is the borough commander. Do you still standby 
with this view? 

The Mayor  

I have never changed my view and believe it is important that Londoners have a single, 
accountable senior officer responsible for policing in their boroughs and, through Safer 
Neighbourhood Boards, a chance to directly influence local policing priorities. 

Merger of borough Commands (2) 
Question No: 2016/0312 
Navin Shah  
Reference No. 2015/4003: Thank you for your reply. However, I still understand from very 
reliable sources that the tri-borough merger is still a likely scenario. Can you please therefore 
confirm that this will not happen? 

The Mayor  

Please see my answer to MQ 2016/0311. 

NHS 111 Service - Consultation 
Question No: 2016/0313 
Navin Shah  
How good do you think the current 111 service is for Londoners? And, do you support the key 
proposals and objectives of the consultation by CQC? What strategic changes you'd like to see 
to make the service more effective and responsive to Londoner's needs? 

The Mayor  

Whilst I don't have a commissioning role for NHS 111, I believe it is providing a much needed 
service for Londoners. I understand that 1.6m people contacted NHS 111 in London in 2015. 
More than 96% of calls were answered in 60 seconds and fewer than 1% of calls were 
abandoned. 

Like any new, large scale project of this type there will be areas to improve and points of 
learning as it moves forward. 

I understand that once all the NHS 111 services have been inspected and rated by the CQC in 
September 2016 the NHS would welcome any suggested improvements which would benefit 
Londoners. 



International Students 
Question No: 2016/0314 
Navin Shah  
London & Partners suggest that International students contribute more than £2.5bn each year 
to the economy. Indian, Chinese students play a major part in this. However, there is dramatic 
decline in numbers of Indian students in the recent years. London attracts 25% of the UK's 
international students, but only 15% of its Chinese students. What do you think should be 
done to encourage increase in Indian and Chinese student numbers to achieve greater 
economic and other benefits for London? 

The Mayor  

International students make significant economic and cultural contributions to London. I am 
concerned about the reduction in numbers from India and have made recommendation to 
address this (I refer you to MQ 2016 0360). China remains the leading international student 
market in London, witnessing a 12% year-on-year rise. The growth in Chinese student numbers 
in recent years has been impressive, rising by almost half (49%) since 2009/10. London.cn 
attracted around 200,000 unique visits last year and I will continue to promote our world 
leading higher education offer in China and other key markets. 

London Olympic Legacy and Outer London Boroughs 
Question No: 2016/0315 
Navin Shah  
Please advise how Outer London Boroughs have benefitted from the Olympic Legacy? Can you 
specifically give me an account of how my constituency comprising the Boroughs of Brent and 
Harrow benefitted and what are the future plans for continued benefits? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Conversion of Offices into Residential Space 
Question No: 2016/0316 
Navin Shah  
On 4th November the London Assembly unanimously passed a motion urging you to Lobby the 
Government to withdraw its proposals regarding permitted development rights in the capital. 
Can you confirm your response and actions if any? 

The Mayor  

I actively lobbied Government to reconsider its proposals to liberalise change of use from 
offices to housing prior to the announcement in October and this informed Government in 
extending the exemptions from the rights currently in place until May 2019. This intervention 
has given the time needed to ensure a co-ordinated approach to the introduction of Article 4 
Directions by the relevant boroughs so that space can continue to be protected in London's 
nationally and internationally important business districts in London. To date two meetings 
have been convened with the boroughs to take this forward. 

My Draft Supplementary Planning Guidance for the Central Activities Zone provides strategic 
context and advice on the range of evidence that can be used to support Article 4 Directions to 
remove the permitted development rights. My officers are currently analysing the responses to 
this consultation and I intend to adopt this SPG as soon as possible. 

I am also concerned about the negative impact of the permitted development rights on 
occupied office space, business and employment in those areas not covered by the exemptions 
and I continue to actively monitor this in collaboration with the London boroughs. A number of 
London boroughs have brought forward Article 4 directions to remove the rights depending on 
local circumstances and I support their use where they protect strategically important office 
locations and can be justified by robust evidence. 

Old Oak Common - Connectivity 
Question No: 2016/0317 
Navin Shah  
The recent announcement of EU funding to progress proposals for new London Overground 
Station is encouraging. I agree that connectivity between HS2 and Crossrail is essential to the 
transformation of Old Oak Common and the regeneration of surrounding areas (including 
Opportunity Areas in Brent and Brent). This makes it important that the Crossrail spur to Tring 
stops at both Wembley and Harrow & Wealdstone Stations. Are you supportive of this 
important connectivity aspect for wider regeneration? 

The Mayor  

Feasibility work to consider proposals to extend Crossrail services to key destinations in 
Hertfordshire remains ongoing and as such no decisions have yet been taken on service 
patterns or station stops. As mentioned in my previous responses to MQ 2015/1267, MQ 
2014/4537 and MQ 2015/1020, I recognise that if Crossrail services are extended to 
Hertfordshire, stops at Wembley Central and Harrow & Wealdstone would be beneficial; 
improving connectivity and bringing new economic opportunities to North West London.   



Fare Evasion (1) 
Question No: 2016/0318 
Valerie Shawcross  
Please list the gross value of fare evasion on the TfL network for every year since 2008. Please 
break down the figures by transport mode. 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Fare Evasion (2) 
Question No: 2016/0319 
Valerie Shawcross  
Please list the gross value of money recovered from fare evasion, such as penalty fares and 
maximum fares, on the TfL network for every year since 2008. Please break down the figures 
by transport mode. 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Fare Evasion (3) 
Question No: 2016/0320 
Valerie Shawcross  
Please list the number of revenue inspectors on the TfL network for every year since 2008. 
Please break down the numbers by transport mode. 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Fare Evasion (4) 
Question No: 2016/0321 
Valerie Shawcross  
Please provide details of how revenue inspectors check contactless payment cards and apple 
pay, in order to ensure that the card has been correctly used for the journey? 

The Mayor  

All Revenue Inspectors are issued with hand held card readers for checking Oyster and 
contactless payment cards or mobile phones containing "virtual" payment cards. 

When a Revenue Inspector carries out a check on a customer using a contactless payment card 
or a phone, the customer is asked to touch it on the inspector's reader. 

A customer who is found not to have touched may be subject to a penalty fare. 

In some circumstances, where there is no history of misuse, a maximum fare may be charged to 
the customer's account and a penalty fare not issued.  

This is similar to the choices that Revenue Inspectors make with customers using Oyster, where 
some discretion can be shown based on the recent journey history present on the card. 

Fare Evasion (5) 
Question No: 2016/0322 
Valerie Shawcross  
What plans, of any, do TfL have for 2016/17 onwards in terms of the number of revenue 
inspectors working on the network? Please break down the figures by transport mode. 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 

Borough High Street 
Question No: 2016/0323 
Valerie Shawcross  
Further to your response to my question number 2015/4136 I am concerned to see that three 
of the junctions with the highest casualty figures in my constituency are located along Borough 
High Street. While I acknowledge that there are various projects in development for various 
locations on Borough High Street, please provide an update on those on this list (Great Dover 
Street, Duke Street Hill and Southwark Street. 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Brixton Hill/Acre Lane 
Question No: 2016/0324 
Valerie Shawcross  
Further to your response to my question number 2015/4136 I am concerned to see that the 
junction of Acre Lane and Brixton Hill tops the list of junctions with high casualty rates in my 
constituency. What action is planned to improve this? 

The Mayor  

Officers are drafting a response which will be sent shortly. 



Season Ticket online renewals 
Question No: 2016/0325 
Valerie Shawcross  
Due to the Fit for the Future programme and ongoing closure of ticket offices at tube stations,  
those wishing to renew their annual season ticket - for example those who are able to obtain a 
loan from their workplace for this purpose - are being directed to renew their tickets online, as 
there are now no facilities to do so at many stations. I have received some comments about the 
online system being problematic and technical issues meaning customers have been unable to 
renew their cards in recent weeks, leading to some people having to spend more to travel while 
issues with their travelcard renewal are sorted out properly. I also understand that there have 
been lengthy waits when customers have tried to get through to the TfL call centre to ask for 
assistance. Can I therefore ask a) what have the problems been with the online system and 
have these now been resolved and b) could you review this situation and consider allowing 
some station staff the technology to help customers with annual season tickets renew their 
tickets at stations. 

The Mayor  

The Fit for the Future programme has enabled station staff to be redeployed to ticket halls, 
gatelines and platforms where they can help customers most effectively. We have consistently 
seen an increase in customer satisfaction as we make these changes. 

Customers have been increasingly choosing to travel using pay as you go with a contactless 
payment or Oyster card, with the result that ticket offices were more and more under-used. 

Customers for annual tickets can renew in a variety of ways - through our website or at 
National Rail stations. 

I am sorry to hear that a small number of customers holding annual Travelcards have 
experienced problems renewing these online and I have asked TfL to ensure that the problems 
are resolved as soon as possible. Any residual concerns should be raised with TfL Customer 
Services on 0343 222 1234 or customerservices@tfl.gov.uk 

Around 20,000 annual season tickets have been purchased through our website since early 
December 2015 as well as 80,000 shorter period season tickets. 

TfL is also working with its contractor to upgrade the self-service ticket machines at stations to 
enable them to handle high value transactions such as annual Travelcards. 

This upgrade should be available to passengers in a few months' time. 



New Bus for London safety issues 
Question No: 2016/0326 
Valerie Shawcross  
I recently dealt with a complaint from a mobility impaired bus passenger who complained that a 
New Bus driver closed the back door of the bus she had just boarded, and drove off before her 
carer had been able to board - the carer was left standing on the pavement. Although I 
welcome assurances from TfL that bus driver training is to be improved in this regard, the 
constituent has made the point that the bus was very busy, with a lot of people standing, and it 
must have been difficult for the driver to see what was happening at the rear platform door. 
The constituent states 'There should be someone on the back of this type of bus before 
someone is seriously hurt, if I had fallen he would not have seen me.' What is your response? 

The Mayor  

External mirrors on all vehicles in the fleet including New Routemasters provide a continuous 
uninterrupted view along the near-side of the vehicle and a similar set of internal mirrors 
provide a view along the length of the lower saloon. This enables the driver to see the external 
area at stops where passengers stand and the internal areas where they come on board. The 
driver is also able to observe the rear platform via the CCTV monitor in the cab. 

If you can provide more details of when and where this incident took place, and the route 
involved, I will ask TfL to take this matter up with the operator. One aspect of driver training is 
to allow enough time for all customers to board before moving off. 

Bus Countdown Indicator removal 
Question No: 2016/0327 
Valerie Shawcross  
I have received a complaint from a concerned elderly Londoner about the removal of bus 
countdown indicator boards from some bus stops. He states 'I assume [the rationale for 
removing them] is that everyone has a smartphone and can download the app. Well, everyone 
doesn't have a smart phone, especially many elderly people'. The constituent cites specific 
examples of countdown indicators having been removed at the Royal Courts of Justice stop, 
heading towards the West End, in Penge High Street at Harris Academy, Beckenham High 
Street at St George's Church, and a stop serving Kings College Hospital in Denmark Hill.  Is the 
constituent correct in his assertion that countdown signs are being removed from some 
locations and if so please explain where - by borough - and why decisions have been made to 
remove these valued facilities from some bus stops? 

The Mayor  

There is no programme to phase out countdown signs already installed at bus stops. 

During shelter upgrades or repair, the information signs may temporarily be removed but are 
then reinstalled as soon as work including electrical connection and final wiring is complete. 

Regarding the specific bus stops mentioned, the sign at the Royal Courts of Justice bus stop 
will return following shelter upgrade. Bus stops within the vicinity of the other locations 
mentioned have also been checked and records show the signs are currently on site. 



TFL & London Living Wage 
Question No: 2016/0328 
Valerie Shawcross  
TfL's Press Office internship (Job Number: 017780) says "Bursary - to cover subsistence and 
living expenses; Benefits - free travel in London". It does not make clear whether the London 
Living Wage is paid. Can you confirm whether all TfL internships pay the London Living Wage 
and why it is not mentioned explicitly in the job advert? 

The Mayor  

Yes, TfL does pay London Living Wage for all its internships. Its website states the actual salary 
this equates to at TfL - i.e. £17,163 - on the entry page to apply for all its student placements.  

https://tfl.gov.uk/corporate/careers/student-placements 

TfL will update the website entry page to specifically state that London Living Wage is paid. 

TFL Marketing and Advertising 
Question No: 2016/0329 
Valerie Shawcross  
What is TfL's marketing and advertising budget for 2015/16 and what is the proposed budget 
for 2016/17? 

The Mayor  

TfL's marketing and advertising budget is used to provide customers with: 

       detailed information about TfL services (for example Tube maps, weekend closure emails 
and fares leaflets); and 

       to deliver advertising campaigns supporting a wide range of transport initiatives including 
essential safety, security and ticketing messages and public consultations that make a key 
contribution to TfL becoming a more transparent organisation. 

         

In 2015/16 the marketing and advertising budget is £20m, a reduction of £3m from 2014/15. 
In 2016/17 it is forecast to be a similar level, subject to the detailed review of TfL's current 
Business Plan following the Spending Review. 

https://tfl.taleo.net/careersection/schemes/jobdetail.ftl?job=017780&src=SNS-10020&job=007029
https://tfl.gov.uk/corporate/careers/student-placements


TfL 2015 Business Plan 
Question No: 2016/0330 
Valerie Shawcross  
When do you plan to publish the TfL 2015 Business Plan, given you have missed the usual 
December publication date? 

The Mayor  

A TfL Budget and a Business Plan update will be published in March 2016 following 
consideration and approval by the Board on 17 March 2016. This will enable the update to take 
account of the outcome of the Comprehensive Spending Review announced by the 
Government on 25 November 2015. 

London and Partners 
Question No: 2016/0331 
Fiona Twycross  
Following the recent controversy surrounding London and Partners' "overhyping" the growth 
of the tech sector, are you taking any steps to ensure future press releases are factually 
accurate? 

The Mayor  

London & Partners makes every effort to ensure its press releases are factually accurate, 
including using only highly respected and widely quoted industry sources such as CB Insights. 

The Business Insider article, which claimed London & Partners overhyped the growth of the 
tech sector, was based on an opinion blog post from a competitor data source company. L&P's 
data on tech sector growth was not factually inaccurate. 

L&P noticed one factual inaccuracy in the CB Insights data that wrongly said that a FinTech 
Company called Zopa had completed a fundraising. This was a one-off error and L&P 
immediately corrected this in their press release and informed CB insights about the inaccuracy. 

My team work closely with L&P and will continue to do so. 



PCSO vacancies 
Question No: 2016/0332 
Fiona Twycross  
Due to the uncertainty over whether PCSOs would be scrapped I understand there are a large 

number of vacancies in London. Can you confirm how many PCSO posts are currently vacant in 
London? 

The Mayor  

The vast majority of Police Community Support Officer (PCSO) posts are filled. 

The current target strength for PCSOs is 1,741. As of December 2015 the actual strength was 
1,663. There were therefore 78 vacancies. 

PCSO vacancies in Merton 
Question No: 2016/0333 
Fiona Twycross  
A constituent has contacted me to say that in Furzedown, Merton there is currently half a 
Police Sergeant post, one Police Constable and one PCSO which is well below the six full time 
officers there should be. Why is this the case? 

The Mayor  

The current Local Policing Model (LPM) makes provision for each ward to have one dedicated 
Police Constable (PC) and one dedicated Police Community Support Officer (PCSO). 

These dedicated officers are in place for Furzedown and it is therefore at full strength. 

Whilst the dedicated officers remain with their wards, other officers within safer 
neighbourhoods work flexibly across a wider area and are deployed at the discretion of the 
Borough Commander to where and when they are needed most. 



Increased demand for School Places in Sutton 
Question No: 2016/0334 
Fiona Twycross  
The recent report by GLA Intelligence shows that demand for school places will be highest in 
Sutton in the Wandle Valley ward. Will you take any steps to address this? 

The Mayor  

I continue to make the funding case for the 165,000 additional state school places needed by 
2025. I set this out at my third Education Conference on 27 November when sharing the 
platform with the Rt Hon Nicky Morgan MP, Secretary of State for Education. This was based 
on the GLA report, 'Projected Demand for School Places ', that used a new methodology of our 
population projections along with data from the National Pupil Database. All areas of London 
will need additional schools. I am working with London Councils and ALDCS to develop a pan- 
London approach to addressing the areas in greatest need of secondary schools and will 
continue to assist on the development of new primary schools. 

In 2013, I launched the London Schools Atlas to bring together information about school 
places in every London borough in one place, as well as current patterns of attendance and 
potential future demand for school places. 

Selling up and moving out of London 
Question No: 2016/0335 
Fiona Twycross  
Figures show that in 2015 there was a two thirds increase to 63,000 Londoners selling up and 
moving out of the capital, do you expect this trend to continue and what impact will it have on 
London's economy? 

The Mayor  

This is only one study of what is a dynamic workforce, with London experiencing a net inflow 
of internal migrants in their 20s and 30s. GLA Economics projects an increase in net migration 
from London to the rest of the country, which is perfectly consistent with a growing population 
and a thriving economy. London has had a net outflow of internal migrants for the last 10 
years. 



Europe 
Question No: 2016/0336 
Fiona Twycross  
What action are you taking to mitigate the economic impact of any uncertainty created through 
the EU referendum? 

The Mayor  

I commissioned the Europe Report: A Win-Win Situation back in 2014. This addressed the 
economic impact on London of Britain's future relationship with the European Union and has 
proven a valuable resource in assessing the opportunities and risks this brings. The latest 
economic data shows that London's economic performance continues to be: employment 
figures rising, unemployment declining and the number of workforce jobs increasing. London's 
business activity continues to increase with new orders rising in November 2015; consumer 
confidence for the past year and 12 months ahead remains positive. 

Co-operatives (1) 
Question No: 2016/0337 
Fiona Twycross  
What policies have you put in place to support co-operative and mutual organisations in the 
capital? 

The Mayor  

Through the work I do with the London Enterprise Panel I support all type of SMEs. 

Co-operatives (2) 
Question No: 2016/0338 
Fiona Twycross  
What have you done to promote the co-operative governance model to Londoners establishing 
new businesses? 

The Mayor  

Through the work I do with the London Enterprise Panel I support all type SMEs. No particular 
work is done with co-operatives. 



Credit Unions 
Question No: 2016/0339 
Fiona Twycross  
What steps have you taken to promote credit unions and tackle financial exclusion during your 
mayoralty? 

The Mayor  

Each year my Know Your Rights campaign encourages older Londoners to contact their local 
Age UK to find out if they or someone they know is eligible for Pension Credit, or other 
financial help, including raising awareness of credit unions. 

We also have a 'managing your money' scheme on our website, which gives information about 
this area. 

In addition, I am promoting financial literacy in schools. As part of the London Schools 
Excellence Fund I have supported the Personal Finance Education Group in delivering financial 
education training to over 100 teachers. In addition to enhancing mathematical achievement 
the project also aimed to develop the financial capability of the pupils it reaches, and also their 
families. 

I have also supported the London Living Wage. In 2008 just 27 employers publicly backed 
paying the London Living wage, this had grown to 724 employers at the end of 2015. 



The LEP 
Question No: 2016/0340 
Fiona Twycross  
What steps have you taken to make the LEP's structure more transparent? 

The Mayor  

I am committed to openness in my administration and am committed to making the work of the 
London Enterprise Panel (and any Subordinate Body of the Panel) transparent in line with my 
policy and stakeholder expectations. 

Agendas and reports for the Panel and any of its Groups are posted on the LEP's website at 
least two clear working days before the meeting to which they relate. Summary minutes of the 
meetings of the Panel and its Groups are posted on the GLA's website within two weeks of the 
meeting to which they relate. 

The LEP website (lep.london) also includes a range of information proactively published by the 
LEP, including its Constitution, Assurance Framework, Membership, FOIA policy, subordinate 
body structure and publications. 

Reports for these meetings are released with the agenda except in cases where the Secretary 
reasonably considers that information contained in the reports may be exempt from disclosure 
under an applicable exemption under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOIA) on the basis 
that the public interest is against disclosure. The meetings themselves are not be public to 
reflect the accountability arrangements Parliament has put in place for the GLA; that is that the 
Mayor is answerable to the Assembly through Mayor's Question Time only after he has taken 
decisions. 

All arrangements for LEP transparency have been agreed by London Councils (who act as co-
Deputy Chair through Mayor Jules Pipe) and were independently reviewed as part of a 
governance review in 2014. The Members of the LEP are committed to best practice in this 
area, voluntarily adopting an approach that reflects many of the arrangements in place for 
bodies that are subject to the Access to information regulations. 

Green Businesses 
Question No: 2016/0341 
Fiona Twycross  
How many green business start-ups have you supported in your time as Mayor? 

The Mayor  

Through the work I do with the London Enterprise Panel I support all type of start-ups and 
SMEs. 



New Year's Eve Fireworks (1) 
Question No: 2016/0342 
Fiona Twycross  
How much money was raised from the £10 charge for the New Year's Eve fireworks? 

The Mayor  

106,491 tickets were sold for London New Year's Eve with Unicef, of which 106,428 were 
bought for £10 each (a total gross face value of £1,064,280). The remaining 63 were free 
access assistance passes 

When VAT and the SeeTickets booking fee are removed this equates to revenue of £7.13 per 
ticket - a total revenue of £758,831 which goes towards the overall costs of ticketing the 
event, including the necessary additional infrastructure such as fencing and barriers, toilets, 
scanning technology, the ticket booth in Trafalgar Square and stewards.  It also covers the cost 
of printing and posting of tickets and ticket insurance in case of event cancellation. 

New Year's Eve Fireworks (2) 
Question No: 2016/0343 
Fiona Twycross  
What was the running cost to manage the New Year's Eve Fireworks, please provide a 
breakdown and a comparison to last year's running costs. 

The Mayor  

The final costs for NYE 2015 are still being finalised. We cannot give a detailed breakdown of 
each element for commercial confidentiality reasons. 

However, in summary, the total cost of the event is circa £3,100,000, of which production costs 
amount to £2,900,000.  Production costs includes creative development, pyrotechnics, lighting 
and sound, rigging, site equipment, crew and plant hire, stewarding, health & safety, site 
power, equipment transport, licensing and permissions, post event cleansing, project 
management, communications, traffic management, ticketing costs, and production insurance. 
The remaining £200,000 is allocated to marketing and communications, an on-the-night 
communications hub,  Traffic Orders, borough and Royal Parks cleansing contributions, ticket 
insurance, ticket booth management, and volunteer expenses. 

The 2015 costs are broadly comparable to 2014.  In 2014 the total cost was £3.02m. The 
significant difference for 2015 was the commitment of additional funding to stewarding to 
enable enhanced bag searches and the additional infrastructure required to enable the ticketing 
of Waterloo Bridge. 

The costs are offset in part by income from ticket revenue and commercial revenue including 
catering concessions, filming fees and partnership contributions. This information is 
commercially confidential; however we can confirm that revenue levels increased across all 
these areas from 2014 to 2015. 



New Year's Eve Fireworks (3) 
Question No: 2016/0344 
Fiona Twycross  
How many complaints were received in relation to the New Year's Eve fireworks, can you also 
provide a breakdown of the type of complaint and a comparison to last year? 

The Mayor  

For NYE 2014 we received roughly 150 letters expressing dissatisfaction of some kind. 

For NYE 2015 we have received about 40 letters, and very few were complaints; most provided 
constructive feedback expressing both positive and negative elements to the visitor experience. 

Most communications generally praised the show, but described issues relating to: 

not managing to reach their gate on time (being on the wrong side of the river); difficulty 
getting home (Waterloo walking route, station closures, crowds); lack of stewards' and police 
knowledge of the event (unclear directions); and the enhanced security checks. 

New Year's Eve Fireworks (4) 
Question No: 2016/0345 
Fiona Twycross  
What was the expected distance people attending the New Year's Fireworks were expected to 
walk from tube stations to the designated standing areas? 

The Mayor  

Ticket holders were sent letters indicating their best route to the viewing areas and advised 
that their route home should be planned according to station closures. 

The distance people were expected to walk from Tube stations to the designated standing 
areas depended on which station the ticket holder used, which area they were in and which 
gates they were allocated. The shortest distance was a 50m walk from Westminster. Most 
entrances to the event were between 500m and 1.3km from the recommended stations, with 
the furthest walk being 1.74km from Waterloo to Belvedere Road entrance. These routes are 
carefully considered by all key agencies, the intention is to ensure safety at all times and to 
manage the flow of visitors to the event.  We have contingency routes to manage crowds in 
very busy periods in key hotspots like Waterloo. 



New Year's Eve Fireworks (5) 
Question No: 2016/0346 
Fiona Twycross  
What was the cost of closing roads in the vicinity of the New Year's Eve fireworks? 

The Mayor  

The cost of closing the roads came to £65,500.  This includes the costs of the Traffic 
Regulation Order, stewarding, cones and signs, traffic management consultation and parking 
suspensions. 

New Year's Eve Fireworks (6) 
Question No: 2016/0347 
Fiona Twycross  
What were the estimated numbers of people who attended the event, were records kept of 
people who were turned away? 

The Mayor  

Approximately 82,000 ticketholders turned up for the event on the night. We do not keep 
records of the number of people turned away from the gates. 

New Year's Eve Fireworks (7) 
Question No: 2016/0348 
Fiona Twycross  
How many people did not meet the conditions of the tickets and were turned away from 
attending? 

The Mayor  

We are unable to collect that data as there were several 'soft ticket check points' before each 
entrance gate which turned away people who had joined the queue without realising the event 
is ticketed and dealt with access queries from ticket holders.  The size and scale of the event 
and the number of staff involved means we can only count attendees, via the scanning system, 
and do not record those turned away.  We can confirm that only people with official tickets 
were able to obtain entry. 



New Year's Eve Fireworks (8) 
Question No: 2016/0349 
Fiona Twycross  
When will discussions take place reviewing how this year's event went and what lessons can be 
learnt for next year's event? 

The Mayor  

An initial 'hot' debrief has already taken place with the key agencies and all agreed that the 
event was safe and successful. A full operational debrief will be taking place in February with all 
stakeholders, agencies and partners. 

New Year's Eve Fireworks (9) 
Question No: 2016/0350 
Fiona Twycross  
How many people attending the fireworks were provided with tickets by hotels or other 
businesses? 

The Mayor  

No tickets were provided to hotels or businesses in order to allow people to attend the firework 
display. However we did facilitate access for guests and/or staff of businesses located within 
the ticketed viewing areas, via the use of wristbands. These wristbands were designed to 
facilitate transit across the ticketed areas and be a quick method of identification for the 
stewards.  The capacity of the ticketed areas takes into account that residents and hotel guests 
within the ticketed areas will also have access to the display. 

New Year's Eve Fireworks (10) 
Question No: 2016/0351 
Fiona Twycross  
How many injuries took place at the event? How does this compare to previous years? 

The Mayor  

At this point in time we do not have final numbers as St John's Ambulance and the London 
Ambulance Service have not had their final debrief to cross check figures.  

However initial reports state that 97 people were treated by our event treatment centres this 
year and 17 were hospitalised in the period up to 3am. These figures are for the West End area, 
not just the NYE fireworks immediate ticketed footprint. Over the course of the entire night 
146 treated and 55 hospitalised. 

This compares with 260 referred for treatment in 2014 with 68 transferred to hospital, and 457 
treated in 2013 with 103 transferred to hospital.  2013 figures are prior to the introduction of 
ticketing. 



New Year's Eve Fireworks (11) 
Question No: 2016/0352 
Fiona Twycross  
How many glass bottles were confiscated at this event? 

The Mayor  

We do not keep exact records, however over 120 large bin bags of bottles were confiscated at 
the entrances. Guests were given the opportunity to decant their drinks into plastic glasses 
which were provided at the entrance gates. 

New Year's Eve Fireworks (12) 
Question No: 2016/0353 
Fiona Twycross  
Did you monitor resale and touting of tickets? How widespread was the resale of tickets? 

The Mayor  

For 2015 we amended the terms and conditions associated with our tickets to enable us to 
cancel any tickets found on resale internet sites.  We communicated this to eBay, StubHub, 
Seatwave, GetMeIn and Gumtree, all of them removed NYE tickets from their sites as a result.  
Hence we are confident that on-line resale of tickets was extremely limited.  This was also 
demonstrated by the high numbers of tickets that were returned and refunded.  We resold all 
of these tickets via Seetickets. 

New Year's Eve Fireworks (13) 
Question No: 2016/0354 
Fiona Twycross  
Will you increase the number of people who can access the fireworks next New Year's Eve? 

The Mayor  

We are unable to answer this question as formal operational debriefs for the 2015 event and 
planning for the 2016 event are still to take place. However, it has always been our desire to 
enable as many people into the viewing areas as can be safely managed, as approved by the 
statutory and emergency agencies. In 2015 we introduced Waterloo Bridge as a new ticketed 
area. 



New Year's Eve Fireworks (14) 
Question No: 2016/0355 
Fiona Twycross  
What was the geographical distribution of ticket sales? 

The Mayor  

28% of the tickets sold were purchased by Londoners.  52% of tickets were sold to the rest of 
the UK.  International audiences accounted for 20% of ticket sales.  This is an almost identical 
pattern to sales in 2014. Prior to ticketing, our audience research of attendees to the event also 
reflected similar distributions. 

New Year's Eve Fireworks (15) 
Question No: 2016/0356 
Fiona Twycross  
How many tickets were sold to Londoners? 

The Mayor  

Approximately 30,000. 



New Year's Eve Fireworks (16) 
Question No: 2016/0357 
Fiona Twycross  
What consultation are you planning with businesses on the arrangements for next year, and 
what consultation did you undertake with businesses this year? 

The Mayor  

The event has a dedicated business and resident liaison team who are responsible for 
communicating with businesses and residents affected by the event.  For the 2015 event a 
summary of the activities performed by the team is as follows: 

          Managed a database of over 2,100 affected stakeholders 

          With over 14,800 emails sent 

          7,000 information letters sent out in the post 

          Manned a dedicated telephone line 

          Attended key stakeholder meetings to give presentation and updates to the affected 
businesses and residents including: 

o                         Southbank BID 

o                         Northbank BID 

o                         Villiers Street Forum 

o                         Southbank Forum 

o                         Southbank Business watch 

o                         We are Waterloo 

o                         Upper Ground Monitoring group 

       As well as many one on one meetings with key businesses such as: 

o                    Merlin (London Eye etc.) 

o                    All hotels within the ticketed area 

o                    The Royal Parks 

o                    Whitehall Pubs 

o                    County Hall 

For the 2016 event we would look to repeat this level of engagement. 



Responsibility for Fire and Rescue Services 
Question No: 2016/0358 
Fiona Twycross  
What will the Government's decision to move responsibility for fire and rescue services to the 
Home Office mean for London? 

The Mayor  

I am not expecting there to be any specific implications arising for London - the GLA has a 
good working relationship with the Home Office, just as it does with DCLG. On a national level, 
it is reasonable to expect the shift in responsibilities to bring about efficiency and effectiveness 
gains through the co-location of police and fire oversight. 

Digital Talent Programme 
Question No: 2016/0359 
Fiona Twycross  
As part of your Digital Talent Programme, you intend to increase the number of places for 
people aged 16 and over at further education colleges so that young Londoners can study 
industry-designed and endorsed digital short courses that are going to lead to a job. With FE 
colleges in London struggling as a result of cuts to the FE budget, how do you intend to do this 
and what FE colleges will this take place? 

The Mayor  

The Digital Talent programme will support FE colleges in London to assess their current delivery 
through 'Digital Labs' that will identify opportunities to implement additional industry-
designed and endorsed digital courses. 

Funding will be available for FE colleges to deliver these, in addition to establishing new level 3 
and 4 Apprenticeships where applicable. 

There will be an open procurement process for FE colleges to apply to the Digital Talent 
programme to implement this in early 2016. 

The National College for Digital Skills will also open in Tottenham Hale in September 2016, 
providing industry-designed courses and Apprenticeships at level 3 and 4. This is being part 
funded by the GLA (£7.165m) and BIS (£13.4m). 



International students in London 
Question No: 2016/0360 
Fiona Twycross  
On the 17 November, you proposed new measures to combat the sharp decline in the number 
of students from India studying in London, a figure which has halved over the past five years 
despite the demand for Higher Education growing in India. Do you think the high cost of living 
and university fees in London have contributed to the decline in students from India choosing 
to study in London? 

The Mayor  

I am concerned about the fall in the number of Indian students studying at London's higher 
education institutions (HEIs). This comes at a time when the demand for higher education in 
India is growing rapidly. London remains internationally competitive on cost and quality of 
degree - there is no other city in the world with the depth and breadth of the capital's higher 
education offer. However, I have recommended the government reviews the post-study work 
opportunities for international students to address the decline in numbers from India and 
increase the skills available to support London's innovative economy; and continue to lobby on 
this. 

Apprenticeship success rates 
Question No: 2016/0361 
Fiona Twycross  
Can you provide me with the Apprenticeship success rates for London for the years 2011/12, 
2012/13, 2013/14 and 2014/15? Can these be further broken down by i) age, ii) gender, iii) 
ethnicity and iv) level? 

The Mayor  

Success rate data is not held by the GLA.  The Skills Funding Agency (SFA), which produces 
and holds this data, have published National success rate tables up to 2013/14 as open data 
which can be accessed via the following link: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/sfa-national-success-rates-tables 

The file relevant to your enquiry is entitled, 
'NSRTables_Apprenticeship_LearnerRegion_SuccessRates'. Note this file should provide you 
with the data requested with the exception of 2014/15 data (yet to be published) and gender 
and ethnicity which are only published at national level. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/sfa-national-success-rates-tables


Parental employment 
Question No: 2016/0362 
Fiona Twycross  
What is the current rate of parental unemployment in London, including for males and females 
in couples, and for male and female single parents? 

The Mayor  

According to the Labour Force Survey, in April-June 2015 the unemployment rate for married 
or cohabiting couples with children combined was 4.7%, and the unemployment rate for lone 
parents was 10.8%. 

More information is available at http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/about-ons/business-
transparency/freedom-of-information/what-can-i-request/published-ad-hoc-
data/labour/january-2016/index.html 

Childcare 
Question No: 2016/0363 
Fiona Twycross  
Please provide an update on the Mayor's most recent activity in regards to childcare provision 
in London. 

The Mayor  

I commissioned the Family and Childcare Trust to investigate the mixed model approaches to 
childcare in London and their report is published on the GLA website. My Education & Youth 
and Health teams are scoping a healthy Early Years London programme, building on the highly 
successful Healthy Schools London programme for primary and secondary schools. My team 
continues to work with DfE on increasing school nursery provision and piloting new models of 
provision. 

Through the London Enterprise Panel I am working with both DWP and The Big Lottery Fund 
on two programmes (Troubled Families £15 million and Economically Inactive BAME women 
£2.5 million) which will tackle unemployment and offer childcare support. 

Social security 
Question No: 2016/0364 
Fiona Twycross  
Will the Mayor publish the report that he commissioned from GLA Economics on the 
implications of social security reform, and when? 

The Mayor  

Please see my response to oral MQ 2016/0166. 

http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/about-ons/business-transparency/freedom-of-information/what-can-i-request/published-ad-hoc-data/labour/january-2016/index.html
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/about-ons/business-transparency/freedom-of-information/what-can-i-request/published-ad-hoc-data/labour/january-2016/index.html
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/about-ons/business-transparency/freedom-of-information/what-can-i-request/published-ad-hoc-data/labour/january-2016/index.html


Financial services 
Question No: 2016/0365 
Fiona Twycross  
Given the importance of the financial services sector to London's economy, what discussions 
has the Mayor or his representatives had with either (a) the Financial Conduct Authority, (b) 
the Treasury, (c) the Banking Standards Board or (d) individual banks regarding the Financial 
Conduct Authority's previously proposed investigation into the culture of the UK's banking 
sector? 

The Mayor  

I have not made representations on this specific matter to any stakeholders, including those 
organisations listed in your question. The Financial Conduct Authority has published a detailed 
explanation for how it reached its decision on its website. It explains that it 'engaged with 
stakeholders including the Financial Services Consumer Panel, the FCA Practitioner Panel, the 
British Banking Association (BBA) and Banking Standards Board about [its] plans.' 

The FCA's full statement is published at: 

http://www.fca.org.uk/static/documents/foi/foi4350-information-provided.pdf 

Financial services sector 
Question No: 2016/0366 
Fiona Twycross  
Given the importance of the financial services sector to London's economy, do you agree with 
the Financial Conduct Authority's decision to scrap its review of culture at banks operating in 
the UK? 

The Mayor  

The Financial Conduct Authority is an independent regulator and it has published a detailed 
explanation for how it reached this decision on its website. It explains that it decided 'the best 
way to support and drive on-going efforts to improve culture is to continue to engage 
individually with firms to encourage their delivery of cultural change as well as supporting other 
initiatives outside the FCA.' 

The FCA's full statement is published at: 

http://www.fca.org.uk/static/documents/foi/foi4350-information-provided.pdf 

http://www.fca.org.uk/static/documents/foi/foi4350-information-provided.pdf
http://www.fca.org.uk/static/documents/foi/foi4350-information-provided.pdf


Islamaphobic Hate Crime 
Question No: 2016/0367 
Navin Shah  
What is being done by Met Police to address the dramatic rise in Islamaphobic Hate Crime? 

The Mayor  

The MPS has developed multiple responses to the rise in Islamaphobic (and anti-Semitic) hate 
crime.  At the local level, this includes providing a greater visible presence at key locations in 
order to reassure communities, direct engagement with Muslim communities/organisations, 
explaining action taken by police to minimise the opportunity for any Islamaphobic backlash, 
and encouraging communities to support each other and report hate incidents. 

Across London the MPS has increased the number of specialist investigators within borough 
Community Safety Units by 30%, with over 900 specialist staff investigating all hate crime.  In 
addition, further resources are made available to provide daily reassurance patrols and reserves 
of officers for deployment at very short notice, to reassure communities, address any public 
order issues and tackle incidents of hate crime. 

More broadly, the MPS continues to have an excellent working relationship with community-
led groups such the London Muslim Community Forum and 3rd party hate crime reporting 
groups such as Tell MAMA, the Al-Khoie foundation and Mosques across London and the UK. 

The MPS has also formed a Faith Hate Crime Working Group with community partners to 
address key areas including officer training, performance, and reporting.  



Public Confidence in the Met 
Question No: 2016/0368 
Joanne McCartney  
Why have you missed your target of increasing public confidence in the Met to 75%? 

The Mayor  

I set a stretching challenge for the MPS on confidence in order to drive forward concerted work 
towards improvement. 

Since I took office we have seen real improvements in confidence in the police, from 54.8% in 
2008 to 62.1% in June last year as measured by the CSEW and from 64% to 67% as measured 
by the PAS. 

There have been major successes since March 2012. 

       Confidence in local policing has remained stable over time, and has been resilient to wider 
events in London and beyond. 

       Confidence in local policing peaked at its highest ever recorded level in June 2014 (68%) 

       The latest CSEW results show that confidence in the MPS is still highest in its most similar 
force group and joint 22nd out of the 42 forces of England and Wales (62.1%, June 2015) 

We are working to make improving confidence part of day-to-day business in the MPS. In 
2015, MOPAC launched the Neighbourhood Confidence Comparator - an innovative data tool 
showing differences in performance on the different drivers of confidence between similar 
neighbourhoods and enabling police and partner agencies to identify and share best practice. 
We have held the Met to account using this data and every Borough now has a Confidence 
Plan, with Commanders sharing information on what works well and what can be improved. 

This is making a real difference in neighbourhoods. For example, between July 2014 and June 
2015, Southwark South West saw an increase in confidence of 7%. In the space of six months, 
Newham South saw confidence increase from 56% to 64%. 

Furthermore, with Safer Neighbourhood Boards now in place in every London Borough, 
communities are now able to have a direct influence on local policing priorities and hold their 
neighbourhood team to account for their performance 

The MPS has made some real advances in giving the people of London confidence in their 
work, and they should be congratulated for this success and hard work. 



Land Banking 
Question No: 2016/0369 
Andrew Dismore  
Why haven't you taken action to stop developers in London 'land banking', thus keeping the 
price of new housing high? 

The Mayor  

I actively lobbied Government to reconsider its proposals to liberalise change of use from 
offices to housing prior to the announcement in October and this informed Government in 
extending the exemptions from the rights currently in place until May 2019. This intervention 
has given the time needed to ensure a co-ordinated approach to the introduction of Article 4 
Directions by the relevant boroughs so that space can continue to be protected in London's 
nationally and internationally important business districts in and around central London. To 
date two meetings have been convened with the boroughs to take this forward. 

My Draft Supplementary Planning Guidance for the Central Activities Zone provides strategic 
context and advice on the range of evidence that can be used to support Article 4 Directions to 
remove the permitted development rights. My officers are currently analysing the responses to 
this consultation and I intend to adopt this SPG as soon as possible. 

I am also concerned about the negative impact of the permitted development rights on 
occupied office space, business and employment in those areas not covered by the exemptions 
and I continue to actively monitor this in collaboration with the London boroughs. A number of 
London boroughs have brought forward Article 4 directions to remove the rights depending on 
local circumstances and I support their use where they protect strategically important office 
locations and can be justified by robust evidence. 

 


